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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Appeal Board

met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 o'lock a.m., in

San Luis Obisp'o, California, the Honorable Richard

Salzman, Chairman of the Board, presiding.
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RICHARD SALZMAN, Chairman

DR. JOHN HENRY BUCK, Member
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Reporter, are you ready?

Henry Buck and Professor of nuclear engineering W. V.

I

Pads .'IO. 2

I

I
I
I

P ROC E E D I N G S

I

I

Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. My name is Richard

Salzman and with my colleagues, nuclear physicist Dr. John I

I

Johnson, we comprise the Appeal Board of the United States

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

7

I

We are convened here in San Luis Osbispo,

California this morning in facilities graciously made

12

13

I

l~
t

~ ~t

17
I

available, by the Board of County Commissioners in order to
I

hear an appeal taken by the Zntervenors from a decision of
i

I

I

Gas and Electric Company, Diablo Canyo Nuclear Power Plant

has been adequately designed to withstand earthquakes in

accordance with the law and,the Commission's regulations. I

Et has come to my attention that while most of

you understand the technical nature of the proceedings,

some may not and if those who know what I am about to say

I
AQ

I

j

!

I

I

will bear with me, let me explain that this is not a trial.
That we are here this morning to hear Counsel for the

I

lntervenors tell us why the decision of the Licensing I

Board is incorrect. And of course, to hear Counsel for the '

Commission, Counsel for the Applicant, to suggest that the

decision is indeed per ectly proper and also Z believe, to





hear a few words from amicus curiae that is simply a friend

of the Board representing California Governor Brown.

Most of the matters at issue this morning, if
indeed not all of them, are highly technical in nature.

This presents a problem for us. The problem is that the

law requires and I might add quite properly so, that the

10
I

decision whether to license or not to license a nuclear I
I

plant be based on the record made at the trial and not on

any material which may come to the attention of this Board

or anybody else outside the hearing process and particularly,
I

Inot on" one-sided presentations by one side or the other.

We may simply not consider them. The law requires it and
I
I

I think, as I said before, quite rightly so.

~ g
I
l

1c

15

That means in words of one syllable that we may
l

not talk to the lawyers for either side on the substance of

what the Licensing Board did, except at an oral argument

17
I

19

like this one. This is, in effect, our opportunity to ask

for further details as to precisely why something was wrong

or something was correct and to ask them to, enlarge upon

their arguments. If we can't do it here, we'l have no

other opportunity to speak to the lawyers or either side.
IThis being so, it's compounded by the technical difficulties

of the questions involved. At its best, seismology is a

C

complicated technology and engineering uses many, many

technical phrases. What I am leading up to Ladies and
I KTT5KpacTl~l. V55cccTlap Rzroeven. tpc
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Gentlemen, is that we request your cooperation, so that we

can hear everyone's argument clearly, take appropriate notes,
I

ask questions and hear everyone's response.

At this point, I would like to have Counsel

I
v

introduce themselves any anyone who is accompanying them

and Counsel who will make the argument, state who will
speak. For purposes of the record, let me begin with

Counsel for Intervenor who is appealing here, Mr.

Fleischaker. Would you please speak loudly and address the

Board?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Chairman, I am David

Fleischaker. I am Counsel for the Joint Intervenors.

~ g

I

ae
$

Seated to my left is Patty Johnson and she is co-counsel
$

for the Joint Intervenors. I will be presenting the

oral argument.

!6
I

17
I

1S j

1'P
I

I
I

CQ
I
I

21

j

j

I

CHAlRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you. I'm sorry, Ladies
I

and Gentlemen, but you will be able to hear Counsel when

they step up. All they a e doing is giving their name for
t
I

the Reporter, at the moment.

May I have Counsel "or the Staff, please?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: My name is Jim 'Tourtellotte.
I'm Assistant Chic" Hearing Counsel for the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. I will be making the argument today.i

.C

Wi'th me and assisting me are my two colleagues, Mr. Ed

Ketchen and Mark Staenberg.
IKTT$Kpasc$ $ceecg VK$Km$$ pc Rtraemes. Icp
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you, Mr. Tourtellotte.

'nd Counsel for the Applicant, Pacific Gas and Electric

Company.

MR. NORTON: My name is Bruce Norton from Paci ic

e
!

I

5

Gas and Electric Company and with me to my left is
I
I
I

Mr. Furbush and my right is Mr. Gehr and Crane. I will make:
t
l

the argument. i

CHAIRS SALZMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Norton,

>0

Counsel should understand -- Oh, I'm sorry. I
believe there is a'ounsel for Governor Brown.

MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, my name is Herbert

Brown and I'm accompanied by a legal -- Secretary to

I

15

17
t

19

29

l

n

Governor Brown, Tony Klein.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN:

looked you,sir.

Thank you. I'm sorry I over-

have read all the briefs as closely and carefully as we

could; We'e read large portions of the evidence and the

transcript of the testimony below and to remind you, as

well, that the argument is for our benefit and to help us

Counsel, in preparing your arguments this

morning and presenting them this morning, I would like to

tell you that the Board, and by that I mean each of us,

Iunderstand what went either wrong or right with the decision:,

C

below. For that reason, you should have made your formal

arguments completely in your briefs and you should not be
I~ace as, Valjean~ R~~ l~~ ~ CltfTCL~, L e. 5VlTZ 1014~l~
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5

disturbed if we interrupt'ou with questions during the

course of the argument. The questions will tell you the

areas of particular concern to us and we'l appreciate your

answering them as fully as possible. I say again, we'l
have no other time to address you on them.

We will, however, be certain to give you a moment
I

to ensure that you have the opportunity to at least state

I

!

your positions in full.
Mr. Fleischaker, won't you come to the podium,

please. We'l begin with your argument.

question.

l

I

Before you start, sir, I have a preliminary
I

I understand you'e yielded ten minutes of your

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I5

time to Counsel for Governor Brown.

my time. I'e yielded--

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Well, the

I

I

Board has authorized

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, sir, I 'e yielded more of

19
1

AQ
I

you to yield up to ten minutes of your time and I take it,
you'e yielded that much, sir.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't know

that the e was that limitation. I will y'ld the full
amount tha" I can to Governor Brown.

CHAIRMAN. SALZMAN: Thank you.

MR. BROWN: Pardon me, my understanding is

Mr. Fleischaker was predicated upon the order of the

that

Board,,

which as I recall did not mention ten minutes
I~ncr ag Voeaaase Rcreemea Im~ ~ CA~ 517tCCT, L P. 5VIT% f01
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The Board--

o

I

C
I

I

l

, I

MR. BROWN: -- Counsel would agree--
I

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: No, the Board said that Counsel

'ave

a number of questions that we wish to

ker and the argument time is limited.

ask Mr. Fleischa-.'

1

for -- the order of the Board said that Counsel may yield
up to ten minutes of his time to Counsel from -- We have

your brief, sir. We will hear you for ten minutes. We

Mr. Brown, thank you.

MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, could you just refer to

the

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Brown, thank you.

13
Mr. Fleischaker, how much o your time do you wish to have

I

for,opening argument?

'C
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Let me do a little recalculation:

19
I

I

QQ

here because I had divided my argument on the basis of an

hour and a half. It will just take a second.

Mr. Chairman, I think 45 minutes will be

sufficient.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: 45 minutes to open, l0

minutes for Mr. Brown. That will leave you more than an

!

CC

hour or rebuttal. I simplv remind you that rebuttal will
be limited to matters raised in the opening statement or

matte s raised by the other side. -- nave another prelimin-

ary matter and a very small one. The rules reau'e, but
IWVewanCwii V44444n~ RZrOe4C4C4. Im
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your. brief does not ind'ate the pages or your table

authority, where you discuss the number of cases. It's a
1

long brief that you submitted and that information is very !

helpful to us. It will be appreciated when you return to

Washington, that you send us a substitute page at your

earliest convenience.

Mr. Fleischaker, would you please begin your

argument. It is the Board's present intention to hear

Counsel straight through with but a short break.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please begin, Mr. Fleischaker.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Can you hea" me back there? Is

13

this -- Okay, good.

Mr. Chairman, let me change the allocation of
l

'Cl~
time. I think that what I'l do is have an hour for the

I

~

5
opening argument and 45 minutes foi the rebuttal, if
okay.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Certainly.

that'

MR. FLElSCHAKER: Thank you very much. I have--

ere is a lar e se ent of the ublic here, Ibecause th g gm p
V

have just a very brief opening statement, which defines the
I

facts of the case from our perspective.
1

When Diablo Canyon was designed and constructed,

it wasn't known that offshore, three miles from the site,

there was an active earthquake fault and that fact wasn'

I~att~t. Vtttaattse Rgroevaea !~
~ ~ Ca~.~. S. e. WITT t01

448ptl~
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I

it could produce a 7.5 magnitude earthquake, triggered a -

j

re-evaluation of the seismic design of the facility. A new !

set of criteria was developed to test the plant's seismic .!
I

l
!capacity. These criteria are supposed to take into account

t I

5
I
!

II
I the earthquake forces that the Hoseri Fault might produce,

but they don'.

I

PaCt .'IC.
!

taken into consideration, wasn't taken into account in the
! design and construction of the Diablo Canyon facilities.
l The discovery of the Hoseri Fault and the determination th'a
I

~

5
I

The Staf and the Applicant have sharpened their

pencils and essentially, analyzed the way the Hoseri Fault.
I

The result is that the new seismic criteria are essentially
t

the same as those used 10 years ago before the discovery of

~ ~ )

! C

!8 i
I
I
I

!9

c5

the Hoseri Fault. Now, PG&E and the Staff will stand up

here today and they will tell us that the plant is safe

enough, but "heir assurances aren't enough. The Commission's
a

regulations of the definition of what's required in order

to protect the public health and safety and if those

regulations aren't met, this plant can not be licensed.
I

The seismic criteria used in the Diablo Canyon

reanalvsis do not meet the Commission's regulations and =or;
I

that reason, this plant can not be licensed.

The Commission's regulations require that nuclear
I

power plants be designed to withstand the maximum vibratory

accelerations produced by .the safe shutdown earthquake.

IetrWaaeu!. VaaanIC @~ma. (PC~ ~ Ca~ ttltCXT. 5. C, SVCTZ:Ot
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I

I

In this case, that's a 7.5 magnitude earthquake centered

only three miles from the site.
The criteria used in the reanalysis don't meet

that requirement. Maximum values were not used in the re-
I

analysis. The Staff, first of all, the Staff and the

Applicant have improperly discounted the free field
accelerations that are expected to occur at the site. Free

I

field accelerations substant'lly greater than those used in!
Ithe reanalysis were recommended by USGS, by Dr. James Bruin

I
I

10 (

I
I

11 i

and by Dr. Andre GayLucko. Those values were not used by-
A

the Staff and instead, they rejected those recommendations
I

~ Alg

1

16

and adopted acceleration values that represent the forces
I

produced bv a 6.5 magnitude earthquake, not a 7.5 magnitude

earthquake.

Now, let me .just review for a moment the

recommendations, the USGS recommendations, those of Dr.

Bruin and those of Dr. Lucko.

18
I
I

19
I
I

I

I
I
Iap

The USGS estimates of maximum vibratory accelera-

'tions for a 7 ' magnitude earthquake are significantly
higher than those used in the reanalysis. These recommenda-

tions are set out in the USGS c'cular 672 and they are
I

contained in Table 2. Let's compare them, the values that
are set out in the USGS c'cular with the values that have

been used in the reanalysis.

USGS starts with a maximum acceleration of 1.15G.
/~sncreag Verworn~ Rtxrr~ lm~ ~ CkrwtDL~. X. e. SV~ tOt
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The maximum acceleration used in the reanalysis is .75G.

The USGS recommendations indicate that peak accelerations

will exceed .75G seven times during the time history of the

7.5 magnitude earthquake. -These are the values, these higherI

values we e the ones that were recommended by'SGS to define,
I

ground motion in the free field for the seismic reanalysis.
I
t

The values aren't the maximum values.
I
I

DR. JOHNSON: Excuse me, excuse me, Mr.
i

Fleischaker.

I
I

I

I

IO

11

I

IQ

MR..FLEISCHAKER: Yes, sir.
DR. JOHNSON: With regard to the recommendations

of the USGS and -- what'? 672?
i

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, sir, circular 672.

DR. JOHNSON: Were those developed for the
I

17
1

i

IS

Diablo Canyon site? I know they were not developed for the

Diablo Canyon site. Can you point out to me where in the

record the USGS recommends that these values specifically
be used for the analysis, the reanalysis at Diablo? I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I think that it's in the lette
that s contained in Supplement 4 to the Safety Evaluation

Re'port, Appendix C. The USGS indicates that it would I

assign a value of 7.5 to the Hoseri Fault and to describe

the free field accelerations at the site, they recommend

.C

that -- tney recommend USGS 72 and the values contained in

Table 2 at USGS 72. The direct answer to your question, I
INTTPtikhCtEkl VOIOkh& R~TD%5. jtk
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I

I

think is Appendix C, the USGS letter that is in Supplement

4 to the Safety Evaluation Report.

DR- JOHNSON: Thank you.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: The first point. " The USGS

recommendation has been ignored. The values used to

describe the free field accelerations for this reanalysis

ly recommended by the US Geological Survey.

DR. BUCK: Pardon me?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, Dr. Buck?

I

I

I

are significantly lower than the values that were specifical-.
I

C
IA

I3

DR. BUCK: If USGS has recommended some different

value, why did they agree to the analysis that was made?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: The USGS has never agreed to

the analysis as been made, in fact, I question--

DR. BUCK: Did they ever object to it?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Pardon me?

~ WII
I

I

Ia

I9

I"9

I

.C

DR. BUCK: Have they objected to it?

MR. FLEISCHAKER They haven' taken -- Sir, they;
I

have taken a position on the response -- that have been used

in the reanalysis.

DR. BUCK: Can you tell me why?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, sir, I can'. I 'm not a

member of the U.S. Geological Survey. I cuestioned them

on that during the cross-examination when they took the

stand. I asked them, first of all, I think ' was

i~srr~i Voeaansc R~s. I~» scasne m~ ~. s. e. Wtn:or
esaewCTCve. a.-





I
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Mr. Devine, —I asked Mr. Devine whether their recommenda-
I
I

tion remained the same, that is, did USGS circular 672, the
I

values set out, were those still the values that they

5

recommended for free field acceleration and he said, yes.

I said, do you have any opinion on the reduction that has

been applied to obtain the response spector anchored to

.75G and Mr. Devine's statement was he had no opinion.
I

DR. BUCK: Nas that not changed on cross-

examination?

~

0
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No', sir, that was not changed

on cross-examination. USGS has but a single opinion in

this case. Excuse me, strike that. The USGS limited their:
I
Iopinion to the description of free field -- of accelerations»

in the free field and their recommendation is that that

description, the values assigned in 672 describe the

accelerations in the free field.

18 j

19

A5
O

DR. BUCK: Precisely, that doesn't necessarily
I

mean the accelerations in Diablo Canyon type structure.
l

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I'm sorry. I didn't understand;

your auestion.

DR. BUCK: The emphasis that USGS put on this

thing was free field situation.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's correct.

DR. BUCK: Because i" was being applied to a

C pipeline, as I recall. That was the purpose of their





analysis. Now, do they not, USGS, does it not point out

that there would be a difference in the application to

other types of structures?

MR. FLElSCHAKER: ln 672, the USGS stated that
the values assigned in the free field may be reduced in
order to determine design values under appropriate

circumstances.

~

5

~ g

DR. BUCK: Okay, thank you.
I

MR. FLEESCHAKER: The essential question is
Iwhether or not there is a physical basis for reduction of

the free field accelerations and in this case, there is no

physical basis. I would like to come to that, a little
Ilater, but let me address it very briefly here.

Physical basis or reducing free field accelera-

tions is either that there is a significant soil structure

t6

17
I

interaction or that there is a so-called tau efzect. Now

l think that the evidence--

DR. BUCK: Excuse me, there are two things you

say'?

25

I
I

I
I

Vg
I

MR. FLElSCHAKER: The physical basis for reducing,,"

the asse ted physical basis for reducing free field
I

accelerations is soil structure 'interaction or so-called

tau effect, the scattering indifraction of high zrequency

waves from the base of the foundation.

C First of all with respect to soil structure

I~0000 i1. V~nae RZr~ IVC.~ ~ Cl~~, 0, V 74llTX 102
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interaction. I think that with the exception of testimony

given the last day by Dr. Seed, the evidence in this case

is almost unanimous that there is no significant soil
structure 'nteraction at the Diablo Canyon site. That is the

view of Dr. Trufunack, Dr. Lucko and Dr. Newmark.

On the tau effect there is a difference of

opinion and I would like to address that a little later on,

but I would like first o all to address the question of.

free field accelerations.

DR. JOHNSON: Wait a m'ute. You said that there

were two things that could be taken into account to reduce

free field accelerations and they were the two you just
mentioned.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's correct.

DR. JOHNSON: Were those two limited by USGS or

are those two that developed during the course of -- In

other words, did USGS say, then free field accelerations
r

can be reduced by tau effect or soil structure interaction?

rMR. FLEISCHAi(ER: I don't think that USGS -- USGS

"or sure did not, mention tau effect. I can get the

specific language that the USGS used in circular 672.

DR. JOHNSON: Well, all I want -- USGS did not
«

give a prescription form and use the free field..acceleration--

they just sa'd that there might be a reduction, to take

into account -- is that my understanding of the way--
i~one»ig V~z««ggyesr~,'»c,
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I

I
1

I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That is correct, Dr. Johnson.

The USGS said that the ordinary seismic analysis, which is

on linear elastic analysis, does not take into account many

energy absorbing mechanisms and that was the language that

they used, energy absorbing mechanisms. So it may be

5

i

appropriate under the particular circumstances of any given

case to reduce the free field accelerations, but they gave
I

no opinion as to whether in the case of Diablo Canyon it
was appropriate to reduce the free field accelerations.

.0
I

11

I

DR. JOHNSON: Well, is there testimony in the

record with regard to whether or not the USGS values in the

c'cular table 2 were reduced when applied to the Alaska

pipeline, the purpose for which they were generated'?

but that doesn't seem to me that that's necessarily

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I don't recall whether there is, l

relevant here. Whether the values are reduced, depends upon,:

I
I

the particular circumstances of the site, the soil
fIcharacteristics and the characteristics of the foundation

~ gI.
of the structure.

DR.. JOHNSON: I understand that, but it seems to

me it migh be instructed to see how these values we e used

in the particular circumstance for which they were developed~I

Sw

I used in the design of the pipeline. You

aware of any testimony to that effect.

said you were not
I

and if there was a reduction, what types of reduct'on were
I

I~snceaag Voeasnss Rxrcvrtmes. I~
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MR. FLEZSCHAKER: I can't recall whether there
I

was some discussion of that, but let's assume there was
I

a reduction in the Alaska pipeline

C

I

DR. JOHNSON: I realize, sir, and I don't intend

to imply that the same reduction would be appropriate at

Diablo Canyon. I'm just asking you if you recall whether

or not those values were used as they are published in that

Y
I

I

(- fl
I

circul'ar in the design of the Alaska pipeline.
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I don't recall. I mean, I I

I

don't recall. Dr. Newmark was on the stand and he was the
I

engineer who was principally responsible =or the design of

the pipeline and I do not recall whether he addressed that
I
I

question.

~ g
1

~ g
I

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.
MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Okay. Let me get back to the

i st step here because the first step in determining

i8

~ A
/ V

whethe the design is adequate is to determine whether the
1

ree field accelerations, the values =or the free field i
I
I

accelerations have been -- that were used in the reanalysis i

a e correct values and our position is that they are not
I
I

correct values, that they have been reduced or that they j
I

Iare not maximum values. Essentially, there are two school

of thought, there are two schools of thought here. On the

one hand we have the USGS, Dr. Bruin and Dr. Lucko and

-ther're all of the opinion that the appropriate accelerations

iwmeeo~a~a Voeaaase Rgrorrraea l~
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I

in the ree ield for .a 7.5 magnitude earthquake are in the

range of 1G. The other school consists of Dr. Newmark and

the Applicant' witnesses, Dr. Seed, Dr. Smith and Dr. Bolt.
'heirview is that" the appropriate description of the

accelerations expected at the site is in the range of .6 to

.SG.

DR. JOHNSON: Again, maybe if you clear up

something that I don', maybe don't understand, but I

T

I
I

ll !
I

l

]C
!

thought tnat the design spectrum which was used by the NRC
4

and subsequently the Applicant, was one generated by
I

I

Dr. Newmark using the Pacioma Dam record and that ecord had[

a maximum acceleration of 1.25G. Now that, as I recall the

testimony, the response spectrum generated for that

particular laboratory motion record, provided an envelope
II

which -- of response on a trial field graph which appeared

to have a zero period value of approximately 7. -- .75G,
but'he

actual —as 1 understood it. he actually did a response

spectrum or a motion which had a peak acceleration o" 1.25G.F r ~ .- -I
I

Now, isn't that your understanding?

NR. PLEISCHAKER: That's--
DR. JOHNSON: Why is my understanding wrong?

HR. PLEISCHAKER: Your understanding is right,
but I think it's incomplete. The response spectrum that

are used to describe the accelerations in the free field for

the reanalysis is anchor to .75G, not, 1.25. Essentially

I~snewav Voraanss RzroeTxra. I~
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DR. JOHNSON: Well, I didn't think when you

generated the spectrum there was an anchor. In other words,',

my understanding of how you create those spectre is you take I

a family of single degree and -- oscillators and you apply

~ !

a certain laboratory motion to them and this case it was

that dam whose name I can't pronounce, and you get out of 1

7 I

!

3 l

I

!

!

:0

C
ll i

for a maximum G for a particular site. But it is my

understanding that he used Taxioma?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Pacoima.

it what you get out of it for the various freauency

oscillator. Now, I don't -- I mean, there is no anchoring
!

done until vou then start to scale that type of spectrum

13

DR. JOHNSON: 'acoima?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Right.

0

~ ~
I

~ ~II
!

18
I
!

1'P
!
'!

\

29
!

1

I

I
!

* I

DR. JOHNSON: A word I have only seen written.
I

No one back where I live would dare try to pronounce it.
!

He used that spectrum of laboratory motion which had in it
I

a l.25G peak. In other words, he didn't go -- Okay.
I

I'R. FLEISCHAKER: If you take the time h story,

the acceleration time history from the Pacoima Dam

accelerometer and you generate a response spectre, you

will get a response spectre and out at the high frecuency

end, you will get a value of 1.25G and that's just the way

the thing works, as you get to the very high frecruencies,

you get the peak acceleration out at the high reauency.

I~an~!. Vmssnsa @~mr+ I~~ ~Cl~~, S A. 5lllTX F01
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DR. JOHNSON: Those very high freauencies are not

particular relevant to design.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Passed 30CPS it's not relevant.

Now, what Dr. Newmark did was he took the two components,

I
!

o
W

I

5
I

!

I/
!
!

the east/west component and the north/south component from

the Pacoima Dam accelerometer and he put them on a triactual,

graph and then he drew an average between them and down

toward the high freauency end, he shaved it. So that the

response spectre that he drew, the smooth lines response

spectre is shaved at the high end and anchors at 0.75G.

i"
I

!
t3

I
I
!

l4

That's the way he derived the response spectre that have
I

been used to describe the ree field acceleration.

Now, let me go one step further. Tha" does not

incorporate 1.25G, but that's not the significant point

here. We'e not interested in the single peak acceleration '„

!

that is recorded. We'e interested in the levels of

17
!

acceleration throughout the frequency range or interest

and the levels of accelerate and the frecuency range of

!
I

AQ

21 !

!
I

Agj !

!interest is approximately one cycle per second, 333 cycles

per second, so that the fact that Pacoima, the Pacoima time i

history had a s'ngle high peak in it is not the sicni icant ~

!

!tning.. The significant thing is how does that response

C

spectre compare to a response spectre derived "or a 7.5

magnitude earthauake, how does the level of acceleration

compare, now does the level of acceleration or the Pacoima

l~s:coIII!.V~o!~ Rxrcvroosoo. !~« ~ ca~~ mrcrr. s. e. wry !oseoOII!~ i, gee





response spectre compare to the levels of acceleration

throughout the frequency range of interest for a 7.5 and

the answer to that is given by Dr. Lucko—

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

HR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, that is precisely right.

DR. JOHNSON: Well, l don't understand what you

mean by level of acceleration and do you mean the number of

times that a particular peak is obtained during the ground

motion or do you--

l am talking about repeatable peak accelerations, the level

of accelerations.

Let me demonstrate it for you graphically. Zf

you were to take Pacoima Dam response spectrum, the Newmark

!9 I
I
I
I

AQ
I
I
I
!

!

»g I

I

response spectre that describes ground motion and you were

to superimpose upon that, one for a 7.5 magnitude earth-

quake, you would find that in the freauency- range of

!

I
I

DR. JOHNSON: Whoa, where are you getting this

response spectre for a 7.5'- l mean you can get a response !

I

interest--

spectre on any m'agnitude for a 7.5
I

HR. FLElSCHAKER: I'm getting that from the

has derived response spectre

testimony of Dr. Lucko and takes tnat response spectre from
j
I

a work that's been generated by Dr. Trafunack. Dr. Trafunack

DR. BUCK: Well, that isn't a response spectre

that has been proposed to be used. The response spectre

I WVaeWS44C»A1. VOC4AT!AI Rzraer44Ct. IAt.~ ~ tA~ 444CCZ» 4. 4. SllliZ !41
»ASCII ~, 4 ZE441
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that is being used ia the one developed by Dr. Newmark.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: But the issue here is whether

the response spectre developed by Dr. Newmark represents
i

the free field accelerations from a 7.5 magnitude earthquake-
I

DR. BUCK: Well, I believe that has been pretty

clearly stated, has it not?
l

MR. FLEISCHAKER: It's been stated by Dr. Newmark,
'utit's been tested by a number of witnesses in this pro-

ceeding.

ta
DR. BUCK: Where does it not it?
MR. FLEISCHAKER: It doesn't fit throughout the

frequency range of interests.

I

E

I

I

~

(

la

r

DR. BUCK: What frequency range?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: One cycle per second throughout
r

the 33 cycles per second. If you take a response spectre
II

from the 7. 5 magnitude earthquake and the only ones that we .".

have are ones that have been generated, for example by

Dr. Newmark or if you infer one from the values that are

given in USGS 672, what you will find is that throughout

the frequency range o inte ests, those response spectre

are 20 to 30 percent higher than the 6. -- than the Pacoima i

C

response spectrum that has been used in this reana'ysis.

DR. BUCK: Whe e do you show that in th'

testimony?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Where do I show that in the
Iwraneirrco w. 'I~rr~ Rcreetms. Im~ scam ca~ sneer:. r. ~. sum.or

sos





testimony?

DR. BUCK: Whe e do you show that in this testimony?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Wait a second and I'l get the

comments that were submitted by Dr. Lucko to the Advisory—

Reactor Safeguards and read it to you.

These comments are in evidence.

DR. BUCK: Comments are where did vou say?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: These are comments dated May 30th

1978

i0

C

DR. JOHNSON: Can you get an

!
Number for them between sneezes?

I

I'm sorry, the date will do.

Intervenor Exhibit

They are cross-

referenced. I thought the--
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, May 30th, 1978. If I can I

find it for you, I'l give it to you on rebuttal, so you
P

will know specifically what I'm referring to, I'l be happy',

to do that.

la
!

l9

Page 1, Dr. Lucko's comments. "In my opinion,

the free field design spectrum used in the e-evaluation

C5

cl
I

.C

for Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant does not reflect,

does not reflect the strong motion at the side for a 7.5

magnitude earthauake at an epicentral distance of 5 kilo-
me e s, but ather the motion for a 6.5 magnitude earth-

auake at that distance. The free field design spectrum

developed by Newmark and adopted by the NRC corresponds to

I~NCwC< VOeaCnPC PI~~ IPc-
~CC ~ Cl~ ST7rCZ.. L rr, 5VITC:01
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I

I

a simplified version of the average of the'wo Pacoima Dam

spectre recorded during the 6.5 San Fernando earthquake.

'V

I

The high requency posit'on reduced by use of an effective
I

peak acceleration. The peak accelerations, velocity and

displacement controlling the high, intermediate and low

frequency positions of the Newmark spectrum are in agreement1
(

. with the average peak values obtained by Trifunack for a

6.5 magnitude earthquake, while falling short by 40 to 60

percent from the corresponding values for a 7.5 earthquake.

The peak values consistent with the Newmark spectrum are

also considerably lower than those suggested in the USGS

circular 672, as shown in Table l."
DR. JOHNSON: 'he spectrum that you are referring

to by Trifunack are ones that were generated by Trifunack,
I

they are not measured spectre for 7.5G earthquake, magn'ude:

17
I

19

earthquake. Is that correct?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's correct.

DR. JOHNSON: There are records of near field
maximum accelerations for earthquakes as high as 7.5G,

magnitude 7.5, are there not?
t

Ag Gossly.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I'm aware of only one. It'

DR. JOHNSON: How much

.C

MR. FLEISCHAKER: 7.2. Tobaz maybe. The record

reflects that the Tobaz accelerations were in the range,

I~an~ss 'I~a~ R~vaa. I~~ ~ CJ~ ~. $ . e. 5MITT lOZmaw<~, a gxaa
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peak accelerations were in the range of .SG, but that is the

statement of the Applicant's witnesses and I haven't -- and
I

that's all the evidence that I have. I haven't been able to '

Iconfirm that and I am not aware that there are any
spectrum-»'ertainly

there are no spectrum that have been introduced

I

5

!

I
I
I
I

I

1

I

0

, .I
I

1"
I
I

!
gQ t

I

l

into evidence for either the Tobaz or the Gossly earthcuake.

DR. JOHNSON: I agree with you on that. But again,'

when we are talking about these records, we are always

talking about the peak acceleration. There is a tendency

to speak of that, but vou have already .discussed the fact

that it's really not the peak.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: It's not the peak.
II
I
I

DR. JOHNSON: It is the frequency that the motion

of that--

1c
MR. FLEISCHAKER: It is a level of acceleration.

DR. JOHNSON: -- the record excites in the

17
I

is

19
I

CQ

I
I

I

I
I
I

CA

response spectrum that is important, is it not? I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: 'hat is correct, sir. Zt is not,
I

an individual peak. It is a level of accelerat'on
through-,'ut

the frequencv range o interest and the peak numbers

were used by the witnesses in "his proceeding only as a
l

shorthand way to refer to a level of acceleration, that is

0 repeatable peaks throughout the requency range of interest,
i

and I think that Dr. Lucko, when he got, up to testify, that

was the first thing he said. When I refer to lG or 1.5G,

l~cncraai Voococoo~ ~~ lm~ sovn ca~ ooooox.. L c. svm >or
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that is a shorthand way of referring to a response spectre,

a level of accelerat'on throughout the frequency—

DR. JOHNSON: Okay, but also when the USGS says

for a 7.5 magnitude earthquake, peak acceleration 1. 15,

they are also referring to the peak, are they not, the

5

single peak?
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's right, but that's the

beauty of the table, because the table not only gives you

one peak, but it gives you the number of times that it
expects absolute levels of accelerations to be repeated.

So that the highest peak is 1.15. Then it expects .75

DR. JOHNSON: I'm aware of what the table looks

~ A
14

~ g

like.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay.

DR. JOHNSON: That table was not generated,

17
I

however, from any experimental data an/ 'that portion of the

table. Is that correct'? As I recall, that table was

generated

there are

for the -- we've'already discussed the fact that
a

very few records of 7.5 magnitude earthquakes.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes.

DR. JOHNSON: I believe that the data in that

table for the high values of magnitude were all
extrapolated.'ata

hg MR. FLEISCHAKER: Above 6 -- that's cor ect, above

.C 6.5aa Let me discuss that data base because I think that'

IwnrnoAhceaA< VK2KKANac pI17cvr~ I~~ ~ CA~ StltCX.. L C. SUITT !01
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I
I

a significant point and it's one that Dr. Newmark takes

I
I

!

i
I

issue with.

Up to magnitude 6.5, the estimates o free field
I

i

C I
I

I

1

II 1

I
I

10

1

~

g

18

motion in the USGS are based on data. At the 6.5, there is

one data point. That data point is from the Pacoima Dam

accelerometer and it's 1.25G. But for purposes of the

extrapolation, USGS reduced that high acceleration to .SG
I

because they were concerned because of the location of the

accelerometer on this high abuttment, that the accelerations
1

I

recorded there were -- high and would not be representative

for an extrapolation. So for the .65 values, they have
tt

reduced the Pacoima Dam and they have made it a . SG. — That
I

is the single data point.

DR. JOHNSON: Let me get one thing straight.

Newmark didn't reduce that when he used that to excite his
I

single -- his oscillators to get a response spectrum. He

17
I

1'?

went ahead and used the Pacoima Dam spectrum as it appeared. 1

I

He didn't reduce it to a peak of .8. Zs that--
MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Oh, yes he did. He reduced it

at the high frequency end to .75, because if you have the

response spectre that was actuallv recorded with Pacoima

Dam, out at the high frequency ends, it would go all the

way out to 1.25.

DR. JOHNSON: No, but the curves that appea in

Appendix C, this thing--

IIC555I~57~< V~75I~ Rgraexma I~
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MR. FLEISCHAKER: Right.
I

DR. JOHNSON: Those are response spect e generated !
I

for that earthcruake. They go out and they tail off at,

I

c I
1

1.25G and that's why I think -- and you just said they

tail off at 1.25G.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Oh, the actual response spectre

from Pacoima Dam that are displayed, not the design--

DR. JOHNSON: Nell, the one that--

10

11
l
I

1".

MR. FLEISHCHAKER: Not the design, but the actual--

no, he did not tailor those. They are the actual response

spectre, that is correct. The design that he has super-
I

imposed on it is the one tnat is tailored shaved at the end.',

Okay, go'ng back to USGS 672. The data up to

1

14

1

I

14

~\li

j

I

AQ
I

I

I

Ag

6.5,,at the level of 6.5 we have one data point and "hat'

Pacoima. Beyond that, they are extrapolations. Okay? And ',

I

the extrapolations are not linear. The extrapolation is not,

straight, added. It curves down. Those extrapolations,

there was no data at that point, but they justified those

extrapolations because they are, number one, conservative,

because it is consistent with theoretical modelling o

ault rupture.
I

Now, most recently and if I'm out of bounds here, 1

.C

tell me, the USGS issued an upda e to circular 672. That';
circular 795 and that circular was prepa ed under the

reauest o" the Nuclear Regulato y Comm'sion. l forwarded,
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that circular to,the Board by Board notification and in that

circular, the USGS basically confirms the estimates that

it gave for 6.5 magnitude earthauake. They state that g iven-,—
I

(this is a circular that, was published 6 years later and
they,'ay

we have

DR. JOHNSON: Zs that circular part of the record

of this hearing?

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Z forwarded it to the Board for
I

Board notification.

lo

11 l

~ Al~
I

DR. JOHNSON: This Board or the Licensing Board?
II

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: No, to this Board under Board
1

Inotification.

DR. BUCK: This just came in, across my desk the
I
t

day before Z left here and Z have not looked at it. As ar
1

as l am concerned, it is not in the record at the present
I

lk

17
!

moment.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Okay. Well, that's fine and you;
I

1a

19

may wish to make it a part of the record.

DR. JOHNSON: Well, that's fairly obvious, isn'

it? ' mean nothing that you said to us the day before the

oral argument is in the record of the hearing below, is

it?
MR. FLEZSCHAKER: No, that ' correct. That is

correct.

DR. JOHNSON: Z mean, nothing strange about that.

I~awmac. Veeaan~ Rzrcvrrcea I~
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MR. FLEISCHAKER: No. Let me just -- I want to

bring your attention to the circular because it was pre-

pared for the NRC staff and I thought it might be useful

for the Appeal Board.

(Whereupon, a brief discussion was held off the

5
I

i
II
r

I
I

record.)

DR.. JOHNSON,: Mr. Fleischaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER:, Yes, sir.

hasn't had the opportunity to see it either, that I
understand you accompany it with a motion and they will havei

I
I

DR. JOHNSON: I'e been in California for awhile
I

and I'm terribly unaware of this document and I'm afraid--
I

I'm sorry, I must have switched off instead of on. I think;
i

I

as a matter of fairness to the other side, it probably
i

the opportunity to respond when they get your motion and I
I

think it would be inappropriate for you to discuss it now,

particularly as we have a great many other subjects to go
I

into.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Sure.

DR. BUCK: -- other subjects, so we better get

on to it.
ICa

I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay. That's fine with me. j

.C

I'd like to point out however, that these estimates that
I,

tne USGS has made and these recommendations and the

recommendations tnat were not followed are corroborated and

I lrtVW4..Oui. ICCCCZTiC RYAN?C7t5. iW
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validated by testimony o other witnesses in this proceeding.

Dr. Blume is one of them. Dr. Blume concluded--

DR. BUCK: Let's go on. We don't want to discuss

the new in ormation because nobody else has seen it.
MR. FLEESCHAKER: No, no, this is old information.

Dr. Blume testified for,a day and he has admitted about 30
I

pages of testimony in the proceeding, Dr. Buck, and that'
I
Ithe evidence that l'm going to discuss now.

DR. BUCK: All right.

10
I

I

)1

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Dr. Blume, who is Head of the

Departmen of Seismology —in the range of 1G. He also

went on to point out that under certain circumstances, you

17
I

could see accelerations as high as 2G's at this site and
I
I

the specific mechanisms that he c'ted that could result in i

that would be things like directivity, that is that the
V

energy would be focused at the site, -- high stress jobs

or fault breakout.

Dr. Blume's testimony was discounted by the

19
I

t

QQ

Licensing Board,. Zt was rejected out of hand and the
I

Licensing Board gave absolutely no good reason for rejecting

that testimony. Et didn't at, all discuss his methods,

his methodology, his analysis and 't pointed to no data

thai had he aken into consideration would have changed his
E

conclusions.
.C DR. JOHNSON: As i recall most of Dr. Blume's

iII555AIIAnovIAI.VeeaanAI R~555I5. (IA-
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testimony, it was based on a theoretical model, particularly
I

the focusing part of a model by someone whose name escapes
I

me now, but it was, as I recall, the focusing part in anv

event was certainly predictable by the model, but I don'

recall even Dr. Blume suggesting that the use of this model

was justified by comparisons between its predictions and

measured values or the use of it was not necessarily

~

0
I

I

i

11

I
appropriate at the Hoseri Fault adjacent-- 1

HR. FLEISCHAKER: I think, Dr. Johnson, we have
I

a little di ferent recollection of Dr. Blume ' testimony.

DR. JOHNSON: You were there and I only read it
briefly.

HR. FLEISCHAKER: What you are recalling is the

Applicant's characterization of his'testimony and that'

I

1o
I

true, that is the way it was characterized. I think it was

'ischaracterizedby both the Applicant and the Staff.

Dr. Blume's testimony basically fell into two

parts. He irst off addressed the questions of what are 2

I

I

the expected accelerations that we can see, that we would

A5 expect from a 7.5 magnitude earthquake and in addressing

that question, he considered all of the data for magnitude--',.

for earthquakes of large magnitudes. He also reviewed all
I

of the extrapolations that have been done by scientists and:

.C

Brazys, Trifunack, Bore, David Bore, and Joiner and

finally, he exam'ned theoretical, he theoretical bases or,'
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the theoretical bases of fault rupturing and he concluded

that both the impurical data, the work that had been done

by. researchers, the extrapolations, as well as theoretical

models required him to conclude that on average from a 7.5

I

C
I

magnitude earthquake, you were going to get accelerations

in the range of 1G.

He then went on to explore the cuestion of

whether we could see higher accelerations at the site and
I

he concluded that 'there were theoretical bases for concluding

that you could see accelerations in the range of 2G and

the theoretical basing was -- is a modeling of the fault
I

I.
I

13 I

rupturing where you have the focusing of'he energy as the

rupture propagates at that particular point. This is the

focusing argument.

lc
5
I

!5

He brings in the ocusing argument to support his

'onclusionthat it is possible under some circumstances to

18

I

5

I

I
I

Ag I

get accelerations at a particular location for a 7.SG
E

I

earthquake, as high as 2G.

DR. BUCK: Mr. Zleischaker, did he not later on

in his cross-examination, state that, what he was concerned
I

about what the possible junction of the Hoseri and the f
I

San Simeon and that the only possibility that he could see

would be or that focusing to come from many, many miles

north o" Hoseri and that there was no point in the Hoseri

that he could say would have or po't'o as a possibilitv of
I~~rcc c5. Vtreaa55~ Rasrrr55rI. Irc.
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I

focusing on to tne Hoseri site?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, sir, that' not correct.

That's a mischaracterization of his testimony--

DR. BUCK: Well, I can read you his cross-

examination, his answer here, if you wish to.
l

'R. FLEISCHAKER: I think that what you are going !

to read me is the cross-examination of Dr. Blume as he

was examining maps that were put before him by the Applicant!

and I think that

DR. BUCK: The maps that you put into evidence,

as I recall.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Well, I think that these were

1"
i

I

lz

put into evidence by the Applicant.

DR. BUCK: No, I'm sorry these were put into
I

evidence by yourself.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: They could have been, but there

17
I

la l

i

19
I

I

SQ

I

was an additional set of maps that Dr. Blume had examined

and that he testified about and I think that if you read
I

the entire testimony, you will see that when he was
I

directed to maps that were constructed by the Applicant,

he sa' that's correct, given this map and this description1
I

of the fault,* it may be the ocusing w'll occur -- could

occur at only, only as close as 33 miles. The other maps

that I have seen, that described the Hoser'ault, recui e

me to conclude that it is possible that you could have

l~ihewai. 'lmua~ Atra'rema lm
M~ Cl~~. 5. e. SVM l01
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I focusing at this site.

DR. BUCK: He didn't put those maps in, as far as

1 know.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's his testimony. I think

they are in the record. I would have to check. You may be

r'ght.

DR. BUCK: Well, all I can point to you is page

8103 and 8104 of his cross-examination. He makes it very

clear there that the only point that he was talking about

on focusing was at the junction to San Simeon and at the

Hoseri.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: In all respect, Dr. Buck, I
think that that is a reading based only on a partial
examination-

DR. BUCK: I 'm sorry, 1 read the whole testimony,

Mr. Fleischaker.

MR. FLE IS CHAKER: Okay.

DR. BUCK: Go ahead, sir.
MR. FL» ISCHAKER: Nell, my recollection o the

evidence is different and the bottom 1'ne for Dr. Blume is
I

this, that we don't know exactly what the structure looks
I

like out the e and that maps that I have seen, and he

testifies to this, maps that I have seen that describe the

fault recruire me to conclude that focusing could occur at

the site and until we get out there'and map the fault
l~snmaa Voraan~ Rxreeraa. Im~ ~ Ca~~. S. ~. Wry�>er
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I carefully and model the fault rupture mechanism, we

don't know that. So what he suggests is that we do
I
I to determine whether or not we could have a rupture

Hoseri that could result in focusing at the site.

l

.~a. 36
I
I

really
I

a study

along .the
I

C

f

I
(
I

I

I
I

I

'0
I

But putting aside the question of focusing, let'

"hose accelerations are consistent w'h
tions and they are significantly higher.

cantly higher than the values that have

the USGS recommenda->

They are signifi-
I

been used in the

re-'ut

it aside for a minute, when we talk about focusing, we

are talking about accelerations in the range of., 2G. You

don't have to have focusing in order to have accelerations

in the range of 1G and that's Dr. Blume's testimony and

analysis.
IQ

Let me go to the third witness who corroborates

and validates the USGS estimates and that is Dr. Lucko.
I

Dr. Lucko also, well I just read his testimony, so there is '

»II

I8
'

l9

no real reason to dwell on it.. He essentially comes to the
I

same conclusion as Dr. Blume and the USGS and his conclusion

is that the values that are used to describe acceleration

in the free field in a reanalysis are low values.

Now, instead of accepting those recommendations,
t

the Sta f and the Applicant have used values that are
really'ssociated

with the 6. 5 magnitude earthquake and let me

examine both -- well the Staff and the Applicant have both

introduced testimonv that the maximum ree field acceleratio'ns

l~snce as. Voeaaa~ %~mrs. l~~ ~ w~~. s ~. svrrc tar
ease <~
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will be in the range of .7 to .SG and let's examine the

I

pac:Ic. 3

I

1

testimony given by those parties and I think I can demonstrate

6

change the tape on his recording machine.

to you that their calculations are biased to give low results.
!

First of all, let's take a look at Dr. !
I
I

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Excuse me. The Reporter has tol
1

I

It will just take,'

a moment. ARe you ready? You may

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Let me

Staff and the Applicant have given

cont'nue, Mr. Fleischaker,

pick up herc'oth the

estimates o free field

10

acceleration values in the range oz .7 to .SG and I would

like to examine each of those witnesses'estimony and

I

1
A

I
I

13
i
I

demonstrate to you why their calculations are'iased to

obtain low estimates.

First of all, Di . Buck -- Excuse me, Dr. Bolt.

Dr. Bolt testified that a range of .6 to .SG represented
I

his estima'te of the expected peak accelerations in the free

''9

I

1

25
I

21 !

I

Ag

field for the magnitude range 6.5 to 8. The problem with

tn' testimony is that the basis, the basis for his esti-

mates can't be ve 'ied. He state's in the transcript that

his estimates are based on extrapolations, but those

extrapolations aren't cited in the testimony and thev 1

aren't cited anywhere by Dr. Bolt or by the Applicant in,

hg
I

I think in the FSAR and their prefile testimony. So there

is no way that we can verify the basis of those estimates

and in act, iz we look at the other extrapolation unctions

Iwrgreei..oaves Yearn~ RP wtea laic~ ~ CA~~. 5, e. $U~ t41
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that are in the record, we find, first of all, that the most

recent extrapolation cited in'the record and these are the

extrapolations of Trifunack and Brady or Bore and Brazys,

conclude that for a 7. 5 magnitude earthquake, you are going

to see accelerations in the range of 1G. The extrapolations

l
iI
I

I
I

that have been cited by Dr. Blume and by Dr. Newmark, these
I

are the extrapolations of Seed, Blume and Donovan, are older ,'

and they are based on less data and for that reason, I think!

i

I

il
l

~ A Il~
I

l8

19
I

l

29
\
I

cl !

that they are not as worthy as the extrapolations that have

been -- the newer extrapolations which have been cited by

Dr. Blume. In fact, Dr. Blume discussed both sets o
I

ext apolations and concluded that the newer extrapolations

are the more valid extrapolations.

Let's move on to Dr. Smith. Dr. Smith testified
I

that the expected peak accelerations for earthquakes in the
l

magnitude range of 5.5 to 8 is .5G. Now his estimates are
II

based on an arithmatic average of the near field peak
Iaccelerations for 25 earthquakes. Host of those ea thquakest
I

are less than magnitude 6.5. In average them, in just
s'mply add'ng up the numbers and divide it, he has

essentially given equal weight to the low magnitude earth-
j
I

quakes, he's given--
DR. BUCK: How 'low are the low ones?

HR. FLEISC.'1AKER: Hagnitude 5.5.

DR. BUCK: So he's gone from averaging 5.5 to 6.5

l~anereia Vaeaawv ~nyet. I~~ ~ Ck~ ~. S. ~. SufTZ \Ot
+ASJelleCTDN,





I

Vaax ya. ~~
t is wnat you are saying?
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: 5. 5

quakes, most of those 25 are in

He's weighted those equally with

to 8 and most of his earth-

the magnitude range 5.5 to 6.i
1

earthquakes larger--

I

, . obtained?

DR. BUCK: What was the range of G value to be

~

0
I

I

I

ii
I

'I

i%
I

I

i3
I
f

(
I

I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I don't know what the range o
I

I

I

DR. BUCK: Do you not recall where the highest
f

G values came from? Were they from the highest magnitude
C
I

or not? 'C

l

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I would expect that--
I

DR. BUCK: Not what you expect. I am asking you

do you know what the data show as to wnere the highest peak i

came from?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, I don't know what the data
I

show in that regard.

i

i9
I

II

.9
I

I
I

AA

DR. BUCK: Okay, thank you.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: But I will direct your

attention to this. I cross-examined Dr. Smith on this

question. Said, D . Smith, wha 's the basis for taking

these low earthquakes and ave age them with the nighe"

earthquakes. He sai.d, I'm relying on work by Hanks and

C

Johnson. I said, well, what is that work. He said, well,

Hanks and Johnson bas'cally took a set of peak accelerations





(
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10 kilometers rom the ault, magnitude range 3. 2 to 7. 1 and

on the basis of their examination of this data, they concluded
I

that peak accelerat'ons in the near field are a function

of magnitude independent source parameters. That is that

in the near field, we can hypothesize the peak accelerations i

10

are independent of magnitude. But there was a second con-

elusion that Hanks and Johnson reached and it was that

second, conclusion that both Dr. Smith and Dr. Seed ignored.

That conclusion was that the probability of getting high

peak accelerations is greater with large magnitude earth-

quakes. Now that suggests tha when you weight the low

magnitude earthquakes witn the high magnitude earthquakes,

you are biasing your calculations to obtain a low estimate

for higher magnitude ear hquakes 'because the probability of !

le

17
I

i

fC

getting high estimates, of high peak accelerations,

increases with magnitude. That's precisely the way the

calculations both of Dr. Smith and Dr. Seed are biased.

Dr. Smith took an arithmatic of 25 earthquakes,

most o f which were below a magnitude 6. Dr. Seed did a

regression analysis on this Hanks and Johnson set of data,

which is earthquakes in the magnitude range of 3.2 to 7. 1.
IAA He has essentially treated each of the data points equally

for purposes of "heir "egression analys's and in doing so,

he igno es the second conclusion of the Hanks and Johnson

study.
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I

I

I
record?

DR. BUCK: Is the Hanks and Johnson paper in the

MR. FLEISCHAK"R: It is.
DR. BUCK: Do you know what the exhibit number is?

}

5

I
I
I

Well, it doesn' matter. I can find it. I will find it.
i

My recollection of that was that the highest accelerations

were not at the highest magnitude earthquakes, but I'l go
I

back and look at that.
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I think that may be the case,

~
g

I

13

~ g

but that still doesn't discr'edit their —the second

conclusion which they reached, which is a conclusion, by thei
I

I

way, wh'ch is shared by Dr. Blume, by Dr. Trifunack, by
I

Dr. Lucko.

DR. BUCK: But did they give a limit on that

conclusion?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I'm sorry, Dr. Buck, is your

18

(9
I

h5

auestion -- I don't understand your question.
I

IDR. BUCK: Nell, 'y auestion is this. Suppose
l

you go from 2 to 3 to 4 and your G values are still going
I

up, do they still go up when you get up to 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8;

in the same linear fashion, do they taper off or is there 1

an indication of a flattening at the top?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, I tnink the e is a clear
I

all the w'tnesses agree that "here is a clear indication

o flattening and that there is a saturation point at about

ttITZFHihCWil IQC4iT18 Qt7CKTDVS.
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6.5.. That is a 6.5 is capable of as"large accelerations
I

as a magnitude 8, but the probability of getting large

accelerations with an 8 magnitude is significantly higher

than 6.5.

DR. JOHNSON: ls that probability associated with

the fact that, for a large earthquake, normally they would
I

have greater linear length, if you assume that there is any '

correlation between fault rupture length and magnitude,

which I think 's fairly well established and that you are--
if you have a long earthquake, you'e apt to have seismic

I

recording stations close to the fault and, therefore, your

Ig

I

1l

probabil'y of seeing the high accelerations is larger

because you have a higher probability of being close to the

rupture?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: More than that, it's more than

the fact that you'e got a long rupture. It also is the

fact that if you have -- has to do with the duration of the;

shaking, as well as the length of the ruptu e propagation.

When you have long shaking, that propagates for a long

C5 t'me, you nave the poss'bility of the energv piling up on
I

top of each othe" at a particular location.
I

DR. JOHNSON: I think we are both testifying--

th'g?
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Are we talking about the same

I

C DR. JOHNSON: No, we'e doing something we





1

MR. FLEISCHAKER: What the record reflects is that ~

Y g p g

think that the Hanks and Johnson has that in it, clearly I
4

4

I

and that Dr. Blume testified about that.
l
4

DR. JOHNSON: But you, I believe, stated that it';-
l

4

more or less generally concluded and agreed to by you that

I
4

C

l

pacK vc. ~a
4

I

shouldn't be doing at oral argument.
4

I
I

the arobabilit oes u as the ma nitude increases. And I
l

l

I
I

there is a saturation and a -- the magnitude of acceleration;

observed, does not continue to go up as the magnitude of the,:
4

10 1

/

I

1
aa

~
Kla

PCI

4

I

1"

~ ~i(

%5

earthquake goes up or in a linear fashion. You said the
!

probability does, I understand that.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Right. Yes, that's my under-

standing of the evidence, that the overwhelming evidence is

to that e feet. That there is a saturation point at about !

6.5 and that the extrapolation is not a linear basis.
I
I

DR. BUCK: Mr. Fle'chaker, suppose you get on to '

another area. Things are now getting--
MR. FLEISCHAKER: All right. I'd like to talk

about Dr. Newmark's response spectre. That was the one

last thing because I think it's something that deserves

C) ) d'cussion here.

Dr. Newmark, his position is that the .75G response

spectre, the Pacoima Dam response spectre represents the

maximum vibratorv accelerations in the free field produced

at the site for the 7.5 Hoseri earthquake. The interesting
INTQtPPIKlcwII Vt7tCIllac AZ7c7flw IPc
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I

Ithing about that is that this response spectrum is from a

6.5 magnitude earthquake, not a 7.5 magnitude earthquake.

DR. JOHNSON: Yes, but you just got through telling
us that when the USGS used that earthquake for their

purposes, they discounted it down by a considerable amount,

like 50 percent to get 6.5. Zn other words, when they used I

I
I

Pacoima, you just said this, when they used Pacoima Dam

to get a magnitude for the 6.5 earthquake, they reduced the

~ 0

11

I

accelera ion to .8. I may have misunderstooc vou, but it
4

was my clear impression that you said that about 15 minutes
I

ago.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I'm sorry, l may have confused

you. I think we are talking about different things. Let

me add ess the USGS methodology. 1'm ta.lking about Table

I

I

I

15
I

I7

672 and the data that they used in 672.

DR. JOHNSON: Yes.

MR. FLEiSCHAKER: At magnitude 6.5 they had a

single data point, which was Pacoima Dam. Pacoima Dam,

~
ss

the 'acceleration, the peak acceleration was 1.25, but for

purposes of Table 672 and or pu poses o extrapolation

beyond magnitude 6.5, the peak acceleration 1.25 was re-
I

duced to .8. I

A ~ DR. JOHNSON: Yes, but when Newmark used Pacoima

Dam and the -- to create a response spectrum, he used that

ground motion ecord which included the 1.25, not, reduced

/ «4?sst««4?tcto44. VotIA?I«4 RzK70?ss4s. 1 t«t~. s. e. stset!tts
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to create his spectrum.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's correct and I thought that
/

we had agreed that the single high peak acceleration wasn'

! the imoortant factor here.
I

DR. JOHNSON: We did indeed, but this -- we are
l

shorthanding now, the .8 value that USGS associates with
5

the 6.5 magnitude is the single peak. Right? In Table 2

I

~
Q

I

(

~ a lI~

are more than .8.
l

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's correct for the 6.5.

DR. JOHNSON: So -- vou go ahead with your argu-
I

I
ment. You are aware, are you not, that your time is

n

running short and I'l stop my questioning, unless I have

where they associate a .8G 'value with a 6.5 magnitude earth-
l

l

quake, these accelerations that are reoeated more than once ,

to.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Let me get to the Newmark

17
estimates of free ield acceleration. Dr. Newmark takes

18
I

19 this reoresents a 7.5 magnitude earthquake. This response

that response spectre from'he 6.5 earthcuake and he savs

spectre, which is for a 6.5 magnitude earthquake and which

Dr. Trifunack and Dr. Lucko have compared to response

spectre for 7.5 and ound that the Pacoima Dam fell under

the other resoonse spectre. This represents the ground

motion for a 7.5 earthquake on the Hoseri Fault.
C What's his rationale for that? His rationale is

IHTQWkhC+itl VO%4lhll RCPCNTW le~ ~ Ca~ ShlSS... S. ~. SVnt lareaael~
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that the thrust ault mechanism associated with the 1971

earthquake releases, the thrust fault mechanism itself
releases greater stresses than we would expect to see from

4

a strike sl'p earthquake, a strike slip mechanism that we

expect to be associated with the Hoseri. So that in the near

I

I

5
I

!

field, it is his conclusion that this 6.5 thrust fault is

going to produce accelerations equal to a 7.5 strike slip
fault. That's the rationale.

a couple problems with it.
It's not bad, but there a e

14

The first problem is that 't 's not supported by
'ny

data. No studies have been done and no studies have been
4

Iconducted to determine whether the peak parameters of groundI
(motion near the fault vary as a function of the overall

style of faulting. In fact, the studies that have been

done and described by Dr. Bolt show tha't there is a wide

16

18 i

19

scatter in the data.

DR. BUCK: Excuse me, you say that there are no

studies done, but they show a wide variation. There see ms

4

Maybe I missed a few
4

to be a conflict in wnat you said.

words l but

Second, that the rationale ignores evidence in the
I

reco d given by Dr. Blume that strike slip faults--
4

MR. FLEISCHAKZR: According to -- Dr. Newmark was
.'ot

aware of any studies. When I cross-exam'ed him, he

was not aware o any studies that indicated any studies to

I~+f4 al. Verraan44 R~rtra. l~
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determine whether peak parameters varied as a function of theI

overall style of aulting.

Earlier in the hearing, Z explored that same thing .

I with Dr. Bolt and he indicated that there had been some
I
I

efforts to study the problem, but that the studies demon-
s

I

strated that there was just a wide scatter in the data.

I'0

11 I

That's the testimony.

The important thing is that Dr. Newmark himself, 1

is not aware of studies conducted to determine whether peak
I

parameters are a function of the overall style of fau3,ting.
I

DR. BUCK: Was this not related to equivalent

lengths?

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Z'm not following your
question.,'R.

BUCK: Nell, Z thought that what they were

15

17
I

talking about here was equivalent lengths of faults and

the thrust fault for a lot shorter lengths could give a lot;
more energy than a strike slip of equivalent lengths.

I

MR. r"LEZSCHAKER: That is an idea that seismolo-

19
I

gists, some seismologists think is valid, but the problem

is that the e have been no studies to determine the validity

21 !

1

I
i

of that idea, and the data that. we have shows a wide

scat er.

4» Secondly, if you look at strike slip aults, as

Dr. Blume does, you ind specific examples in nis testimony

of strike sl' aults which have released enormous energy,

INTl7ttlkhCalk4 VC7tKlhlI @ZAN~ II%,
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have enormously high stress drops and have ve y high peak

parameters and those examples are contrary to the hypothesis ~

that Dr . Newmark is putting forward .

The third thing is that the laboratory tests that

I

5

he cites aren'0 necessarily applicable. The rationale

behind this thrust fault argument is that it takes more

energy to push rocks together than it does to pull them

apart. When you have a thrust. fault, you are pushing ock

together.

them apart.

When you have a strike slip, you are pulling
I

The problem is -- and that's been demonstrated

I

ll
I
I

I

13

lk
I
I

'C

I

15

ii
I

18

19

go ahead.

)

I

f

I
I
I
I
P

I think the >

DR. BUCK: That's an over-simplification, but

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I agree with that.

whole thing is an over-simplification and it shoulan't be

accepted by the Board.

CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: Ladies and Gentlemen, please,
I

1

our time is limited and we'ill not get to hear them.
I
I

Applause, like anvthing else of the record, doesn't help

us aecide the facts and no amount of cheering really helps

C

in this particular case. What helps is giving your

Counsel the time to make his point clearlv, his time is

l'mited. Go ahead, please, Mr. Fleischaker.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Z agree, it is an over-

simplification because it ignores a very impo tant fact and

IPKKK5KP cnKKPPK. V55PKcna Rzroe~ l~
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l

I

I

I
I in the laboratory, you have it 15 miles underneath. The
l
I

estimates for this Hoseri Fault is that you'e likely to
I have rupture at a depth of 12 to 15 kilometers--
I

I

I

I
I
I

DR. BUCK: Now wait .a minute, that' I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay. The last thing that I
want, to make that point is that that theory was .specifically,

'I

addressed by both Dr. Blume and Dr. Lucko and they concluded'-
I

IP*CC .'IC.

Ithat fact is that when you have rupture, you don't have it
I

I
'I

Q
I

11 i
I

I&
I

I

ic

that the overa.ll stvle, whatever ef ect the overall style

o faulting will have on peak parameters, it's likely to

be negligible in view of the numerous other factors that
t
laffect ground motion. Factors such a.s the strength of the
2
I

near sur ace material, the orientation of the rupture

propagation vis-a-vis the fault and the mechanisms that

occur locally that, may result in high stress drops.

Since I have limited time here—
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, be ore you

I

i8
conclude your open'ng presentation, I would appreciate it
if you would take a moment to address your argument on the

impropriety of the operating -- earthquake.
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay, I was going to look at

ta.u e ect and some other things. I can do -that in
C ~ rebuttal, Let me do--

CHAIR!>JAN SALZMAN: Do you tn'nk you need anothe

C few minutes, please take them now.

l~vcn~l. 'laraartv Rtrosrzra Ilv~. S, r, Wrrt lar
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MR. PLElSCHAKER: Okay. l'd like to address the
1

tau e feet because I think that's pretty signi icant.

So far my 'argument has been that design -- that in I

the design of this plant, both the Staff and the Applicant

discounted the values that should be assigned to the free

5

field accelerations. The second main part of the argument
I

Iis that both the Staff and the Applicant discounted the

maximum vibratory response that you would expect 'n the

structu e and thev did this two ways.

I

I

I

1 7

~ AIa
t

The first way is that'hey reduced the free field
accelerations to account for a so-called tau effect, an

averaging of the acclerations across the base. The second

way that they did 't was that they increased damping from

7a

76

17
f

71

c5

5 percent to 7 percent. lt doesn't sound like much, but it
is a ve y significant reduction to the response spectrum

when you take a look at the response spectre.

Let me examine the tau ef ect first. The theory
I

l

7

going to average the accelerations over the base and so that';
4

the accelerations that occur in the foundation are going to
I

be lower than the accelerations that occur just outside the

plant in the free field.
Two problems with that. first of all, it's not

.C

supported bv the data in the record and secondly, even if
the e is a tau effect and tnere will be some according to

I~mnuncwca, 'lecasr~ Rzxxrva Iu~. s. c. svrvx la<cA&II~
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all the witnesses, the magnitude of the reduction in this

case is based on unrealistic models that result in reductions

that are too larae.

First of all, let's look at the data and we'l

I

IC

see why it doesn't apply. The principal source of data for

the tau reduction is the Hollywood storage building out in
I
I

Los Angeles. We have records rom two earthquakes recorded

)0 I

1'1

12
1

l
1

1~

i

in that building. Those records are from the basement of
0

the building and from an accelerometer located right outside

When we" examine those records, we ind that the accelerations
i

outside are higher than the accelerations inside and that is',

the basis for the tau effect.

DR. JOHNSON: Wait a minute. My understanding is i
l

the basis for the tau effect was the response spectre

generated by those accelerations, rather than the accelera-
I

tions themselves.

MR. FLEESCHAKER: I was shorthanding. You'e

18

19
I
I
I

«5
I
I
I

i
I
i

I'»

correct. Et is--
DR. JOHNSON: Well, we'e gotten into considerable

trouble with shorthanding a,lready and I think your short-

handing didn't write, properly characterize what actually

was done, so i is not some peak, it is not some shorthand

method. lt is an actual comparison o esponse spectre

over the range of

MR. rLEZSCHAKZR: rreauency range. That is

i~cate A< V55cac55~ R~~ l~
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correct.

DR. JOHNSON: -- that shows is di ferent and not
I

just two numbers.

NR. FLEISCHAKER: That's correct, Dr. Johnson.

The way that they -- What they did is they took the response

spectre from the free field accelerometer and they super-

imposed on that the response spectre taken from the

~

Q
I

I

11

I

1
A

accelerometer in the basement o" the building'nd what, they
!

found out is that throughout the reauency range of
I

interest, the spectrum from the building wet'e lower than

the ones recorded in the ree f'ld. That's a tau -- That

is the tau effect. That is the data that'e have that

demonstrates tnat.
13

The problem is that the cond't'ons that ex'sted

'

1

15

~ 0II magnitude of the tau e feet. The magnitude of the tau

ef ect is go'g to be defined according to Dr. Lucko by

at Hollywood storage building don't exist at Diablo Canyon

I
and those conditions are important in determining the

I

19

25

and Dr. Tri unack, the physics of the situation and that

includes the dimensions of the oundation, the kinds of

21 waves that you have coming in and the rigidity o the

soil.
In the Hollywood storage building we had very

so t soil. We had velocities in the range of 800 feet
«C per second. That's a measure o" the softness of the soil.
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I

We also had a very la ge rigid foundation. We
I
t

opposite conditions at Diablo Canyon. We have

P*CK .ICI. 53

have the

a hard rock
I

soil, 3500 feet per second velocity and we have a relatively
shallow embedment in the foundation. So that the parameters1-

DR. BUCK: It's still large though.

MR. FLElSCHAKER: - But it's not large relative to
t

the structure itsel and that's the important component

1A j

l
I

here, as Dr. Lucko explained it.
DR. BUCK: Wait a minute. What

II

compared to--
MR. FLEISCHAKER: The foundation

large compared to the —in p oportion to

i"self of--

1

'

is not large
V

I
t

t

itsel is not

the structure
I

'

DR. BUCK: What do you mean by large now?

Dimensionally the foundation is not as great. as

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Dr. Buck, what I'l have to

18 1

t

~ A
LY

I
I

,5
I
I

c1 !

i

I

I
I

do is re er vou to Dr. Lucko's tes"imony because he

explained this in response'o a Board quest'n ana he said

that what's important here ' the ratio, the embedment

ratio.. If that means something to engineers, I aon'

Iknow. Mr. Hubbard is not here, so I can't adaress that,
I

but it's in the record. What is important is the
embedment,'atio

and the embedment ratio, which is described in the
I

testimony, for Diablo Canyon, is relatively small compared

to the embecment atio at the Hollywood storage building.

lttT53t~a.tmst. V~T3~ Rgreergn. <~~. 5. e. 5VlZX '.5l
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DR. BUCK: -- change the soil'

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Pardon me?

DR. BUCK: You don't need a deep embedment ir you

got solid rock to embed in.

I
C

'CI»

la
l
I

MR. FLEISCHAKER: But the tau effect -- I don'

know what the engineering reason is for having a shallow

ratio and the rigidity of the soil and the kinds of waves

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I think that that is an mis-

characterization, not on your part. The calculations are

based on the size of'he foundation. Those calculations

are wrong because they are based on a model that isn'

realistic. Calculations are based on horizontally propa-

gating waves, waves that come across the ground like th'

and so what they did is in the new calculations they

considered the size of the foundation in a lateral sense,

bu" that isn't what is going to happen in Diablo Canyon.

The waves are going to come vertically—

)

I

embedment, but the tau effect is a function of the embedment,4

I

l

I

DR. BUCK: I thought it had something to do with

the size of the building itself, the dimensions of the
lbuilding, rather than the depth of the embedment.
I

DR. BUCK: Why?

MR. FLE1SCHAKER: Because the source -- the

testimony is almost unanimous on th's point, because the

l~'4nOau. V444aaa» RZraerea lW
W ~»4~~. 5.». WWN)
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focus of the earthquake will be at depth only fou miles
!

from the site and so most. of the energy is going to be
l

l

coming vertically up into the embedment.

DR. BUCK:

that you expect here'?

What is the depth of the earthquake

Any deeper than the usual depths of
C
C

4

5

California earthquakes'?

'R. FLEISCHAKER:
I

Is it deeper than'?

4

4I think that',

Y I

~
g

4

I

4

11

the testimony is that it will be about 12 kilometers,
7

4

DR. BUCK: 12 kilometers and the horizontal

distance is very close to that, if I recall?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: The horizontal distance is

three miles.

DR. BUCK: I thought the record was something

like five miles, which is about

MR. FLEISCHAKER: There is con usion in the

record on that point. I'e seen two or three figures

myself, but I'd say three to four miles.

DR. BUCK: I'm just taking the art of geometry.

19
Let's ake it l2 kilometers and 7 kilometers. I have a

little d'"icultv in understanding whv vou get p imarily

vertical
MR. FLEISCHAKER: It's not me. It's the

Applicant's

DR. BUCK: No, no, you'e telling me that your

statement was the vibrations were coming in primarily

INTQI74CPO74C4 VOICCTl4C RtXK~ IW
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vertically.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: What I'm telling you is that

the testimony in the record is almost unanimous from

Dr. Frazur, from Dr. Newmark, from Dr. Lucko, rom Dr.

Trifunack that the bulk of the energy that hits that site
will come from vertically propagating waves.

DR. BUCK: All right, go ahead.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay.

CHAIR~ SALZMAN: Mr. Fle'chaker, 'before vou

10

close your argument, I wish you would address the problems
I

vour having with the Operating Basis Earthauake.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: W'h the OBE, okay. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SALZ11AN: Your time is -- that you wish

to save for yourself is expired by five minutes, but I
would like you to turn to that point at least and make any

I

other closing points you would like, sir.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay. To this point, we'e

18

g !

I

29

been discussing the criteria for the sa e shutdown earth-

cuake. These are the criteria that apply to the structure,

systems and components that must function properly to assure

tha" the plant can be safely snut down. But there is another

set of criteria that are important for the design of the

facility and these are called the criteria =or the

Operating Bas's Earthcuake and these are the c iteria,

«C
these criteria apply to the components, systems and

structures that are necessary to assure that a facility
l~aecwig V~n~ R~reea ImCl~ %7etZ.. 5. e, 5UlTC 107
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generate electricity.
The Staff and the Applicant have adopted a value

for the operating basis earthquake, that is a direct

violation of the regulations. First of all, the express

language of the regulation is that the operating basis

earthquake shall be at least one half the safe shutdown

earthquake.

DR. BUCK: As I recall from the statement of

consideration of 1973 revis'n of Appendix A or maybe

that was when Appendix A was zirst. put in, do you know the

basis for putting that phrase in, 'that sentence 'n?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: It shall be at leas one hal

the saze shutdown--

DR. BUCK: Yes.

FLEISCHAKER: -- earthquake?

DR. BUCK: Yes. It was put in apparently to

some comment. I'm sorry. I have not, had a chance to go

back and look

wonder if you

at, the whole history of

know what the basis was

this thing . I
for the Commission

adding that?
J

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I have ead the statement o"

consideration and I don't believe that it addresses that

particular point. have also--
DR. BUCK: It just savs that it was put in on the

basis of comments rom a proposed regulat'on.

INTX7teAIICwALVCPtSATlM RC7CttTZRS IHC
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MR. FLEZSCHAKER: And Z have read those comments.

DR. BUCK: All right, and what were the comments?

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Well, there were a variety of
t

comments. Essentially what you had was the industry saying

that the OBE equal to one half of the SSE was going to impose

an economic burden on the utility that wasn't necessary.

The reason was that the OBE has no such sa ety significance

so why should we have an OBE that 's so large. That view

was rejected--

DR. BUCK: What was the proponent comment?

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Well, the proponents essentially

were that it is useful to have an OBE one half the SSE

because it adds a margin of sa ety to the plant design.

They recognized properly that the operating "basis earthquake

has safety significance.

DR. BUCK: What's the purpose of the operating

basis earthquake?

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: The operating basis earthquake,

l think that it probably has two or three. The first one is

to assure that after an earthquake, that the plant can start

up and generate electricity. The criter'a for the operating

basis earthquake applied to the structures, systems and

components that are necessary to generate electricity. Okay?

Z think that "here is another reason to have the OBE and

that is because it adds a margin of safety to the plant

design and this is based on the perception and Z think
a'srrnersiacee~aV~n~ Rzrcvcraea l~
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correct one, and it's 'the one that the Commission adopted,

that the operating basis earthquake has safety significance.

Let me give you an example. Systems interaction

and multiple failures. If you have an earthquake and you

have just regular equipment out there, the earthquake is

the most likely cause of a multiple failure in a nuclear

power plant. It's almost 'unique in its ability to stress

all the systems in a plant at once. You'e got a lot of

systems out there which we now know since Three Mile Island--

10 !

I

we actually knew before Three Mile Island, but we put that

problem off into the generic safety -- which is the back

burner. We know that non-safety -- excuse me, OBE related

equipment can interact with sa ety equipment in a manner

I
I

1c
i
I

I

17

that impairs the safety function.

So the concern here is that during an earthquake,
I

vou're going to get failures in non-sa ety, "non-safety"

related systems that are designed to the OBE, unde designed,

that when they fail, interact with safety related components

19

21

and jeopardize the safety of the fac'ity. That's the

reason-to have an OBE equal to one half the
I

DR. BUCK: All right, let me ask you a question.
I

This has nothing to do with whether the regulation is the e

or wnat contradictory regulations we got and all that sort

of thing and there a e contradictions to this thing, ~
g

apparently. But where do you put the point or where do you
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10

think the point at which you have an earthquake, shall we

say, that requires the plant'o be shut down for checking,

should it be at a fairly low point and .a level o which you

have, say fa'rly requent earthquakes or should it be at

a high point, where perhaps you may never have an earthquake

there until you have a much bigge one?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That's the argument, that it'
in sure safety to have a lower -- Z see no reason that, you

necessarily have to tie an earthquake inspection to an OBE.

Nothing makes the standard--

DR. BUCK: No, no, I'm not. talking about standard

inspections and all this sort of thing.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Okay.

15
I

18

19

20

DR ~ BUCK: ''m just saying where is the point in

an earthquake, where is the safest point to put an earth-

quake, an OBE earthquake that requires this thing because

you'e had an earthquake and you want to check out and see

what kind of damage, if anv, has occurred?

MR. LEISCHAKER: You'e asked two dif erent

questions. The irst question is

21 DR. BUCK: No, I haven't asked two different

questions. I asked one complete 'question.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I think that depending on the

seismicity of the area and the design of the plant and the

technical. specifications to go along with the license, you

I~ancwaa Vatmn~ R~vats. l~
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can establish any level of acceleration that you want in

order to initiate an inspection following an earthauake.

I think that's the safest thing to do, is to establish that

in the technical specifications and it doesn't necessarily

have to be at the OBE level, but in terms of plant safety,

the thing to do is to have the OBE eaual to one half the

SSE.

DR. BUCK: Why?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Because the OBE controls the

10

I

design o a number of systems and they interact with safety
C

systems and jeopardize the plant.

DR. BUCK: Well, what's the safest situation about

half?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Pardon me?

DR. BUCK: What is the sacrid situation about half?<

18

19'0

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Sir, I don' know. The

Commission. established one half. I go by the regulations.

DR. BUCK: Well, that is why I was asking you if
you recall the statements of conside ation, anv reason being

given or the basis of the half.

MR. FLEISCF9KER: I think that the only reasons

tha" I'e ead in the comments or that -- one hal, it was

one of those numbers that a number of engineers just said

one half sounds okay to us and "hat's the number that the

Commiss'on -- I don't know is the answer.

Iwrrs~+t~~v Vmaan~ R~~ Im
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DR. BUCK: All right, obviously I 'm going to ask

~ these questions of the Staff too.

MR. FLEISCHAKFR: Okay. Let me reiterate--
DR. BUCK: I'm trying to get your reaction to

the thing.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I don't know why they set it at

10

one half. What I do know is this. The regulations expressly
~

I

say one hal and we have depa ted, from the regulat'on in

this case. Now, the Sta. f and the Applicant seek to justify
that departure with the argument, the OBE has no safety

signi icance. That argument doesn't wash.

12
Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, I didn' mean--

you have run out of your time. Obviously, you are allowed
I

two hours to argue and we'l ask any auestions. Do you wish

17

19

,20

to take another minute or two to close or do you wish to

save the remainder of your time for rebuttal?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I think that I'l save -- my

mouth 's getting dry and I'd like to hear what the other

!'ideis going to say.. So I'l save my time.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think we'l 'near from

Mr. Brown next please.

Ladies and Gentlemen, it isn't often

that a lawye gets a round of applause, particularly at a--

Mr. Brown, would y'ou please go ahead.





CHAIRMAN
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l

SALMON: And it's the judgment of the ll

like to address the auestions the

in the record.

board that we would

counsel must submit
I

I Now I realize there may be some disagreement, but
h

t

II would appreciate it if you would proceed to make the argu-

ment.

MR. BROWN: I'm going to make an objection, and

I'm going to have Mr. Kl'e who stands in the shoes of the

Governor speak, but, first, I want a chance to finish this

td

~ 4
I

h

sentence, and I think you'l indulge me.

We'e here in pursuit of the law, the Atomic

Energy Commission substantively. Procedurally, we'e in

pursuit of orders of this Board. This Board set the legal

la .'ramework. This is the law of the case. Mr.7leischaker and

I pu suant to this sentence on your document with your

name on it unanimously by the three membe s of this board

l8

t9
h

l

29

provided I shall have part. M . Fleischaker and I define

part as 30 minutes.

What you have done, if you st'ck with wnat
you'e'aid,

is deprived us of the opportunitv to pursue tne law

of this case. If you do not w'h to agree that I may take

C

up to 30 minutes as joint intervener's counsel and I agreed,

I am going to de er to Mr. Kl'e who can speak di"ectly for

the Governor of the state beyond the matters in this case.

CHAIRMM SALZMAN: Just a moment please.
lhhTQthh4$ $ Chhhhhl. VOh&$4X hlVOeTP5. Ihhh
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I

(Applause.)

CHAZR~N SALZMAN: Mr. Brown, it is possible in
l

this work that you and the members of tne Nuclear Regulatory

'ommissioncan err. l distinctly recall writing an order

that in so many words that Mr71eischaker might yield ten
Iminutes of his time to counsel for amicus curiae. Now, i my

recollection is incorrect, you have me in the position of
I

not having my records with me be'ng in Cali ornia.'

IObviously, no intent'n was made to cause any

i0

11

I

problem or to do anything more than simply our considered

judgment that hearing the details that went, on below was

more significant.

13

I

I

'C

Now,.Mr..Fleischaker has been auestioned extensively~

and has taken advantage of'ome time. Suppose you go ahead l

and speak, and i possible, I would appreciate your

compressing your remarks in light of the fact that both

of us may have had a misunderstanding of what s going on. I

Certainly no one wishes to cut off the Governor

of California. On the othe hand, tnis is a technical

matter, and we are very much interested in what Mr.
I

Flashaker had to say, and you really shouldn't be surprised
I

that we really wanted to hear the gentleman who was present

at the trial, who conducted it, as the primary focus of

C

our interest.

But please go ahead and--
lwrzye~agmac. Vaunt @cree~ 1rec
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MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman--

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: —take the time you think is

» I
I

I

necessary. No one wishes to cut you off unduly.
l
I

I MR. BROWN: I appreciate that. I will not take
I

longer'han the 30 minutes allotted to me, Mr. Salzman.
t

I 1

I also would like to point out that the nature of the pre-
I

sentation of the Governor will be technical, and it will
deal with the record. We were admitted to this proceeding

on the stipulation that we take the record as it is, and

we intend to act as an amicus, a friend to this board, and
I
l

to point out a deficiency in this record, and I think tha.t

1'7 l as we go through th's argument wh'ch, if you would 'dulge

me, ten or 12 minutes actually, I can go through the

~ g

I

'CI»

presentation, and I'd be auite pleased then to respond to

any auestions.

15 CHAIRS SALZIGN:
I

Well, I'm afraid you will have;

t8
l

~ 4I.

» ~

» ~»\

to take the Board a.s you find it, and that is that the

Board will be interested in asking you cuestions as time

becomes a law, but do proceed.

MR. BROWN: Okay, thank you, My presentation

will follow this course. I'd like to make a very brie

statement of the Governor's concern and interest in this

proceecing. then will address the decision which, as

you will recall =rom our brief, we believe is actually and

legally inadeauate.
I»~+%Creel, V~Tle RC70+l~ Il»Ck~ ~. 5. a. 555ITZ 501
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I

We will state our contention that following that
!
1

which is that there should be a remand to this proceeding
for'he

purpose of doing a rigorous examination of seismic

focussing and anamously high stress drop, that there should

1

5

i
iI

3

be a model of that, and finally, l would like to go. into

the technical dimensions of the record a bit more, and, in

fact, respond to some of the vstatementsof the staff and the
I
I
I

1

I

The Governor considers this proceeding to have

serious safetv questions, and that these serious questions

are, indeed, serious matters that require the thorough-
I

going analysis and the conservative judgment of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission.

The risks with which this proceeding deals are to.

t8

19
I

»5

2>
I
I

»»
S»

.C

the public's health and the public's safety as this board

well knows; therefore, the state's interest 's to assure

that caution underpends the deliberations of this board

and that any choices to be made in ruling on safety issues

should favor the public's health and safety.

The Atomic Safety and Licens'g Board found that !

the testimony o Dr. James Blume, testimony which had been
I
I

alluded to by H . =-lashake and has been subject of

colliquy between the board and Nr. Flashaker on a somewhat

different train than we'l be looking at it, but, never-

theless, the ASLB found that his testimony which recommended
i~armit. Voeaartt Reeertrs. Imck~ 5»tc5» 5. e. 5vtrt lttl
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i

an examination of seismic focussing and high stress drop was,,

quote, "not of design or analytical significance for the

Diablo Plant."
I
I

! focussing effects could not occur at Diablo.
1

Importantly, the board did not find that the
I

Instead, the Board simply rejected Blesse's testi-

5 .

l
I

I

I

3
I

I

mony on the basis of, quote, "considering all the evidence," ~

unquote, the Board articulated no rationale to support its
sweeping consideration of all the evidence, and it denied

all of us the benefit of knowing the logic that it, used.

11
I

In act and 'n law, the ASLB's decision is thus

inadequate. The standard of review applied by this board

and articulated at length in the Pacoihia decision requires

I»'C

that there be a preponde ance, a preponderance of evidence

to support an ASLB finding. 1

There is, in fact, no such preponderance here.

$ 9

Our contention is that a rigorous investigation of seismic

Ifocuss'ng and high stress drop has not been made, but that
Iit is technically appropriate and legally required.

I such investigat'on is not made, important

I

i
I

DR. JOHNSON: Nay I ask a question at this point,

acceleration at Diablo--

actors potentially contributing to peak ground motion

sirP

C

HR. BROWN: Sure .

DR. JOHNSON: Did Dr. Blume give any indication
j~lhC»sl VQt4kh» rtgKNTW
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I

in his testimony of what the angular. breadth might be in
I

which focussing would be experienced along the length of a
I

vaul t?

MR. BROWN: Dr. Blume referred to a cone or a

zone focussing. Both words were used, and the reference

point was a five-degree angle; however, he further said

that depending upon the coherence of tne rup ure or depend-

ing upon parameters which are indeed in the real world and

could be modeled, one might be able to discern what, in

- fact, focussing effects are and, indeed, what the probabili-
.'ies

of those are.
I
I

DR. JOHNSON: Well, but using the number that the
I

witness used, five degrees, do you recall what the distance
I

along the Hoseri Fault would have to be before the plant

site would come within the five degree focal range?

MR. BROWN: l don't know what the focuss'ng

18
I

19
I

AQ
I
I
II

1

I

ef fects are. I can ' say tnat on the s "retch, the nor th/

south stretch of the fault that there ever was speci ic

testimony.

There might be infe ences that could be drawn,

but I think--
DR. JOHNSON: You don' recall the--
MR. BROWN: No, I do recall wha" vou're driving

at, below the point. What. you'e efe ring to is a point

in the bene to the northwest which has been stipulated
IPITZ7IIIATlC+>Al. 4%7lCA55% R~~
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Iat page 8025 and elsewnere in the record, one other instance,
'o

be approximately 33 kilometers away, and in that testimony,
I

Dr. Blume was saying from that point tne probability of I
a

j

focussing from that particular point would not be intense

C

or great.

He characterized that as being out of the near

field. The connection, and the principal. issue of that

collicuy between counsel and Dr. Blume dealt with the near

field, and he was saying the probability at that point of

therefore focussing e"fects was something he couldn'

predict.

But he did go on and said, Z do not know the

probability, but I think it would be low. The essence of

his testimony, Dr. Johnson, is that he's calling for a

methodology.

We want to remember that Appendix A of the

IP
I

Commission's Regulations states that the applicant shall
I

make all investigations of matters which may have seismic
I

effects, effects on sa ety, and he was look'ng at the

methodology.

He did not insofar as our narrow issue is con-

cerned, and we'e here befo e the board as amicus on a

narrow issue, did not say there would be high effects from

focussing. He said there could be, there could be, anc he

said to get the probabil'ties, let's do a study, and
he'~ah~alY~hw R~~ I~
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i looked to the methodology.

DR. JOHNSON: Would you let me ask a question

please? T. mean we'e the ones that are going to have to
I

i write the final decision on this, and we are the ones that

have to zind these things out.
I

Now, E don't understand -- T. mean he seems to say,

10

11
oz Hoseri in which it was close to

near field of the plant, there was

the plant, was in the

nowhere that there could

and he adopted the five degree range as the range in which

there would be focussing, and yet in the cross-examination

it was, as I recall, and my memory is obviously not per-
I

feet, but it seemed to me that anywhere along that stretch

1
A

I

I
I

1c

be a focussing ef ect within that or that the plant would

end up in the five degrees of the line of the fault along

which focussing could take place.

So E think tnat was Dr. Blume' testimony.

18 i
I

think he ruled focussing out of the picture in the cross-

examination as something that had a very low probability

of affecting the plant, at least zocussing along Hoseri.

AQ

!l !

MR. BROWN: What i's your auestion there? You

said you were going to ask a question.

C

DR. JOHNSON: My auestion is in response to your

saying tne Board was w ong 'n not demanding . urther investi-

gation, and when the witness himself 'nd'cates that the

effect which you'e suggesting needs further investigation,
f~A-..CAIA4,V444CA44m RgrCve4C444. IAC.
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I I
) I

when the witness before the Board comes up with on cross-
!

! examination, and says, well, I think the probability of this

effect to serving the plant is low, where is the responsi-
I

1 bility of the Board to recall for additional investigation?

MR. BROWN: Let's talk here about legal standards,,
I
1

legal requirements, technical statements in this record.

I

I
I
I

Let's be very precise.

The testimony on cross-examinat'on which was

very adroitly done by counsel for the applicant'nd it'
crystal clear as a result begins at 8022 a'nd goes to'025.

In that testimony, you'l see that Dr. Blume is

referring to a segment. He's referring to the segment of

Ic i

the Hoseri Fault where the bend is 33 kilometers away, and

he's asked the question would there be focussing associ-

ated with this, and he says, l don't know the probability.

~ g

The witness said, I don' know the probability.
I

That is evidence he doesn't know the probability, and the
I

central predicate that that provides a basis for is should
I

we find out the probability, should we care about focussing 1

A5 here.

He went on to say, but I think, but I think it
I

would be low. That is an opinion testimony. it's not

C

power ul testimony. 'It means, nothing, given the pre-

ponderance and the weight of the evidence of Dr. Blume and

others tnat I w'l allude to say that we should investigate
l~~ino ai Voraans ~~ I~
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and if the Board would like a memorandum of citations, it

t
t

)

this.

DR. JOHNSON: Dr. Blume is testifying as an
I

expert, and we could certainly give weight to his opinion.
I

I
MR. BROWN: He said, I don' know, and that'

I

his opinion categorically. He said it 40 times, at least,
I

will be forthcoming.

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you. We 'l read the transcripts

sir .

MR. BROWN: Dr. Blume testified at length before

the ACRS and the ASLB that focussing and high stress drop

could be operative at Diablo. His testimony was not

speculative, theoretical as the applicant or staff has

1z
t

1c

characterized it.
He stated that, focussing could occur and that

lh5

17
t

111
I

I

19
t

modeling is necessary to determine the extent, of the
hpotential effects and their probabilities. 'He didn' pur-
hport to know tne quantitative. probabilities, and Z repeat,
h

he did not purport to know the quantitat've probabilities

of possible focussing effects.

Rather, his test'mony disclosed the gap, the

inadequacy in he analytical methodology used to develop

the 0.75 acceleration value. He stated that we should and

C

we could f'll .this gap in the quantifications by modeling.

Other witnesses have not ruled out the
IttTZ7ftek.TCrskt. 'IC7t%47hlv Rt7Cw~ h~
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r
'ipossibility of focussing at Diablo or of performing

modelling. Smith, for example, the witness of the applicant
i

I

stated, Dr . Smith, that focus s ing can be aone, and he
I

! characterized it as something relatively simple, I think,
r I
I

on page 5469. Nor did the ASLB find that focussing would
l

I

not operate at Diablo.

The ASLB cited no probative evidence to justify

rejection of Dr. Blume's call for modeling. The ASLB

simplv stated that, quote, "it 's of the opinion that his

e='
g

testimony is not of significance."

The law, however, requires more from its deci-

sion makers than just naked opinion. it requires judgment,
I

reason, documented judgment.
t

Focussing was not considered in the development.
I

Zt was not considered in the development of the 0.75

1o 'cceleration value.

17
I

18
I
I

11r !

A5

I
I
I

I

a~
C%

1

DR. JOHNSON: May Z ask a question here? Are

you aware of the testimony in the record that I believe

exists to the effect that the strong motion record th'at

Dr. Newmark used to generate his response spect um was

in fact a recorc wnich many believe included focussing

as a result -- in that location?

MR. BROWN: Yes, s ir, Dr. Johnson, 1 ' like to

C

respond.

DR. JOHNSON: How ao vou deal with that?
r~~r.oui. V~nw Rzxw~ bc~ ~ Ck~ ~, 5. K. Srr~ 101
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NR. RROIIM: Thank ycu. That's precisely myI

l

point here, and what you'e mentioning here very accurately
I

is a statement o the staf at page nine, lines 11 through
1

18 of its brief, and the applicant, at page 22, lines one

I

Pacoima Dam acceleration record to the Diablo seismic

because the Pacoima Dam record does not, it does not

through seven of its brief, because they contend that the
I
Ipotential, as you have recounted, for focussing ef ects and

I

high stress drop is embraced by the existing record.

They cite particularly the relationship of the I

I
l
I I

II

design, but the staff and the applicant are in error,
I

~ AIe

I J ~

include focuss'g effects related to the recorded peak

acceleration, and i cite to you the testimony of the

applicant' witnesses.

Witness =razier at 5885, Witness Bolt at 5886,

W'tness Frazier and Bolt at 5887, and, indeed, in refe ence

l/
I

t8
I
I

i9
I

to that ultimately to fillout the record, the testimony
Iof Witness Smith at 5469.

Blume stated in his written test'mony that

accele ations greater than those reported at the Pacoima i

Dam site likely would have been observed by strong ocean

instruments had they been deployed at favorable locations.
'I

That ' in h' testimony at 3-13. ln fact, we

do not know the quantitative ef ect of focussing related

to peak accelerat'n in the San Fernando earthcuake,

ImsTsamazlcmal. 'Poses..aI R~?lses. IIm
C4>W KtCX.. S. m, WtTT NSma&el~
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because the instrumentation was not su ficiently extensive
I

or favorably located to document that.

Therefore, the Pacoima Dam record used by staff

an applicant and accepted by the ASLB as evidence of

conservatism does not include focussing related to peak
I

acceleration.

The Pacoima Dam record, thus, forms no basis for
I

I

3
I

,l

i0

holding that ocussing has been considered in the develop-

ment of design requirements for Diablo Canyon.

Blume's testimonv, cited bv the star and

applicant, is sweeping statements concerning the minimal

ef fects of focussing, relate to a segment of the Hoseri
I

Fault approximately 33 kilometers. This is the point, Dr.

l6

17

Johnson, you and I were discussing a moment, ago —distant

=rom Diablo, and his statements of low probabilities late

in the record at 8149 are already -- are clearly extempora-

neous assessments of random probabilities, not those which

would become evident after modeling.

~ gI,

C

These stat'ements must be read 'n the context of

the narrow line of questions to which they responded. They

must, not be magnified imprope ly to become universal

generalizations relating that focussing or to the pro-

bability of high stress drop and focussing at Diablo.

Blume's testimony is clear and unrebutted by

other witnesses in his record. Focussing and high stress
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drop could occur at Diablo, and there is not evidence which

IA
1

would permit this board to find the possibility to be

either high or low, that is to be the probability high or

low.

As Blume stated, there is a compelling need for j

realistic model. Such modeling is feasible. Indeed, the

applicant's own witness that I mentioned at 5469, Dr. Smith,

10

stated that modeling can be done, and Blume stressed the

feasibility of such modeling at pages 8137 through 38.

Finally, the staff cites what it terms the rule

of reason of the Seabrook decision stating that there must

~ A Il~

".9

21
I

AA

I

be a, quote, "reasonable likelihood of occurrence of

acceleration values before they need be evaluated or

considered for plant design;"

The staff says Blume's testimony doesn't meet

this standard. The staff mischaracterizes Blume's testi-

mony on focussing. Blume does.not say there will be

higher values. He says there could be h'her values, and,
I

there ore, model'ng must be done to learn the potential
II

of acts and the' probabilities.
I

Blume'esti ies for a comprehensive methodology

to provide necessary, but now lacking, data concerning the

Diablo site.

In conclusion, the state o the record is clear.

A central issue w'h potential safety consequences has not
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been examined in accordance with the NRC's regulations.
I

Appendix A requires that all seismic investigat'ons, quote,
II

1

"may affect a design and operation," unquote, may a feet

c c

I

I
5

the design and operation, unquote, of the proposed plant

shall, shall be performed.

Such is not the case in this proceeding. This

!'oardnow has two options.. = irst, it can search the record.

It can stand in the shoes o the Commission and comb the

~

Q

record to ind support for the licensing board's findings

and thus 'seek to justify those indings, or it can remand

the proceeding to the ASLB for the purpose of pe" orming
Irealistic modeling and developing the requisite evidentiary
i

record.
i

We submit that the orme would be utile,
', because the record is bare of the essential data. Remand

is required.

CHAIKPN SALZMAN: Thank you very much, Hr.

Brown. If my colleagues have no further questions, I hink i

the reports and perhaps most of us in this room would
I

appreciate a b eak. It's 11:30, for humanitarian easons.

A c
C ~

I would appreciate it if the people 'n the

audience would use the facil~ ties outside. We will
reconvene at ll:30.

C

(Applause,)

(Whereupon, a br'ef recess was taken..)
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Nor ton, please begin.

HR. NORTON: We do not intend to take the full
hour of the two that have been allotted that we'e divided

I
I

with the staff. It may turn out that way by your auestions,
I

but our prepared presentation certainly will not take that

long.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I'l have to ask you to raise
I

I I

your voice, if you can, sir, or get that mike closer to you.

There ' a technician.

HR. NORTON: Is that better?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you.

bLR.. NORTON: The briefs that have been filed in

~ » I

I»

this matter, of course, the Board has read, and those

portions that Mr. Flashake has'ot discussed, we will not

discuss either unless, of course, the Board has some

questions about some specific portion that wasn't discussed. l

What we would like to do here today is only
I

respond to what Hr . Flashaker and Mr. Brown, in the sense
I

that he spoke in the same a ea as Hr. Plashaker in the

area of focussing, talked about.

I think I'l start in reverse order by

addressing Hr. Brown's comments. Mr. Brown stated

everything quite orcefully, but he stated most forcefully

that even the applicant's witnesses stated that the

Paco'ma Dam record did not contain focussing.

I~C, th CS VOeCEnIC PtEtPC~ !Iht,
EtEEEIC CJl&~ EI»hth 'I C III~ CP
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I

I

Having been a
I

P

l

stated, but I

cited a specific page of the transcript.

t the hearing, I didn't agree with what he

have been mistaken before, so I pulled the

transcript out.
I

He told you that Mr.
I
I
I

Frazier stated unequivocally
I that there was no focussing in

cited you specifically to page

the Pacoima Dam record. He

5885 of the transcript.

Having that page of the transcript in front of me, ~ will
read it to you.

Id

IJ
I

I
~ g

Question by Mr. Flashaker to Mr. Frazier, Dr.

.razier, question, "Didn't Mr. Eden conclude that focussing
I

cr directivity worked in the opposite direction with respect I

=I

to the accele ation pulse?" Answer, "Oh, indeed not. The

acceleration record is certainly influenced by the rupture
a

moving toward the record. The thing that you may be

referring to is that Eden, as well as myself and many other

researchers on this subject, have found that from all

t9

c a

available data that peak acceleration of la 2 g at Pacoima
I

Dam probably was not a direct result of th's focussing

now. It probably occurred from a slightly different

phenomena wnich simply means that you have a remarkable

rupture going right at that instrument, and it did not

cause accelerations that were excessive."

.C

Question, "So that the Paco'ma Dam record =or
'I

acceleration doesn' reflect a signi ican" component of

j~cc..C EI. Z~nac R~~ lpc
CC ~ Cl~ tMf.. 5. C, IN&IEI
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focussing'" Answer; "No, i think it does. i think it'
very clear that it does."

How Mr. Brown can sit here and tell this board

that Dr. Frazier said the Pacoima Dam record doesn't con-

e !

I

l0

tain focussing is beyond me.

Unfortunately, that's typical of the Brown brief
I
I

in this matter. it states many things about the record that "

I
I

are simply untrue. We have detailed that in our brief, and
I

i won't reoeat all of the details of those untruths here

before the Board.

i believe the Board has read the record very

I".
I

13

lz

carefully by their questions and has already reached its
conclusion on that matter.

Mr. Flashaker talks about U.S. GS circular 672.

We have -- Mr. Flashaker and i have argued this many "imes,
I

botn before the Board and through examination of witnesses,

written motions, written brief s, and now here again today.

18

I

We simply apparently read differently as to

what U. S. GS circular 672 says. As we point out in our

20
brie, U. S. GS circular 672 'ndeed says you must use he

concept of effective acceleration, that the values given

=or .l5 g are not anchor point values. Those are high

expected peak accelerat'ons om those magnitude ea th-

quakes.

it is then le t up to des'n engineers,





I
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earthquake engineers, if you will, such as Dr. John Blume,
1
1l

Dr. Nathan Newmark, Dr. Harry Seed, et cetera, to take those
I l
I

values and then prepare a response spectra.
I

Hr. Flashaker talked a great deal about how Dr.
I

Newmark misused U.S. GS circular 672. E think the record
I

is replete with testimony from Dr. Newmark as to how he
I

arrived at his response spectra.
I I

l0

I

~ A
I

What 5'. Flashaker didn't address, however, was

that an independent response spectra was derived by Dr.

Blume, not using the same methodology as Dr. Newmark at all,
but quite different, methodology, bu" amazingly enough, he

two response spectra were very, very similar.

Dr. Newmark's response spectra in the main

controls, that is it is slightly more conservative in most

areas; however, there were areas where Dr. Blume's response

16
spectra controlled, because it was more conse vative. Zn

either case, the most conservative o the two response

spectra controlled.

~
CII ~

A5

21
I

There was also testimony by Dr. Seed who is

probably one of the foremost, not probably, certainly is

one of the foremost ea thquake engineers in the wo ld who

has worked on nuclear power plants and many other similar

type engineering jobs throughout his career who stated

that he would have used an even lower zero point anchor

point. He would have used something in the area of .6.

I ~AhCJJAl, VS5JSAhla RCJCKSS5JS, IAC~ 5CJ5hJ CA~ 5hJtt.. 5. e. 5IJITt 'Sl
VJ JJJI~ 5 JAJ
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OR. BUCK: Nell,,do you feel
I

spectra cover the Pacoima Dam acceleration
I

85 jCt .'IC. ~

that these

spectra?

MR. NORTON: Do they envelope it?
OR. BUCK: 'es.

think the

MR. NORTON: They certainly do.

record is clear on that.

Yes, they do. 1

'R.

BUCK: Zn all areas?

MR. NORTON: Pardon?

OR. BUCK in all areas? "

10

~ A Ila
I

1"
!
I

I

MR. NORTON: if you'e talking about in terms of
I

high freauencies that are of no interest, Z don' know. lt's
very clear to those of us at the hearing that once you

start talking about 50 cycles per second, 100 or a 1000,

they are absolutely of no interest to design whatsoever.

Z don't think anyone ever disagreed with that.

l don' think Dr. Trafunik or anyone ever disagreed with

that, and rankly--

OR. BUCK: Nell, it's your contention then
1!1

I

I

19

45

that othe" than those hign freauencies, the Newmark and

Blume spectra did envelope the Pacoima Dam?

MR. NORTON: That's cor ect.

DR. JOHN!SON: Zn that regard, it, is the normal

procedure, I thought, in creating response spect a to

take -- there's no evidence in the record that 'm aware

of that the spectrum tnat might result rom the seismic





i event at Hose i would look like the
1

from the Pacoima Dam strong motion.
I

84P*C .'IC.

spectrum that resulted
!

In other ~ords, the Pacoima Dam record is

5

11

1"
I

I<
i

l4

! unique to the Pacoima Dam. Now, it's my understanding that
I

for the preparation of such curves as might be found in

regulatory guide 1.60, a number of strong motion response
i

II

l
I

spectra are generated and the envelope of that family of
I

spectra ancnored at, in that case, 1 g are drawn, and that

envelope is rep esented by the top line in 1.60.

What -- I'm not aware that other than the fact
i

that two Pacoima Dam motion records were used. What is

the justification =or basing the response -- design I
I

response spectra for Diablo simply on the Pacoima Dam.

How do we know that, that record was not

deficient in acceleration in those frequencies which might

I

l5

h5

excite the structures themselves?

HR. NORTON: A fair question. I believe the

staff, of course, will address how Dr. Newmark derived

his response spectra, and are more amiliar with ' than

I am, and I will only tell you what my memo y o the

record is.
i

I believe the primary answers to your ques tions

hg

are found in the .rebuttal testimony of Dr. Newmark

specifically and throughout his test'mony, but let me tell
you what mv unde standing o his response to that very kind
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of a question, perhaps not as artfull'y put by us attorneys
I

who don't understand it as well as you do.
I

He didn't just take the two response spectra from

the Pacoima Dam.'e also did a lot of other things. He
I

developed independently a reg guide 160 response spectra

as if he didn't have the Pacoima Dam record.

He did that also. You will find that in his

testimony. i can't give you the page reference obviously
k

in response to a question off the top of my head, but that

;o !

is in the testimony.

He looked at that, he played with that, and so

on, and he came up with some response spectra very similar !

to the sort of thing incidentally that Dr. Blume did.

Then, because he was told to use U.S. GS

circular 672, he had a 1.15 response spectra, and he said

~here do i find a 1.15 response spectra. it was only

A5

I

C

that. it also envelopes what he independently derived

through reg guide 1.60 e "forts. This is not wnat was

officially used. When he submitted his report, he talked

about -- hat was in the SER supps, he talked abou" the

Pacoima Dam records, but in the cross-examination, you'l

one of them available in the world, and that was Pacoima
I

Dam, so he took that response spectra and he used it also. i
I
I
4,

His response spectra is not the Pacoima Dam

response spect=a. it is a response spectra that envelopes
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see that he did other th'ngs, as did Dr. Blume, and

Blume is a red guide 1.60 derived response spectra,

86
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iDr. t

and it'
very, very similar to Dr. Newmark 's.

! When we say one envelopes the other, mostly
I

that's true. Dr. Newmark's does generally envelope. Zt'

I,I
I

10

i

very similar, and that's my understanding, and 1'm sure the
I

staff, Mr. Tourtelotte, will address your question in some-

what more detail, because, of course, Dr. Newmark was his
I

wi"ness, and he spent a lot more time with him.

Now, getting back to the U.S. GS posit'on in
I

circular 672, again, i believe testimony has been mis-
I
I

cited to this board today, not as blatantly as in the case !

of Dr. Frazier, but I think pe haps still misleading in

terms of Mr . Devine and U . S . GS .

Mr. Plashaker was asked questions about what

U.S. GS's position was on U.S. GS ci cular 672, and he

avoided that cuestion by saying they really didn't have a

position as to how it should be usea in terms of design,
I
I

I

but Mr. Devine testified at 8332, line 18, "Ne are
Ioffering," and excuse me, this was in response to questions .

» ~

bv Dr. Brite at the hearing, "Ne are offering table 2 anc

circular 672 offers a single g value for magnitude 7.5

earthcuake unde" various conditions that are describ

that report, and we'e not propos'ng that one ought

ec in

to use

a a'erent ground motion value, but what we are
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attempting to say is that's not the number that needs to be
l
I
I

used, per se, for scaling response spectra."
I

I That's why in the sentence there, there is only

! one g value that you.can derive from our data to represent
I
I

! the maximum single excursion, acceleration for the magnitude
I
I

v !
I

I

I

5

I

I/

7.5 earthquake that close.to the fault.

So it is the mechanism whereby the engineers

derive what has been called by some as e fective accelera-

I

io
I

tions that we'e referring to here. It's not other free

field ground motion peak values .

I

There's only one ground motion acceleration value,'
I

that we'e referrirgto. Then Hr. Flashaker asked some

questions, and then what Nr. Flashaker was referring to is

down at the bottom of the page.

C
I

I»
I

IQ

It says, "Is the U.S. GS taking a position that !

response spectra derived for nuclear power plants should

be derived by a procedure which employs a so-called

e fective acceleration. "

Devine says, "Ne have not taken a di ect
I

position on that." The words here clearly allow that, and
I

I th'k tnat's what's critical.
51 . Flashaker would have you believe that the

U.S. GS have taken no position on it, but I think very

.C

clea lv the words in U.S. GS circular 672 speak =or

themselves.
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DR. JOHNSON: It seems to me what you just

said says they take no position. It says they allow some-

thing, but that doesn' necessarily say they take a position. I

HR. NORTON: Right, and the reason they don '

take a position is because their geologists, they'e not

design engineers. The numbers they give you allow the use
I

of effective acceleration. They don't take any position

on it, because that isn't their job.

They'e geologists, Uni ed States Geological

Survey. They'e not design engineers, as are Dr. Newmark,

Dr. Blume, Dr. Seed, et al, and that's why they don't take !

a position. They don' pretend to be telling somebody how

to do a job that they don't know very much about, and I
Ithink it's misleading to say that they don'" take a position!

on it as i they were against it, because they don' take

t8

i9

AQ
I

a position, because they don't know.

Getting to the question of focussing and Dr.
l

Blume's testimony, I think Dr. Johnson's question of both

Nr. Flashaker and Hr. Brown indicates to me that this

board has ead and does understand the testimonv of Dr.

Blume.
21

I Dr. Blume has done a lot o research in the

area of focussing. There's no question about it. He' one,,

C

of the world's recognized experts 'n that area. We do not

contend otherwise. What Dr. Blume,has test'ed to

IsssIssma coeaL lsJseaTsss RgohytetL
~et SSNIISa City. rt, ~, j. e. WIIIICIes5rfl~
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is that, focussing is a phenomena that we'e
I

learning more and more about all the time.

He also tells you that focussing has existed in

I

I»

every earthauake that's ever

we'e starting to understand

and so'n and so forth.

I

occurred. Zt's just that'ow
I
l

it-and measure it a little more '

An example testimony in the record that all of

>0

the records, indeed, conta'n focussing.'he thing is you
I

I

don't know which ones do and which ones don' 'n the past,
I

but i strong motion records were taken and there was
I

focussing, then 't's been captured, it's been measured, and

I»I»

~ »I»

lx i

the testimony of Dr. Blume and all the other experts was

that, indeed, it has been a common occurrence wherever.

He're just now starting to understand a little
bit about it.

DR. JOHNSON: Do you recall whetner Dr.. Blume

I'ad

an opinion regarcing whether the Pacoima Dam included

focussing? Z know you just read Dr. Frazier's opinion of

»5 NORTON: Z recall ouestioning him about
I

that. Z'm trying to so t in my mind now wnether that was

during the deposition or during the hearing, and frankly,

Z'm hav'ng dif iculty filtering as to which it was.
If

Z know Z cuestioned him about 't, and Z just

can' filter ' out for you, Z'm 'sorry.
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DR. JOHNSON: Zt was referred to under cross-

examination, but l think you referred to an -answer in a
1

deposition, if my'emory is correct. I believe that's the

case.

HR. NORTON: Xt could be.

DR. JOHNSON: And I think he gave an answer, but

can't tell you what it is now.

MR. NORTON: I don't think Dr. Blume, very

I

I

IQ
I

11
I

frankly, ' you can =ind "hat in the record or Z can f'nd
Iit when Z'm finished and give you the page citation, I don':

think Dr. Blume's position was that there was no focussing

in the Pacoima record, however.

I

'I
g

I

5C

That's my memory, but again, 1 don't know whether
~ Ithat's in a deposition from the hearing itself.

Hr. Norton, one thing that was not

stressed by 'Hr. rlashaker, although he said he was going

to talk about it, but tne tau <feet. I hope you'e planning,
I

to address some of your comments to that.

HR. NORTON: I certainly will. He did talk

A5

C

about it, and I have some notes rom when he ta.lked about

it. Would you like me to address 'that right now, or can

stav with focussing and come back to that?

DR. BUCK: Go ahead with what you want to do.

HR. NORTON: The focussing question, again, Hr.

Brown nas characterized the testimony and the
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cross-examination of Dr. Blume. Dr. Blume, indeed, was
I
I

showing maps that wez'e put in evidence by interveners and
t
l

say please show me on this where you'regoing to get some

ocus sing along this faul, and he found a spot in which

focuss'g might occur, a little bend in the fault, and
I
l

indeed, it was 33 kilometers away from the site, and indeed
I
l

focussing 's a near field phenomena which has been defined

by Dr. Blume on several occasions, one time it being within

ten kilometers, at anothez time being within 20 kilometers;

at no time be'ng within 33 kilometers.

I

'1I

l

The inference'as there, of course, that when i"

was 33 kilometers awav, i" would not have any e feet on the
I

site.

l

I

I

)C

l
I

I5

Then iver. Brown very cleverly says, and then he

was asked what the probabilitv o focussing was, as ' it
were fran that po'nt,. 33 kilometers away, and he said he

didn't know or sure, but it probably would be very low.

That cruestion was not in regard to that point,

but any place along the Hoser'ault, not just that one

:5
poin" 33 kilometers away.

There was no probability of focuss'ng at 33

kilometers awav under Dr. Blume's testimony, because it
has to be a phenomena of the near ield, that is depending

on which o" the two answers that he gave tha were

.C
inconsistent, 20 o" l0 kilometers.
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|:n terms of the dis tances, there seems to be a
I little bit of confus'on about that. As l understand it, Mr.

Fleischaker is absolutely correct when he says that it's a

12 kilometer depth is the average depth or the hyper-

central distance.

(End S-l)

DR. JOHNSON: I related to that colliquy in the

transcript. Would you be willing to give an opinion as to

what is the most--

;o

MR. NORTON: That is, according to the testimony, .

the most recent scale drawing of the Hoseri Fault itself,
not the whole system, but the Hoseri Fault, not the San

Gregorio Hoseri Fault System, but the fault itself.
I

DR. JOHNSON: Nell, I cally don' need to see it ~

now. What i would like to know is in the testimony what is

considered to be the most accurate representation.

MR. NORTON: That's in the testimony of Dr.

Johns and Mr. Hamilton, and Z 'm going to have call my

memory. lt's 145 k'ometers is my memorv. That'

represented right there, of course, and that is figure

44 from the Johns/Hamilton testimony.

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir. Incidentally,

what is the distance from the site to the nearest--

MR. NORTON: Okay, that's what 1 star ed out.

5. 8 k'ometers, and I don' think there ' any real dis-

agreement about that, you know. When you translate that
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I

into m'eage, you get three,,three and a half miles.

People use different numbers, and unfortunately because

people talk in kilometers and miles, you get some confusion.

DR. JOHNSON: There was plenty in the record.

HR. NORTON: Yes, I appreciate that, but I don'
IIthink that's in real dispute. I don'0 think there's anyone

that contends that it's a lot closer than that, or it's a lot:

farther away than that.

@
(

think it's a pretty generally accepted number.

b1r, Furbush was kind enough to bring to me the place in (

I

the record where, indeed, Dr. Blume says there was

focussing in the Pacoima record, and that's page 7956.

incidentally, he on that page suggests that tnere is

focussing in a lot of other records, and he names some on

that page.

indeed, i" I can conclude on the auestion of

focussing, 1 think it gets to the unfortunate philosophical
I

cruestion tha" Dr. Blume raises that focussing could occur,

A5

low probability. When he was pinned down on cross-

examination, I tnink he even backed off tha" position to

a weaker one.ci

He said that i" would be interest'ng to do

studies, maybe studies should be done. Have s"udies ever

been done? No.

DR. JOHNSON: Well, Hr. Norton, you'e dealing

IWrCeru-..Oui '/OeaCn~ RaOemrS. bC
At SCCA'l~ 44444X, $ . C, 5UITt l41CA&I~
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Mr. Brown suggest ''s
I

with tha t as philo sophica. 1 ques tion.
I

a legal ques tion. Nould you address tha t'?

E'm suggesting that it's more philosophical than legal,

because if you, and l quoted Mr. Brown at the end when he

MR. NORTON: Yes, that's exactly what I am doing.
l

1

I

l
I
h

I

affect the plant, shall be done.

Nell, E am sure tha" scientists such as yoursel=,

I
I

Mr. Salzman and l could think of a lot of studies or
I

linvestigations that may have an effect on a nuclear power

12
I

plant.

lt clearly is not the intent of that regulation,
13

I and this is where it's a philosophical/legal question.

ce tainly not the intent of tha" regulation that before

anything can be built any place in this world, all

's

investigations that may somehow affect i" shall be done.

Obviously vou reach the poin" where you can'

bu'ld anything ever. Tha" is clearly not the intent of

the English language of that regulation.

Dr. Blume s'mplv suggests tha.t there's more

in. ormation we could get. Zt's never been aone any place,

ever. He admits that verv freely.

He also aamits very freely in his testimony

C that he's no even sure wnat you'd put 'nto the moael. He
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very clearly states that, a lot of problems witn doing that
! sort of thing.

He's not even sure what you would put into the

consideration and very properly found that that kind of an

model. i think the board very properly took that into
I
I
I
I
I

observation, that kind of a comment does not have design

significance for the design of a nuclear acility.
Theory is fine if you keep pushing ahead. People

1

are doing those studies. People are doing different kinds
C

of studies. Tnere will be new questions forever. There

will be new earthquakes forever.

You cannot go back and stop the world until

all earthquakes have occurred, because i you do, nothing

will ever get done in any 'eld, whether you'e talking

about building buses, whether you'e talking about

building buildings for schools, hospitals or whatever, and

think Dr. Blume ' testimony, i you 'l read in its

entirety, makes that pretty clear that that' the sort o.

things he's talking about.

All right. Youasked about tau. E think tau

was addressed by blr. Fleischaker both in terms of the

effect of tau and tne increase o damping, and I'd like

C

to get rid o" damp'ng first.
The interveners are verv adamant that, and

rightly so, that the, applicant comply with the regulations.
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I

The problem is they pick and cnoose the regulations they

want compliance with, and they pick and choose the words,
I tne very words o f the egula tions themselves .

Seven percent damping is indeed directly from

red guide 1.61. Originally when the acility was built,
I called for an analysis using five percent damping.
I

I

it

Subseauent knowledge gathered and gained by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission caused a change to be made to allow

seven percent damping in concrete "structures.

!0

~ » I
I I

l3
I

14
I

That was an advance of knowledge, but the inter-
I

veners don't want us to take advantage of that advance in

knowledge, because it hurts their case. They want us to

stick with the old knowledge where it helps tnem, and

where there's new knowledge, they want us to disregard it.
1 would submit to you that's an unfair. way

of proceeding. The tau effect is--
DR. JOHNSON: You will admit, first of all, will

I

vou not that the regulatory guide is not a regulation?

NR. NORTON: Absolutely .

25 DR. JOHNSON: You will also admit too that tnere

are situat'ons here in which regulatory guides which were

in effect at the time o" the original a~'censing of Diablo

are utilized as opposed to regulatory guide in=ormation

that was developed subsequently.

HR. NORTON: Sure .
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l'm referring specifically to

DR. JOHNSON: So your comment with regard to the

f
DR. JOHNSON:

I

ag'g e ffec ts and electronic tes ts .

MR. NORTON: Sure, s ure .
I
Il
I

I

'tervener picking and choosing could in certain ci cum-

stances be applied to the applicant and staff as well.

MR. NORTON: Well, except here you'e talking

Y I

i0

11 I

I

I".

about an analysis of what is there. You'e not talking
I

about going out and building something new, because if you'

g~out and build it new, there's no question but that you

use what is there now.

What you'e talking about looking at now, when

you'e talking about a safety requirement, you must look at
I

what was required at the time it was built as to whether

it comalies with that regulation or not, a simple code,

electrical code might be a good example.

I8

Zf it calls fo a certain kind of wire, and you
I

use that kind of wire, and'hen you come back three years
I

I

later, and they decided to change that wire to a d'erent
kind of wire whicn is a better wire. Okay? Zt doesn'

mean you'e got to co back and pull all of the wire out

and start all over.

Again, it gets into that philosophical/legal

question of how do you eve" get anything done if you do

C it that wav.
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of analysis, i" seems very

clear to me tha t. when you 'e
I

analyzing something, you want

to get as close to reality as you can. The same argument,

obviously applies to the average actual material strengths

of concrete and so on.

Zf you'e analyzing an as-built structure, you

want to deal with reality, not theory, and that's where

damping falls. So Z appreciate the question, and you'e

right, but: think we have to draw the distinction in terms

;o i

of what, you'e looking at and why you'e looking at it.
l

DR. JOHNSON: I think the problem that they were
I

1concerned about in measuring the actual material was made

IQ
!

Ll l

that tnis was average, and the question comes up as to how

wide a variation do you have in the average o materials

away from the ave age.

MR. NORTON: Z think, page 39 of our brief, for

example, the concrete, the small d'spers'on from the means

of the measured concrete strengths had a maximum of 9.5

19
I

I

AQ
t

percent coef icient of variation, and a substantial

increase since the tests in tne past six to ten vea s whic

was 20 to 60 percent that that was--

DR. JOHNSON: Nell, that 20 to 60 percent

included, that was not included 'n vour calculations?

MR. NORTON: Oh, no, that's occurred since

C tnose calculations. As you know, concrete gets stronger.





I

DR. JOHNSON: What you'e saying
1

1

increase in the strength o the concrete in
I

larger than any variation in the average.

99 I
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is tnat the II

I

pa ticular was

11R. NORTON: That's right. It was a 9.5 percent

coef icient of variation in the average material strength of
C the concrete, and, in fact, you'e had a 20 to 60 percent

increase since that time in strength.

DR. JOHNSON: Are there any metal frames involved:

in this such as the rein orcing steel ana so on?

7
I

.0

I
11

I

I

~ « I
1
I
I

13
1

51R. NORTON: I'l read the next sentence or next

clause. =or steel, the substantial reserve margins that the
"'inimumultimate strength has above the minimum yield

streng h greater than 50 percent orovided even further

conservatisms.

And this testimony was given by Dr. Blume, ana

~ Wls

«Q

«) I

f

there were some exhibits that start out with LL's. It has

a funny history. They start out as a laundry list item

of th'gs to do, and they became known as LL', and that

is contained in great detail in Dr. illume's LL's, both

steel and concrete, ana they are in eviaence l n the record.
I

I'm " ying to get to your cuestion on tau. Tau
I
I
1

' a st ange word. As I understand it, there's not really

anv place where vou can look it up in Nebster's and find

it def inca, and what 'it is is a word that seems to describe '

a number o phenomena that engineers have di=ficulty being

14~AWCPIAi, VVtOAilMR~~
CZ.. L C. Wi?C:01

«AC« l~
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very precise about. Zt is derived from observational data.

Dr. Blume put on a very interesting and very informat'e

presentation o testimony at the hearing involving the

1906 San'rancisco earthquake, involving steel plants in

Central America or a steel plan" in Central America and so
I

on where the build'gs were designed at levels far, far
I

less or accelerations far, far less than what they experi-
A

enced in massive earthquakes or in great earthquakes, and

))
I

~ »
I

yet they survived with l'tle damage.

point that intervening counsel raised. A great deal of

I

DR. JOHNSONI: Well, let's get specifically to the,:
f

emphasis was placed on the Hollywood Parking Lot or what-

ever, and the fact that the se'smic event which was recorded .'

~ ~
I

I

II.

«Q
I

«n

effect was utilized or generated 'n this instances was,

indeed, a great deal farther away.

Aparently you were dealing with surface waves

and horizontally getting waves in that instance, and what

is -- E don't recall where the justi ication or

utilizing data generatec at the Hollywood Parking Garage--

E can't remember. You know the data i'm talking about.

MR. NORTON: Tha" 's Dr. Blume's testimony.

DR. JOHNSON: Justification for basing the tau

e ect calculations on that event when tne seismic motion

«C i" seemed to me properly characterized by the inte vener's

l~p cnc5»Aa v55KccnAA R~ I p«-

»C ~ Cl«' rE ~. 5. C. 5VM '55
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counsel would be quite different at the Diablo Canyon site.

HR. NORTON: All right. I think the problem here
I

I
I is that you have, I guess, accepted Hr. Fleischaker's

theory that tau -- that nothing is known about tau, that
!

I Hollywood Storage is the only example of tau in the world, . !
I

C I

and where I would start, is to tell you that there are a lot
I I
I

o examples o the effect of tau in the world.
l

I

If you read Dr . Blume ' testimony and vou read

Dr. Seed's rebuttal, vou will see, indeed, where'hey give

C
I

vou many examples o taum.
II I

Hollywood Storage is an example of tau actually ~

I

)

measured according to Dr . Blume, Dr . Seed, e t all, with

which intereveners took exception, but that was, a quote,

sc'nti ic proof, end quote, of i" ' some people's minds,

again to which the intervene s take exception.

If vou th ow out Hollywood Storage, as, quote,

17
I

18
I

I

~ g
~ ~

scientific roof, end quote, it doesn't mean you throw
I

out tau however. There is a great deal other evidence for !

I

tau.

DR. JOHNSON: I certainly would not ca.ll Holly-
I

I
I
I

I

wood Storage sc'ent'=ic proof of anything.

HR. NORTON: I think I said evidence.

DR. JOHNSON: It is a demonstration of an e feet

under certain ci cumstances.

C HR. NORTON: That's cor ect.
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DR. JOHNSON: And my question is, are the I

I

Icircumstances unde" which this effect was measured com-

parable, sufficiently comparable, to the circumstances at

Diablo, Canyon that there can be a direct utilization of the

effect as measured at Hollywood Storage to determine what

tau effects would be at Diablo Canyon?

That's what I want answered.

HR. NORTON: Yes, and no. You cannot say that
II

the exact reduction at Hollywood Storage could be exactly

tra..s ferred to Diablo Canyon.

Zt isn't that kind of information. lt 's

information that helps the seismic engineers to understand

the e ects of tau.

I

i4
I

There are similarities between the sites. There

are dissimilarities between the sites. This similarities

and dissimila ities, however, may not be crit'cal to the

question o whethe or not "here is tau.

ror example, at Diablo Canyon, the oundations

are verv large. There are massive oundations, and,

indeed, the e is testimony that you get a wave averaging

because o that.

There's a great deal of testimony about that.

That is a phenomena that 's unde the label of tau, the

wave averaging.

C don't care whether you'e at Hollywood
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Storage or you'e at Diablo Canyon

Francisco.
I

I
I

! The other question, the one -- Mr.
i

this mistake incidentally from day

or you'e in San

Fleischaker has made

one of the hearings right

That's a physical phenomena that transfers.

t'l today. He keeps saying that it's hard rock.

Well, that's not the testimony. You have to look,
l

at the testimony of Dr. Blume, of the geologists. it's not

hard rock at the site. it.'s the same kind of mistake
that'r.

Fleischaker keeps making when he says this is an area

of high seismicity.

Hign seismicity, low seismicity, what do they

mean? it means the frequency of earthquakes. This is not

an area of high seismicity, as Mr. Fleischake repeatedlv

tells this board in his filings, as he repeatedly states

in oral argument again today, that it's an area of high

seismicity.

it 's not. it doesn'0 have to do with the

magnitude of the earthcuake. it has to do with the

frequency of earthquakes. This is an area o f low

seismicity, as test'fied to by Dr. Silverman, Mr.

Fleischaker's w'tness, as testified to by Dr. Smith, and

everyone else.

DR. JOHNSON: i think you'e gett'ng of the

question a little bit.
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I think -- excuse me, may I butt in

here? I think one of the main points tnat is being made

by the interveners that I ' like to have you make comment

on is the direction o the wave and if they'e vertical

or horizontal or what. angle affects them and so on.
I

MR. NORTON: That, again, was covered primarily

by Dr. Prazier did some work. Incidentally, Dr. Frazier

and Dr. Lucco have offices, I think, two or three doors

apart in the same building. Even though they were on

opposite sides of this case, they are not strangers to

t
~

I

one another.

The building is standing the

vibration?

MR. NORTON: Well, it was a building that Z

was in, and Z certainly couldn't want to be in it in a

mass'e earthauake. 'It hangs over a cliff in La Jolla.

Noh any more, huh?
X

Anywhat, getting back to the question, Dr.

~
5

A ~r I

Prazier test'ed that the waves would be coming in from

45 degree and steeper, and tha" is not vertically

propagating waves.

DR. BUCK ~ How does he conclude that, bv the

wav?

hg MR. NORTON: He did a study that--
C DR. BUCK: On the reco d? His statement?

INTtrlseat:cteeth 'loe%a5:u R~Tt7rL I~
Ck>M MCZ.. 5. e. XI'55
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HR. NORTON: Oh, yes, his statement is on the
Irecord very def initely in rebuttal, Dr. Frazier ' rebuttal,

and I could give you almost the exact page cite if you give

me a moment, and it's also discussed by Dr. Lucco. scuse

me, I need a piece of paper for that.

(Pause. )

DR. BUCK:

HR. NORTON:

I don't recall whether Dr. .»razier--.
If
'I

Dr. Frazier did rebuttal from 10083

e '- '0
t

11

of the transcript to 10182 of tne transcr'pt.

99 pages, bu" I know it's in there.
DR. BUCK:

Now it'

HR. NORTON: Dr. Johnson, I apologize, because
12 I'm not an engineer, first of all, and it's not a simple
13

I

14

question secondly, and I don't think i"'s a yes or no

answe

I think it's a complex answer that, sure, some

of it's transferable and some of it isn', and I think Dr.

Blume and others discussed 'that a great deal in the

testimonv, and, indeed, it wasn't taken as a direct

".5
transfer.

It was simply used as an example of the

PA phenomena, tne tau pnenomena. It was not taken as a

d rect transfer.

DR. JOHNSON: I may have misunderstood tne

figures in Appendix C or the supplement 5, the sa"ety
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evaluation report in which the Hollywood Storage records

are displayed.
I

What I'm really looking for, the question Dr.

Buck asked with regard to vertical propagation, whether or

not 45 degrees is vertical is a heck of a lot more vertical

than an earthquake that was 100 kilometers away, and 1

would imagine that the -- what was the exitation at Holly-

I
I
l
I
I

ji P

l0

~ i I

I

~ A I

l"
I

wood Storage was probably surface waves propagating

horizontally, whereas the type of motion that was being--

a ecting the site from an event c3.ose in on Hoseri wou d

be a different type of motion, and 1'm just wondering if
anywhere in the record, the type of exitation that would be

I
P

experienced at Diablo from a Hoseri event is compared to the.,
4

type of exitation in the Hollywood Storage Building relative"

'

I»

~ »II
I

ia

to this tau eduction.

MR. NORTON: Let me try and address that a

little more. I think Dr. Newmark's usage of Hollywood

Storage and the tau reduction, Dr. Blume did it from a

theoretical basis, did it rom a theoretical analysis.

There were others, and ' you will look at the

rebuttal, vou will see Dr. Seed talking at aga'n the same
i

area, the same citation I gave you, 10083 to 10182, Dr.

A» Seed talks about orget any horizontal waves.

Say they'e all cortically emerg'ng waves. He

C still came up with a 40 percent reduction, 20 percent @or

fPp~ppKnCeaag VmCChPC P~~
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solid structure interaction which he puts

umbrella of this tau, the heterogeneitieso
I
I ten percent. Yeah, I guess the heterogene

under the

the soil was

ity of the soil
was ten percent, and I'm t ying to think of the third

factor which he got the other ten percent from, but he did
I

come up with a 40 percent reduction due to this thing called

iQ

I

0 A I
I '

~ + I

tau, this interference, this interphase between buildings,

foundations.

Oh, I know .what it was. It was the averaging

of the waves across the foundation even as they came up.

gave ten percent for that, I believe, but there were a

number of ways of ge tting to tha t number .

Again, Dr. Seed is someone who has been doing

this for decades. It's not something that he just hap-

He
I

I

'I C
~ &

pened to hink about the dav o the hearing. This is based

o'n a great deal of analysis of study, but 't's a very

difficult concept "or a scientist, because i" isn'0 one

plus one ecruals two.

It involves, as I understand it, and my unde—

standing is obviously shallow compared to yours and

theirs, i"'s a very complex subject, and it can't be

g'ven concretely.

Now, does the board have any hing else on

tau'?

,C DR. JOHNSON: No.
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I

for a moment.
i
l
I (Pause.)

MR. NORTON: Excuse me while I check my notes

DR. JOHNSON: Before you sum up, I don'0 know

In summation--
I

\

whether you have it in your remarks on the operating
I

H

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

base earthauake or not. I intend to ask the staff about

it, but I don't want to--
MR. NORTON: I have nothing other than wha" we

I'

I

have in our brief. No new arguments were made today that
l

we haven't responded to in our brief.
DR.JOHNSON: Well, I think the staf. is the

I

one that would be most knowledgeable on this, but l didn'

want you to lose the opportunity i 'you wanted to say

something.

MR. NORTON: All right. In sum, obviously the

duty of this board is to look at the evidence and determine

whether or not the we'ght of the evidence suppor s the

finding of the board below. It is not the funct'n of

this board to second guess the board below.

Mr. Fleischaker would, of course, like to

reargue the case over and over and over and over. That

serves his goal. The applicant's goal is obviously to

have the case decided one way or the othe", to reach a

decision, and we submit to you that the overwhelming

1H~4?lciaAi It7%4AT1w RZ7cvI'~,tee
m sCVne m~ SrrretT, L e, Sutra tet
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I

I we'ght of the evidence mandates a favorable decision
I

to the applicant. Thank you.
I

CHAZRHAN SALZHAN: Gentlemen, it's been a long
I

I and complicated morning, and I would think it would help us
I

and perhaps counsel and yourselves if we took a break or

lunch at this time.

5

I

,
'come back

Thank you

We will adjourn now until 1:30. l ask that you

promptly please, because at 1:30, we'l resume.

very much.

(Whereupon, the meeting adjourned for lunch, to

reconvene at 1: 30 p.m., this same day. )
i
t
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CHAIRS SALZMAN: We will resume the argument
I

! where we left off. We were about to hear from counsel for
I

! the staf f, Mr. James Tourtellotte. Would you begin, sir?

HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Members o f the Board, this
!

'C l afternoon, I shall address the issues raised by Hr.

!

!
1

Fleischaker this morning, primarily those issues relating

to circular 672 and his general allegation that maximum

values were not used in the reanalysis of Diablo Canyon.

!
)0

11

I
I

1
A

I

~ A
54

As well, : w'l address the 'sues o tau effect

and OBE. Initially, it's well to point out tha Mr.

Fleischaker argued that the regulations were not met in

that maximum values were not used in the reanalys'.

We see that this is not a particularly new

argument that Hr. Fleischaker has made in his brief, and on

oral argument appear's to have made no new contributions.

The th'g that impresses the staff about h'

presentation is that he continues "o rely upon circular

672 and the U.S. GS . igure of 1.15 g in "able 2 of circula

672 and yet he continues to ignore the aualifying

language described in that very same circular.

Moreover, he cnooses to 'nore the aualif ica-

C

tions a.s specified by the witness, Hr. Devine, 'and by

the U.S. GS letter itself wnich is a part of the SER

Supplement Number 4.





Addressing those items in a series, I think i"'s
well to point out first of all that table 2 by its own

P

definition and exposition in circular 672 above the figure

of 6.5 magnitude has only extrapolated figures. The 1.15

figure is not an observed figure or was not an observed l

figure at. the time that the circular was issued, but, indeed,."

was an extrapolated figure, and that is so stated on page

three, the righthand column, the second ull paragraph of

circular 672.

No cover, the'qualifications on how that table

is used is set out in the first ull paragraph of the le

hand column of page 3, c'rcular 672, where it 'ndicates

that the design processes involve generally the use of

engineering design techniques such as those employed by

Dr. Newmark.

t-
I

I

I
I
I

indeed, in the testimony of Hr. Devine, he

stated at page 8331, and Z quote from the top of page,

line one, "We recognize that there is a need to consider

"he engineering response as has been done by Dr. Newmark

We feel that that technicue is appropriate, and we feel
P

that it 's inappropriate for us to have o ered a single

l

I

I
I

g value =equiring the broad band of response spectrum to

be anchored at tnat value and feel that we have repre-

sented the ground motion properly for this si"uation.

That's why we d'd not co it here or wou'd not do it any

INTDIPP45444PPAI, PI45PKL5IPP @55 ~
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tame when the g values are as high as this close to a

large fault. That does not provide a sensible way to

accommodate the ground motion in developing the design."

So briefly to address a matter which was an

exchange between, Z believe, Dr. Johnson and Hr. Norton,

there was some statement about whether or not U.S. GS had

a position, and there was a part of the transcript re erred
I

I

to quoting 51r. Devine saying that he had no position on the

way that Dr. Newmark did this.

l would simply point out that perhaps there's a

misinterpretation of that part of the transcript, because

what is cally meant there, and it certainlv lends itself
to this reading, what is really meant there is that the

people in the U.S. GS are seismologists. They are not

earthquake engineers, and they leave the matter of design

to Dr. Newmark.

While they .do not have a posit'on relative to
I

whether he used the proper eng'neering techniques, they do
i
2have a position about how tney 're table is to be used, and,

indeed, that position is so stated by Hr. Dev'ne.

DR. JOHNSON: H . Tourtellotte, your last

statement implies that D . Newmark is the only person wno

does design related to earthquakes. En other words,

think vousa' the U. S. GS leaves this to Dr. Newma k.

H'R. TOURTELLOTTZ: Well, l'm speaking o
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I
4

specifically in this instance. Obviously, they leave it to

any design engineer who is going to use circular 672.
I

DR. JOHNSON: How, in light of the things we'e

! talked about here this morning with regard to the fact that

il
I

I

I
I

l~

a response spectrum requires as input one or a number of
I

s trong motion records for its generation, it' not clear to
I

me how U.S. GS expected anyone to use "hose values which

are simply peak or you.'re probably more familiar with

table 2 than I am, but it simply gives the highest peak,
I

the next two, the next five and the next seven peaks.
I

Is there anywhere in the record that U.S. GS

recommendations for the utilizations of this informat'on
4

Iare presented other than in the package you just referred
ll
4

4

to?

IIR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, on page three, and
4

this is actually quoted in our brief, it's the same
I

paragraph, I don' know whether to read it or not, but

l8

l9
1

AQ

I
I

2l
I

perhaps or the purposes of clarifying this point right

now, it might be well to do that.

In the lefthand column, in the irs" full
paragraph, it states, "The init'al step in the design

process discussed herein characte izes the g ound motion

appropriate to the -des'gn or earthquakes. This step is

based solely on seismological data anc pr'nc'ples, and
4

does not incorporate factors dependent upon soil structure
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I

interactions, deformational processes within structures

or the importance of the structures to be designed.

"Et involves scientific data and interpretation

whereas," and this is the key,

involved engineering, economic

to the nature and value of the

"the subseauent steps

and social judgments relating

I

I

I

I
I

I

IQ

I

id

Now, Dr. Newmark, in his testimony, explains

exactly now he uses th's paragraph. indeed, i think it'
well to point out here that Dr. Newma k was employed by

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, because he is one of
I

tne world's foremost autho 't'es on earthauake engineer'ng.

indeed, circular 672 was designed, and, in fact,
I

is entitled Ground Motion Values for Use 'n the Seismic

Design of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System.

Dr. Newmark, as the record reflects, is the

one who is the design engineer for the Trans-Alaska

Pipeline System. He also used table 2 in the design of

that pipeline sys tem, and he used table 2, according to the

record, in the same ashion'hat he used it here.

The U.S. GS had no objections to h's use of

it "here. Thev have no objections to his use of it here.

DR. JOHNSON: You'e getting close. I asked

Mr. Fleischaker earl'r if there was evidence of the use

o f tha t circular in the design o" the Trans-Alaska pipe-.

C line. Could you give me the record ref erence or that?
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MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, 1 believe it's at

9288 and following.
I

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.
t,

I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Also, you should see Newmark's

rebuttal, 9269 through 9355, and redirect, t anscript
I

/
l
I
I

Mr

I
I

8677 and following.

There is an important contradiction as well that
I

seems to me is raised by Mr. Fleischaker's argument.

Fleischake sta ed cuite clearly to this board that one !

was not inte ested in a single peak. One is more interested
Iin how many times that peak reoccurs.

~ A Il~

Table 2, nevertheless, is a table which

demonstrates that that peak, l.l5, occurs one time. Zt

also says that on the second, fifth and tenth, you would

'C

I

fC
I

"9

I
«1 'II ~

A ~
A

have other values. This is second, fifth and tenth peaks

are othe" lesser values, and they'e dissipating values.

DR. JOHNSON: These are all in excess of
l
I

.75 g, are they not? f

I
IMR. TOURTELLOTTE: They are all in excess of

.75 g, ~&at is correct, but the important thing here is

that the reason -- as a further substantiation o" the

proposition that USGS cid not really intend tha a single

value from one of thei" tables was to be used as an

ancnor point is the act that thev bothered to g've you

tne irst, second, i th and tenth peaks.
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DR. JOHNSON: But they never do address in that

document the term, anchor point. What I was hoping to see
t

in there somewhere'and was unable to find i" was that you

i used the peak that occurs six times for the average
I
I

acceleration or the anchor acceleration.

business, and that is a matter which falls more into

!

They don' address that concept.
I
I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: No, they certainly don',

because they are primarily in the seismological, geological
5

enginee ing, earthquake engineering.

That would be beyond the scope of their

expertise, and,„ in, fact, that is what the last par" of that

sentence of the paragraph I read you would indicate.

DR. JOHNSON: But my dif icultyhere is that

they'e supposedly giving earthquake engineers information

to use, and I'm not sure -- it's not pointed out anywhere

how the ear hquake engineer is supposed to take table 2

and use it when the earthquake eng'neers first efforts

is normally to prepare a response spectra us'ng recorded

ground motion somewhere, and there's no relationship

between the table 2 information and the ground motion

spectra.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: That ' true, but these are

not absolute values.

DR.JOHNSON: I'm aware of that.
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That' what came out over
I

There is nowhere in the circular itself that tells
I

I

correct.

how these values are to be used specifically relative to

coming up with a design response spectra.

I

and over again through the testimony, and, indeed, you are
I

That is left to the earthquake engineers, and

!
gI

3

that was the testimony in the case. Z was pointing out,

however, that there is a contradiction in what Mr.

Fleishaker says, because he says in one instance, that a

single peak is not important to use. it's the reoccurrence

ll
I

lg
I

of a peak, and yet he's turning right around and saying

we must use this absolute value which is an extrapolated

value appearina in circular 672 as an anchor point for

designing response spectra.

Not only is he saying that, but he's saying

it with very little support from the record, and it'

17

~
3 l

contradictory. Zt's very contradictory. He also agrees

that there is not a signi icant different in the g values

of a 6.5'earthquake and an 8.0 earthquake in the near

field, and yet, he seems to be -- he ' wrong fully com-

pla'ing about the fact that Dr. Newmark selected a g

value which 's more ak'n to a 6.5 earthquake.

That 's also an incons'stency. Zt also happens

to be wrong, because that's not exactly how Dr. Newmark

arrived at his response spectra. l 'd like to address that
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of how he did that, however, a little bit
i later.

i
I

There is one other point that 1 think might

5

mislead the board that I wouldn'0 want to go without comment. (

I

Mr. Fleischaker said tha" the frequency range of interest
I

is one through 33 cycles per second, and he was disparaging

oz Dr. Newmark's spectrum, because at the end of the

spectrum, he more or less ignores the higher frequencies.

i8
I
I

I

AQ

P

C

)o !

il

This is not the testimony 'n the case. The

testimony in the case is that at least insozar as st'ctures,'.

are concerned. that two to 12 cycles per second is what the

frequency range of interest was, and while the higher

ranges of interest, that is those between 12, up to 30,

are of some interest to the equipment, the equipment was

not a part of the Newmark analysis.

That part of the analysis was done separately

zrom this, so that it does not necessarily discredit Dr.

Newmark's analysis, because his response spectra re lects

the iltering out or somewnat placing lesser 'mportance

upon the higher requenc'es.

He also explained at great length exactly why

he did that. Dr. Lucco took exception to Dr. Niewmark's

testimony, and l would simply point out that Dr. Newmark

in h's rebuttal testimony dealt with all of the criticism

of his approach, "hose criticisms from both Dr. Lucco
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and Dr. Trifunic, and he did so 'n 9269 through 9255.
I
)

There is also some criticism of Dr. iNewmark's

response spectra, because of focussing, and Dr. Blume's

testimony was mentioned as controverting Dr. lIewmark's
l

aporoach on the response spectra.

(End 2. )

C

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

'I

I

~ &
I

t5

eg I

Ne've said about as much as we had to say about

Dr. Blume in our brief that answe s Governor Brown.

I9
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i
4

I

I

I
i

t information appeared on earthquakes which
A

I

ms a basis for arriving at a response spectra, and that'

what Dr. Newmark said he was doing.

Then focusing, if it in fact occurs, is subsumed

in the data base that we have or have used in the past.

The second th'ng is that Dr. Blume's testimony
DR. BUCK: Hr. Tourtellotte, that would only

be the case if the instruments were located correctly, if
that right?

HR. TOURTZLLOTTE: That would be cor"ect. That

would be correct, if tne instruments were located correctly.'.,

i
I
I

i4

But also, it would be reflected by any, unusual damage that

occurs within an area of focusing, and if that damage did

not occur, it does not specifically say that Diablo Canyon

is likelv to experience focusing.

1<orever, his testimony is uncertain as to the

l8

i9

importance of focusing to the Diablo Canyon Plant.

DR; JOHNSON: Well, we heard Blume's testimony

characterized as a possibilitv or probab'litv, tnat focus-

ing might occur.
I

And, certainly in many other areas, events that
I

C A I

I

might occur even though they have low probability, are

certainlv investigated with rega d to the analvsis o a

site "or nuclear powe plant or the analysis of the

I pKKK24pAcrcwci 'loKaar4c R1r2c~ lpc-
s CC SC4TN CA~ !17%1„j. C, WITT l01

CCSW~, 2,
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structues on that site.

What was the basis -- What basis appears 'n the

record =or determining that the likelihood of focusing which

Dr. Blume suggested had a low probability was'ufficiently
low that it need not be or the subject need not be con-

sidered or investigations need not be undertaken of th'

effect.

'
l0

f

f

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: Of course, Dr. Blume is the

proponent of the theo v and Dr. Blume is tne one who savs

that it should be taken into consideration.
I

When asked to.give us in some specific terms what
C

the probability was, Dr. Blume declined to do so. He would

not tell us what he thought the probability was, but he

felt that it was very low in terms of overall probabil'ty.

He in act, talked more in terms of just possi-

. bility. And, while you -- I think you understand the

significance of the difference between possibility and

probability.

Consecuently the .general idea of focusing was

rejected bv the sta = because accord'ng to Dr. Blume's

own words, the d'tance where he perceived that could

occur, from that point to the plant, was such a great

distance, that actually the values, the design values used

to insure the proper design of the plant because of the

Ir meiareuf. 'l5ffaaf.f RP~ !rC~ ~ 4l~~~, 5. 4, 5VCTZ '0f
%ASSAI~
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close proximity of the fault, were better values and \
1

i

I

focusing would have occurredyou would have considered that
l.

some 30 -- 33 kilometers away.

stronger values than the values one would have used if

I realize that there was some criticism by

iM. Brown of the fact that the Licensing Board did not

give a great deal of attention to Dr. Blume's testimony.

1 would simply say that tne Licensing Board, it

,
~ g

way of thinking was on this issue. &moreover, I would

point out to you that Nr. Brown said that the reason why

Blume could not say with any degree of certainty, as to

whether focusing would or would not occur.

appears to me, did g'e a general idea of what their path-
l

Dr. Blume's recommendation should be followed is that Dr.
I

And he said, on atleast 30 occasions, according

to Hr. Brown, I don't know.

And, I submit to you that that is precisely

the eason why the Licensing Board did not pav a great

deal o f attention to what Dr . Blume had to say. He did

I
I

I
1

not know very much about what he was offe 'ng in testimonv

'n th' case.

Turn'ng to the response spectrum itself, I think

it's well to point out that Appendix A does not prescribe

a methodologv for arriving at a ground mot'on index or a

I~Ct:~g 'IOtaa3.1C .P~~ '~
.. 3. C. Surtt.C2Coast~
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response spectrum.

Like the USGS Circular 672, the matter of

arriv'g at a response spectrum is pretty much left up to j
i

the design engineers.
C I in this case, the response spectrum was arrived

at in a reasonable manner. it's well to point out that
I

engineering judgment is required in arriving at a response

spectrum. The value of that judgment is strictly related

i0

li

v h h

~ g

to the cual'y, the background, or the engineer making it,
t

and Dr. Hewmark is one of the best engineers for mak'ng

that kind of an analysis in the, world.

Therefore, the reliability and the probative

value of his response spectrum is, enhanced by his own ex-

perience and judgment and expertise in this area.

hW

le

17
I

l8 j
I

I

i9
I

What Dr. Newmark did, basically, was to develop

1.60.

9287.

i invite your attention t'o transcript 9285 through
1

a response spectra substantially consistent with Reg. Guide

This response spectrum was then scaled to .75G.

Next Dr. Newmark compared that with the Pacoima Dam record

which had a value of 1.25G, more than one
G.'nd

as an aside here, i'd simply point ou" that

Nr..=leischaker seems to be making a great point out of

t~mn armis. Voeaar.~ R~rtra l~
~ ~ ck~ ~~ . s. e. ssssrs sss
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I
(
I

I

the fact that what the NRC should be looking at is an earth-

quake where "here is a G value of more than one G. And

I submit to this Board that's precisely what Dr. Newmark did.

He developed his response spectrum, and he did
a

the only thing he could do with it, is to compare it with

an earthquake that actually occurred, the Pacoima Dam earth-

quake, where there was a G value which would be consistent

with what the intervenors wants, greater than one G.

'0 I

l

II

I1
I

i
I

Ia

~ 0

Next, after the comparison was made, the Pacoima,
'am

record, of course, had the characteristics that USGS

had recommended to us, and the characteristics of having

the 1.25G's and being able to measu e up in the frequencv

range of interest, 2 to 12 cycles per seconds, demonstrates

clearlv "hat Newma k had a conservative approach.

DR. JOHNSON: Well, we'e heard two opposite

i9

opinions here today, i~Ir. Tourtellotte, one by tM.

Fleischaker, saying that the Newmark spectrum did not form

an envelope over the Pacoima Dam and iM. Norton, atleast

in several frequencies; according to 2Ir.: leischaker.

blr. Norton claims that except .or the very high
I
I

frequencies, it d' form an envelope.

,
What is vour position on this?

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: The latter is the correct

one. And, as a matter of fact, Z believe --' don,'t really

I~inc is. Vo mt:~ R~~ t~~ ~ Ck~ ~~ ~ L 4. SIJtTT '%7eaaw~
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believe there's an inconsistency there because I believe

Mr. Pleischaker also saic that it does envelope in the
I middle, but out here toward the end, as best I recall, and

S

he was using about the same gesture, that he was describing I

it toward the end in a higher range of frequencies, it
I

does not envelope the Pacoima Dam record.
!

But, what Newmark's testimony says is that trail- ",

C

~ A
S J

I
I

the tailing
I
I

I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Beyond the range, the fre-

I

the important part is in the 2 to 12 CPS range.

DR. JOHNSON: So you'e saying that
I
I

I off occurs beyond the 12 cycles per second'?
4

quency range of interest, yes, sir.

! ing off of the higher frequency is not important because

DR. JOHNSON: Your ange of interest is 2 to

~ &
1/

S8

l2. Now, I don't know what Mr. Fleischaker has as a range

of interest.

Xs that the only frequency band? Because,

got the impression from Mr. Fleischaker this morning that

he was saving the e were more than one section of the

'

6 ~
spectrum, or the frequency band, shall we say, that the I

Newmark spectrum did not orm an envelope over the Pacoima

Dam.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Now, o f course, there are

some very minute differences, both above and below the

!~ArC i4.'ISS4aaSSIC Rzr~ l4CCl~~. $ C. 542~ 'Sl
CCC444~
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spectrum or the Pacoima Dam event, or for the Pacoima Dami
I

event ratner, where there are some differences, but those

! differences are very very minor. They are not of any great
1

I significance.

I
I

Y

;0

DR. JOHNSON: Okay, where is the best reference

for that, in your opinion? I

l
MR. TOURTELLOTTE: It would be in Newmark's

't

rationale, which is in the SCR and also attached to his
I.
I

d'rect testimony. I

I

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: You can observe —If you

read the drafts, you can -- the charts he has, you can 'see
I

it.
1

DR. JOHNSON: All right, I know that. I was

just making sure that I nad all the re erences because

I wasn' sure that I did.
I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I ' like to turn now to the

Tau effect. Relative to the Tau effect, I think it's im-
I

.
C»

portant to point out that this is not a new theory.

The Tau ef ect was not something that Dr. Newmark'~

caMe up with and applied in some sort o f a blind Manner,

us'ng the Hollywood Storage Building as some k7nd of a

point of refe ence. That wasn't the case at all.
The Tau e ect has been around with us fo cuite
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I

I

a while. As a matter of fact, it's been around before the

theory of Tau effect.
" It was first discussed, atleast formally in the

literature by Yamahara 'n 1970, by Umbracies in 1975, and,

by Scanlan in 1976.

C

Dr. VLewmark d'scusses it at some length in both

his direct testimony and his rationale and in the transcript '

That discussion that he has on page 4 of his d'rect testi-'~
~ I

~

t t ~ ~ ~

II~1~Imony, on page 13 of his rationale, and at transcript, pages
I

9276 and 9277 clearly shows that this was only one of many
!

~ I

factors considered by Dr. sVewmark in his overall analysis.
I

moreover, I sat here this morning and 1'tened

to the discussion of the Hollywood Storage Building and I
I

was at somewhat of a loss to understand exactly why do much

I7

importance was placed on tnat single factor since 't did

not weigh heavily in Dr. V~ewmark's overall analysis.

it was considered by him, and as a matter of

fact, in nis rebuttal testimony, he also talks about the

Hollvwood storage event, and he points out that even though

there are vertically propagat'ng waves at the Diablo
I
I
S

Canyon site, he points out that atleast one of tne instru-

»
S»»

ments in the Hollvwood Storage Building was located at the
I

corner so that you would cet torsional effects as well

as the Tau effects tne e at the corner.

l~irc ii'lsstt ss~ R~ttrt.!m
A~ »J~ sett» s. c. ssssst ',ss

tasm~
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Moreover, his testimony, as you will read it,
concerning the Tau effect, did include torsional ef ects,

those which you might receive from verticallv propagating

weights.

DR. BUCK: Mr. Tourtellotte, are you aware of

any other imperial demonstration of the Tau ef ect, other

than the Hollywood Storage Building?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, the only one that I

'
g

I

!

lj

~ +
I il

recall on the record is the general discussion that was
I

given by Dr. Blume, relative to the effect of the 1906

!earthquake on the various buildings in San Francisco, and

Ihow those buildings were not designed to withstand the
I

kind of event that occurred the e, did in fact come through
I

them with considerably less damage than one might expect

for that type o" event.

DR. JOHNSON: That is a qualitative study.

The information obtained from the Hollvwood Storage Build-

ing provides a cuantitative measure of this effect when"

it is trans ormed into a response spectrum?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.
I

DR. JOHNSON: Are you aware o f any other simila

.
measure -- Mr. Newmark -- Dr. Newmark felt strongly enough

I

about it to include it in hisi Appendix C. And, wnat I'm

trying to co is ascertain to -- Does the Hollywood Storage

l~«r.~l."lSS««CSSIC RC .~!IC4A~~~ ~ $. «SISSY ISS
«CISIi I~i
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I

Building data -provide qualification of the Tau effect
! theory or -- I mean, what role?

of it?
I

This is not to say that, we are using the Hollywooa

Storage Building as a model or Diablo Canyon, indeed that

l

What is said by that is simply that the Tau effect
I

The Tau effect exists; It exists through learned dis-
I

cussions of Yamahara and Bracy and Scanlan.

Zt exists because people like Dr. Viewmark and

Dr. Blume have seen, by reason of the'r experiences, earth

cuake engineers, have seen buildings not designed to with-

stand the types of high ground motions that might be per-

Is it just a demonstration
I

bfR. TOURTELLOTTE: It seems to me that it'
it should be looked at. It's simply a demonstration that

i

that is in effect, which in fact exists.
I

i9

petuated by some event, nevertheless goes through those
I
I
I

events.

~d, the way they described that is they use

a term called the Tau ef fect, and it is a matter, li'~e

the response spectra, it is a matter which recuires the

use of considerable amount of engineering judgment and

experience and expertise.

If vou have any'ther cues ions of Tau, I 'd be

IN~ir.mi'lvaav~ Reer~ !w~ ~ Ca~ ~ ~ L w. SltTX!01
4JQel~ ~
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happy to do tnat, or if you like, I can turn to OBE's.

DR. JOHNSON: What I'm trying to do now more

than anything else is to make sure that I know all the

references on this Tau business because it is spread pretty

well through the transcripts and so on, and I think I

l
/ ~

I

I
A I
4

probably missed some of the references when I went through.

1~1R. TOURTELLOTTE: I'm basically referring only

to Dr. Newmark. I th'nk there was some other testimony.

~ &IV

~ aIV

Tau effect was discussed, it seems to me, by several of

the applicants.

DR. JOHNSON: It was addressed slightly, if I
recall, by the panel Bolt and Dr. Jahn, is tnat the way

vou pronounce it, J-a-h-n?

NR. TOURTELLOTTZ: Jahn.

DR. JOHNSON: I think there was something in

there too. But,
I

I'm sorry. I was just saying that I was hoping

to catch all of the references and tnat I had caught some,

but I 'm sure that I didn' catch all, with reference to

the Tau e feet.

Ard, we were jus discussing whethe there was

some more in some of the othe witnesses'estimony and

cross-examination.

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: The citations I gave before,

(N~c,Ctrl lOtCkTtlt R~TlFS IhC4l~ ST7CZ ~, $ . C, %& "51
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they should be in the record.

DR. JOHNSON: Yeah, that ' fine.

HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, the Operating Basis

Earthquake, I find is a rather interesting thing for the

joint intervenors to raise.

Of course the safety, the true safety event that
lwe'e concerned with is a safe shutdown earthauake. And,

there is no auestion but what there is a statement that

gq C

the--

l

the

the Operating Basis Earthquake should be one-half of

DR. JOHNSON: Specifically say, shall be.

1~13.. TOURTELLOTTE: -- shall be one-half of
1

operating basis earthcuake. That would take us down to

the .375 G's,

Now, currently the plant is qualified to .2 G's.

And, what this means is that the plant would be shut down

more freauently, has the possibilitv of being shut down

more frecruently after seismic events than if the higher

value were used.

And, in a situation where the intervenor is

21 very concerned about this plant operating at all, it is

very peculiar, it seems, that they are concerned about an

Operating Basis Earthcuake which would establish a higner

value than would allow the plant to actually operate at

times when it would othe wise be shut down for inspection.

l~~r.c iiVa ~n~ ~~ ', pc,~ ~ Ck~ ~, L t. 54(rt '0l
+~>~ axg
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DR. JOHNSON: You'e perhaps correct, Hr.

Tourtellotte, but first of all, we do have a regulation

in here which was brought in to part 100 back in l973.

l don' know why it, was brought in, to be perfectly honest,

because I haven't been able to get back to the, shall we

say legislative history behind the consideration, but it
apparently came in because a proposed rule zor Appendix A

Y

I

i4

was put out and as the result of comments,

I think I can read statements of consideration.

Xt's in paragraph 5-C. Says paragraph A-2 of section 5 has

been changed to require the applicant to specify the

Operating Basis Earthquake, a requirement which reflects

the seismic design basis for plants recently evaluated for

construction permits and tnat the maximum vibratory ground

acceleration of the Operating Basis Earthquake shall be

atleast one half of the maximum vibratory ground accele'ra-

tion of the safe shut down earthcuake.

Now, my question is, how and wny do you explain

your ignoring this? Xs there some contradictory regulat'ons

that allows you to do this or what?

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: We certainly didn't ignore ',
and there is, not a contradictory, but there is anotner

regulation wh'ch coes 'ndeed allo~ t eatment of the OBE in

a manner which it was treated by the Stazf.
irnnWarCrsal.'lmmtte RXXyr~ lm~>. S. ~. lllnX~aiA~I~
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DR. JOHNSON: Can you refer me to that?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: That' Appendix A.

DR. JOHNSON: Of the regulations'

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: It's Appendix A of the

regulations and there is -- I don't have the citation, but

I can get it for you in just a second.

Nhile we'e getting the citation, I might point

out, give you just a brief history of the OBE.

'0 I

l3
l

DR. JOHNSON: All right, well, go ahead.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: And,

DR. JOHNSON: Because if you know how this thing

got in here, on the basis of why that regulation got in

the way it did', I'd like to know.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: As a matter of fact, "here

l8
I
I
t

i9

is a discussion of it in the testimony in Dr. Newmark's

testimony at page 6 of his testimony.

DR. JOHNSON: I don ' have hi s testimony with

me.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I'l read the first paragraph

,C

for you and it helps explain to some extent.

It says, on page 6 of his direct testimony.

It says, adecuacy of OBE seismic acceleration and OBE

design -- The OBE was originally proposed some 10 to 15

years ago as one o the two 1evels of earthauake motion
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to be designed for at working stress limits, in contrast

to higher level to be designed for at or just slightly
beyond yield levels.

At that time, when it was proposed by me, no

f3

load factors or other'conservatisms were intended., and the

selection of an OBE of one-half, the SSE, was consistent

with the values of the spectral responses and with the

allowable stresses for the two earthquakes.

He goes on to say that there has been a feeling

among many engineers that with the present concepts and

actors, a proper value for the OBE is from one-fourth

to one-third the SSE leve' This is my opinion also.

For example, ~ do not believe that low damping

levels spec'ied for the OBE are consistent with my recom-

mendations that the damping be dependent on s ress levels
I

or response levels, nor do I believe that accident loads

should be included in the OBE.

Zn my opinion, the OBE level of 0.2G will not
I

impair the capability of the structure or ecruipment to

I'esistthe SSE earthcuake.
I
I

Now', all of that is important testimony because

, »g

it is uncontroverted in the record. Nobody offered any

evidence to contradict what Dr. Newmark said. Dr. Newmark

himself was responsib'e "or originating the idea with the

5~~5.a iq 'ImSs5.~ RZrarraea !l»~ ~Ck~ ~. 5. e. 5M~ '55eaaeI~
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I

t

I

AEC. And, what happened in 1973 was, it was an on-going

practice of the Staff to require this kind of an operat'g

(

7 I

I

l
I
I

sit,uation.

Zn otherwords, what the Staff had done is they

say, we don' -- We know that the safe shut down earthauake

is where the safety significance comes in, that is we have

to be able to shut this plant down safely.

But there is also some level somewhere where we

~> C

tQ

I

ta

l7

i8
I

I

t9

ought to stop and take a look at it, i an event occurs
I

I
And so, what are we going to do to assure that

l
we have an inspection program and a picked level which I

l

was essentially 50 percent, and they used that level. They

which gives a ground motion that 's less than the SSE.

regulations themselves.

The passages that we want out of'ppendix A

are cuoted in the SER supplement 7, so that our basis

used it for several years, as Dr. Newmark indicated, 10

tor 15 years ago.

And then in 1973 they incorporated it in tne,

BUCK:. I got Appendix A right here. Can

you give me the sections?

HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Right. I did want you to

know that it was a part of our case and chief, as well,

though, that, we have that as part of tne evidence.

(~CHIC Cl. V~na R~~!lN.
i. L C. %I~ l63CA&I~
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DR. BUCK: Okay

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: And, it's pages 2.3 to 2.5.

2.3 to 2.5 of what now?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Of SER supplement 7.

DR BUCK: Oh, supplement 7, okay.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: And, the specific section

that I'm referring to

DR. BUCK: I have 4 and 5, but I don't have 7

~
Q

l

here.

DR. JOHNSON: Nell, Mr . Tour tello tte,, rather

1»
i
I
I

than take the time up now

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Xt's section U-A-2

DR. JOHNSON: V-A-2 of Appendix A?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE:

Yes�.

DR. JOHNSON: You mean, you'e starting with

l7

i8 i

determination o the Operating Basis Earthquake?
I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Section -- Also sections
l

3, in definition states that the Operating Basis Earthauake

» ]

is the earthauake which considering the regional and local

geology and se'smology and specific characteristics of

local subservice material could reasonably be expected to

effect the plant site during the operating life of tne plan

Section 2 under scope of the regulations state

that -if an applicant believes the particular seismology
INTA>fe4 Cwkl V~77M R~~Ck~ ~~ . 3. W, 5ES~ '07
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or geology of a site indicate that some of these criteria
r

or a portion thereof need not be satisfied, the soeci ic

sections of these criteria should be identified in the

license application and supporting data to just'y clearly

such departure should be presented.

And, what we'e saying is that, indeed that is

what was done, an alternative approach was presented and

was accepted by the s aff.
DR. JOHNSON: You'e saying that an earthquake

which wil3. give you a .2G acceleration is perhaps the

highest that one can reasonably expect during the life of

the plant? The occurrence rate of that is such that you

wouldn't expect a higher one during the life of the plant,

is that what you'e saying?

la i
I
I

I
I

A5

bfR. TOURTELLOTTE: Flhat we are

given the fact that the -- Given the fact

damage to the reactor, the kind of damage

oose a threat to oublic health and safety

occur before a safe shut down earthquake.

saying is that

that substantial
I

w'll actually

will not likely
I

And, given the fact that the Operating Sasis

Earthquake, if one adhered strictly to tne te ms of the

,
regulations, of .375, would require the shutting down of

the reactor only after a ground motion of .375 in that

tyoe of event.

III~ArrCtIAlV~TTLI.~~
~ ~a~ szrar. * ~. are . rr+a~~. i.
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And given the fact that in this case we will
be shutting down the reactor after a .2G event, that is

an event which would render .2G's at the plant site, then

it is our view that is a more conservative approach to

safety than adopting the one that is set out in the

regula"ions.

DR. BUCK: Let me ask this. The Operating

Basis Earthauake analysis, does it in its scope of analysis

~ Alg

of t.he buildings and the instrumentation and so on, is the
I

scope of analysis of the OBE greater than the scope of .

I

analysis of the shut down earthauake? I

MR; TOURTELLOTTE: No .

I

DR. JOHNSON: Maybe l can rephrase Dr. Buck's

auestion.

l7
I

i8 ~

19

cl
1

plant designed on the. basis of the .OBE?

Zs that the seismic desi n basis for non-safetyg

I don't know the answer to,

related items in the plant?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE:

Are non-safety related items,, such as the turbine:,
i

the feed water -- Nell, maybe the feed water system is

safety related. -- Are non-safety related items in the

,
that auestion.

DR. JOHNSON: Well, tnat's the po'nt, that

Mr. Fleischake made in h's br'ef. The reason that tnis

Irene ~r.'ops 'I~a~ R~~ lwCJ~ ~, L W. 5l'tTt .'l1
«AIQtl~, 2.
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might not be a safe value of the OBE is that there are

portions of tne plant which are designed on, the seismic

design is determined by the OBE.

And clearly, if tnere are portions of the plant

designed for a .2G earthquake, it's not as -- Those portions

of the plant, though be it they may not be safety related,

their ability to withstand an earthquake is less if their

'

1

lo

I»
~ /

design basis is .2G's than if it was «375G.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE:

but you also have the reactor

ly than those items which--

That may well be the case,

being shut down more freau'ent-.

.26 and .375 earthcuakes don't occur once a

DR. JOHNSON: The reactor being shut down more

frecuently is not a problem. The reactor has to be shut

down once a year, atleast, for refueling. The reactor is

shut down much more frequently than that for o f-normal

condition.

|9
year, they occur very very infrequently like once in the

I

life of a plant, so shutting down the reactor has no

bearing on the safety of the plant.

Do you agree with that?

.C

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I .wouldn't say that it has
I

absolutely no bearing, but it'
DR. JOHNSON: The bearing -- The fact is small.

(~RC'Cti«l CCh4AQ««R~T17PS, (~Ck~ S77ICZ„5, <. %IITZ "514MI~
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NR. TOURTELLOTTE: That's true, the safety
I

significance of the OBE is very v'ry small.

I Zt does not follow that because those non-safet
l

related items might have some difference in design because

l

i
I

of a higher value of an OBE that the public health and
i

safety is threatened by reason of the fact that they are

desgined to somewhat of a lesser value because they'e
still non-safety related equipment.

i0

Z mean, if we'e really concerned about ultimately
I

the public health and safety, the real cuestion--

DR. JOHNSON: Z'm aware of that, iM.

Tourtellotte, and 1 believe there are a number of situationsi
I

I that can be considered hypothetically in which failures
I

is turbine failure -- Zs a turbine a safetv related item?

Zs the turbine building a -- Zs it a seismic

l8
i

class 1 item?

CHAZRP~I SALZi~N:

was not asked of you.

I

Nr. Pleischaker, the question

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: Zn this case, the turbine building
!

nas been updated or the Hoseri event.

.C

DR. JOHNSON: Oh. So, in this particular case,
I

that safety factor is taken out by an imps'ovement in the

building, is that wnat you'e saying'?

NR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.
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CHAZR1&l SALZMAN: So that in this particular
I
I

reactor plant, the turbine building is designed to the SSE,

t is that -- to withstand the SSE, the Safe Shutdown

Earthauake?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

DR. JOHNSON: But do that, it would obviously

li
I

l

This points out one of the problems that we have

|

I

withstand the OBE?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

here and that is, you see, there were a number of non-
I

safety related items that perhaps might have been upgraded

or might have been changed by reason of changing the OBE.

But those non-safety related items which the

Staff believed were significant, we recu'red to be updated I

I

anyway.

graded anyway.
Ii8
'I

i9

45

DR. JOHNSON: To what level?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: To the SSE.

The fact that thev were -- not updated, but up-
|

Ii

,
C

l

I

I
i

!

DR. JOHNSON: Zs that in the record in the FSAR,

or the auestions asked prior to the CESAR and so on?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Nell, there certainly were

a number of reauirements that we put out to the applicant

to upgrade certain items in the plant.
I~4r.a 4I. 'laeaanI4 R~~ fI»
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Now, the problem is that I think you probably

don't have a specific listing of all non-safety related
I

I

i eauipment and exactly how those were treated and why
I

certain of them were selected or deemed to be of the level
!

of importance that it reauired to upgrade.

DR. JOHNSON: Hell, I can understand your, shall
we say exclusion of the OBE problem, the factor of 2 or

one-half, on the basis of particular sites and so on that

you'e got in this de inition business. I

I

But my problem is how do we know that that has i

been completelv covered? Z go back again to my problem is,
you'e got a specific regulation here. You'e got a specific
out on that regulation or atleast a partial specific out.

But, my concern is with the regulation that we

have here in section V(2) (C) where you shall be atleast
one-hal f the maximum.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

DR. JOHNSON: E'm not sure how we get around

this, on a safety basis.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Prom a -- Z think what you

may be looking for is covered mostly by the .Hoseri Report

submitted by the applicant with amendments 50 and following.

And, that addresses those 'tems which are

recu'ed by the staff to be updated, or rathe" upgraded,.

l~~ncwia.'levant~ R~~ lma ~Cl~ S?BIZ,. 5. w. SVA '0l
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I

4

and also supplement 7 discusses a number of these items.

CHAZR~ SALZi>AN: Okay. i~1ay Z consult with my

colleagues just for a moment nere.

Hr. Johnson wants to ask a cuestion before we

DR. JOHNSON: iM. Tourtellotte, can you refer us

to a specific discussion in an SER or any other -- some other.

W

~

0
I

l
I

'I

tA
IC

location in the testimony where the staff addresses the

question whether the OBE should be one-half of the SSE or
I
I

some otner value in accordance with that section of Appendix;

A that you were just referring to?

Zn otherwords the staff consciously allowed the

OBE to be lower than the. one-half SSE value specified and

Z would presume that that act was

at some point and Z would like to

described and rationalized

know where that was so we

can refer to it.
iXR. TOURTELLOTTE: Section 2.5.2 of supplement 7

la i

of the SER.

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.
I

I

AIR. TOURTELLOTTE: And, also, the rationale which,

was supported by Dr. Newmark's test'mony on page 6, as Z

indicated in addition you should probably see the testimony

of Jim Knight and Dr. Stepp.

CHAZR."QD SALZi>LAN: All right, now, one other

cuestion. Zs there a list of the seismic category Z
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eauipment instructions that you can refer me to ouickly?
I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: X,don't think there is a list
in the sense that there is a list. lt's throughout the

Hoseri Report which is submitted by the applicant.

DR. BUCK: Basically the Hoseri Report is tne

, most important thing, as far as you'e concerned, and know-.

ing which things were upgraded to schedule 1?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes, and mostly the amendments

after 50.
tg

I

DR. BUCK: I'm afraid, Mr. Tourtellotte, that

t
A g

I

what we'e got into here is a typical Appenaiv A, part 100
I
I

confusion and exceedingly inprecise regulation writing.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Ye s.

'C DR. BUCK: This isn't the first time we'e had

to problems with part 100 ana it isn't the first time we'e

had problems with Appendix A.
I

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Yes.

DR. BUCK: And, one of these days somebody'

C.

gonna have to do something about this.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Well, 1 con'

in the section that re-writes regulations.

I guess.

happen to work

I'm fortunate,

DR. BUCK: That ' all 1 have =or the moment.

CHAZBl41AN SALZl4IA~t: Mr. Tourtellotte, do you

I~nyreeirCeeig 'l~nm R~~ '~
~ scan m~ ~. L r. Su~ ot
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Q

have anvthing further? Ne 'e kept you over your time. Have

you made vour point?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: ves, I have notning further.

CHAIEB1AN SALZHW: Dr. Johnson, you have no

further auestions of Mr. Tourtellotte?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Thank you.

CHAIRS SALZMAN: All right, then I think ~fr.

Fleischaker, I believe if we take it that Mr. Brown use

no more than 10 minutes of vour time, you'e entitled to a

half hour of rebuttal if you wish.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: If I may, I would also like to

t3
l
!

I
I
I

t9

yield for 5 minutes to Mr. Brown to address one aspect of

the focusing auestion since he has reviewed the record more
I

thoroughly than I have, and particularly to address the

cuestion of whether the Pacoima Dam record reflects the

ef ects, of focusing.

I have a recollection of that, but, I think Mr.

Brown's is better than mine.

l'd like to begin wnere we left off with the

discussion of the OBE.

I'd like to start by commenting on the last

comments that were made. I don' think there' anyth'ng,

and the comments were to the e feet of the parts of Appendix

A, particularlv how you define tecntonic provinces, and
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that was the question that was addressed in both Seabrook

and Indian Point.

It certainly isn't true with respect to the OBE.

There's no lack of precision in Appendix A. Appendix A

is cruite precise. Nhat is says is that the OBE shall be

atleast one half the SSE.

DR. BUCK: Let me insert something right away,

Mr. Fleischaker. If, in your own opinion, if everything

lO

in the plant was actually designed to the SSE value, all
right, in otherwords, the seismic criteria that was used

to design everytning in the plant was .75 G or whatever,

~ »
14

(

you would then find no safety significance in setting .2 G

as the OBE from the standpoint of when you shut down to

look, would vou?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, I would.

DR. B UC K: You would?

sa i
!

MR. FLEISCHAKER: There are two reasons. The

first reason is tnat the applicant's testing program uses
!

the OBE -- uses the OBE number, or uses the OBE value in

it' seismic testing criteria.
the eauipment will experience

shock, so that the level

i

!
!!

during an after j
!

DR, BUCK: Nhere does the -- I know the testing

recuirements. Nhere is it stated tnat the OBE is a measu e
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of after shock. I thought the OBE was only physically

! defined as the earthquake that the plant is likely to

I experience during it's lifetime?
I
I

HR. FLEZSCHAKER: No. For purposes of the ZEEE

standards, I can get -- Let me paraphrase the standard, I

I

I
I
!
I
I

think, because I don't have the exact language here, but

it is in Hr. Hubbard's pre-filed direct testimony.

It reads something like this. The purpose of

y'
~

Q

this, that is subjecting equipment to an OBE ollowing SSE,
lis to show that the lower intensity earthcuake will not

adversely effect an equipment' ability to perform it'
safetv function nor cause a latent condition that would

cause equipment failure during a subsecuent SSE.

DR. BUCK: 'ubsequent SSE?

NR. FLEZSCHAEER: Subsecuent SSE.

I think that a fair trans'lation of that is also

that the OBE is used in those tests, to assure that--
DR. BUCK: I don' understand this,

Fleischaker, if the thing has alreadv gone through an SSE '--.

NR. FLEZSCHAKER: 'Thereafter -- Neil; Dr. Buck

Large earthcuakes are always followed by aftersnocks.

DR. BUCK:

as a general rulc'

know they are, but they'e smaller '

HR. FLEZSCHAKER: Nell, that's correct, but

i~44.OCC4.'lmsCZ.~ R~reeS. !~Cl~~~ . I c. 444ITt i%7
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large earthquakes can. cause deformation in the eauipment

that is designed to the SSE and there may be some yield,
some minor yield.

DR. BUCK: But how is testing it to an OBE of

one-half the SSE won't do any good anyway.

MR. FLEZSCHAi<ER: Zt is -- Z can't--

C

I

I
I

7

~

0
I

I

I

I

ta

DR. BUCK: Because it's already gone through a

greater stress than the SSE.

MR. FLEZSCHAEER: Zt's gone through that greater

stress and has experienced aging before going through that
I

stress. 'I

I
I

So then you subject it to some additional

stress to determine whether it will go through aftershock.

And why the OBE value was chosen or some other

value, Z can't answer that.

DR. BUCK: Nell, that makes no sense whatsoever

t8

l9

because it hasn't been stressed at that point.

MR. FLEZSCHAZER: At what point?

DR. BUCK: At the time you test i for an OBE,

cl ever. if it is .half of an SSE.

MR. FLEZSCHAiCER: No, it's test -- Zt's stressed

to an SSE first and then it is stressed 2 or 3 times to an

OBE level.

Zn otherwords, the ecuipment is f'rst subjected

!~41I~I 'laraa..I4 Q~~ '.~
Ck~ ~. $, e. 5IJfTX '9l

4aaW~ a,
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to the shocks equivalent to an SSE.

Subsecuent to thai, the equipment is subjected

to addit'onal shocks. Those addit'onal shocks are pegged

at the OBE level.

DR. JOHNSON: Are you sure you got that order

right, because you just used the word subsequent SSE.

C

I
I
I

4

4

~

Q
I

I

and followed by an SSE.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Well, in my reading the testi-
!

mony, and my recollection may be wMng, but I'd have to

refer you to the pre-file direct, is tnat the SSE test

must be followed by one or more OBE tests.

And my recollection was that the IEEE test required 5 OBE's

That's the IEEE standard, that I recall.

DR. JOHNSON: Well, I certainly understand. your

point on safety. You had another point you were going to

make as to why 42OBE would have safety related considerationi
4

under my hypothetical.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I'l have to pass on that

point., lt -- It's one that is made in the brief," that
I

was written by Mr. Hubbard. I have it written here, but
I

I would rather refer you to the brief, and since he's not

here to help explain that, I'l just have to refer you to

the brie".

DR. JOHNSON: It may have to do with plant
!~cra ci voeaar.~ R15c5ctw. !rc

, 5. C. 5V~
, *
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'eliability
because I seem to remember seeing that as listed

as a safety issue and deciding for myself that it wasn'

really.

But, go ahead with your argument.

HR. FLEZSCHAKER: But l don ' think, Dr . Johnson,

that it's a realistic -- that it's realistic to assume that

all of the eauipment is aualified to the SSE. I don'

think that's the case here.

$ Q

tf

I

I'e never seen a full list of the equipment,

but I don't think that the evidence in this case is that

all o the eauipment or--
DR. JOHNSON: I didn't suggest that it was, sir.

l just used that as a hypothetical trying to go to the

limit.
biR. FLEXSCHAKER: Let me get back to th' point

about tne regulations.

One of the things that -- One of the legal

points that I would like to make nere is that whenever

we'e in proceedings, Z think this Appeal Board has ruled

that the regulations cannot be attacked and I think that

what is happening here is that the staf and the applicant

are attacking the regulations and tnev're looking "or an

out from a specific recuirement which doesn't exist in

the regulat'ons.
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DR. BUCK: Are they attacking the regulations
(

I

or are they suggesting that there is a -- There are two
1

! features in the regulations, one of them
I

I out, right or wrong --„

DR. JOHNSON: There can be an
I

I

and if there is a reason on a particular

wnich lets them

if and or in here,

site for something

different, that's perfectly logical, but
I

has this been done on this site?
I

the point is,

NR. PLEZSCHA54:ZR: I don't think it has been done,

C

5p
and

the

the

I'd like to point you to some additional language in

regulations, which would suggest that if anything for

Diablo 'Canyon site, the OBE might be greater than one-

half the SSE and this is the language in section 2 which
I
I

provides as follows:
A"Additional investigations or more conservative

determinations than those included in those criteria may

be reauired for sites located in areas having complex

geology or areas of high seismicity."

And, I think that the evidence in this case

indicates that Diablo Canyon is located in an area, of

complex geology and high seismicity.

And from that, I think one can argue persuasivelv:

that if anything, you should have an OBE higher than one-

half the SSE of Diablot Canyon.
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DR. JOHNSON: Your facts are just wrong on high
I

seismicity in that particular area.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think you may be using the

term seismicity in a different manner. than the regulation

may comment.

And are you referring to the magnitude of

potential earthquakes or the frequency?

I do believe that seismicity refers to frequency,

I think that point was made. And I do think the evidence

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Well, that's the applicant's

characterization, but then that's based on a seismicity

study that was conducted by Dr. Smith.

There is a difference. There is another study

in this record and that's the stufy of Dr. Trafuneck.

And, there is also a criticism of Dr. Smith's study.

DR. BUCK: Well, I take it your point then is

i8
I
I

I

vou just disagree with his read'g of the evidence?

MR. FLEISCHAEER: I disagree with his reading

of the evidence in tnis case and I'm suggest'ng to you

that there is a competant study in this record which pre-
I

Idiets peak -- that the probability of peak accelerations

I C occurring at the site are much highe than Dr. Smith has.

CHAIR~i'ALZMAN: Bu't peak accelerat'ons are

magnitude, not frequencv. In otherwords, 'as I understooc

I Pe~ti43:Cital. '/K3PKCNPC R~~
~ ~ Cl~ ~, 5. +. 54~ 'K/

C Cp/Pat ~
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Mr. Norton's point, high seismicity is a term which refers

to an area where there are frequent seismic events, without
t

regard to whether the magnitude of those events is large

or small.

y C

I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I

!

t

y t

I

t

lh
I

j

I

~

g
I

I

That's just what he said.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: We have a different reading.

DR. Johnson; No, no, Mr. Fleischaker, this

came up -- has come up before in many cases. The high

because of a freauency of low level seismic events, not

dependent upon the G value at all or the magnitude.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Well, that's one side. I

I

j
!

I

think

the term is a word of arch and we'l look at it again.

I have this auestion for you, sir.
One of the problems with -- The best words, even

-- You can call some areas of the east coast nigh seismicity,'

in the language is that they often are in-precise to the

exten that they reach further than was intended by the

I C

~ th j

hg

draftsman.

You'e not suggesting, are you, that we'e no

permitted to look at the 'underlying background of this

particular regulation to determine what was meant by the

people who wrote it some years ago?

In otherwords, I give vou the example o the

famous Tr'nity Church case, you recall, when it was held

t
t

j
I

j4I~ChCNCI, '/EBWhth R~?I7PJ.
hC ~ Cl~ 4?ItC1-. ~ L CI tttM 11
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I

I

I

! that the Supreme Court --the question was, wnether certain
l

people could immigrate w'hout jobs, and the cuestion came
I

i

up as to whether persons employed as a minister was intended j

to be caught within this particular Statute.

C

5

~

()
I

And, a long time ago the decision was meant that

some things that are literally. within the regulations

were not in fact intended to be covered. And, the court

then examined what that particular Statute was about and

concluded that it had not intended to reach ministers

of gospel, the preachers.

The question is just an example.

The question that i have for you is that you haveI

a word that says shall and you have atleast one out that
I

appears to be suggested, doesn't mean shall everv time.

What -- I take it you'e not turning your argu-

ment solely on the fact that the regulat'ons says shall
I

I

FAIR. FLEiSCHAKER: Well, mv recollection of tne --i
l-i can't recall who put up, N . Salzman, on construing

Statues--

CHAiBi41AN SALZ~~MV: Subleness.

c» )\

,C

NR. FLEZSCHAKER: Nell, that wasn't the one

i was thinking about. it's cited in my brief.
He makes clear in that book that the courts in
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construing the word shall have taken a very strong view and

that shall means shall unless there are compelling reasons,

I
I

l
CHAIR~~ SALZ~.I'm prepared to agree, that of course,I

I

Statute had better show good reasons why it doesn't cover.
l

I'm merely saying that your argument doesn'
1

necessarily mean -- whether your argument is that shall

~

5
I

C

13

'CI»

means shall because it's written there and also because

the people who wrote it meant it to mean shall.

iXR. FLE IS CHAiCER: That is correct, sir, and also
I

CHAIBtfAN SALZNAiN: And in your judgment, in

I have read the statement consideration and I'e read the

comments that were submitted at the time time the proposed

regulation was submitted and was published.

17

18

light of all of these, there was no -- no doubt that that
l

was precisely what it was?

i~|R. FLEISCHAEER: For this site, I don't think --'„'

25
-For this site, Diablo Canyon, I find noth'ng in the state-

ment considerations, nor in the comments that were sub-

mitted on the orooosed regulations that recuires me or

leads me to include that shall should be construed in any

other way than shall, which suggests in this case.

I see no —Let me -- That wasn't artfully put.
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I see no basis for an out in this case. But, I
j

I

think that the Board has every right to consult the so-

called legislative history, the statement of consideration

and the rest.

Let me -- Let me address one or two other things

on the OBE argument and then I'd like to move on.

There is an argument that the Commission in

tne past has waived the OBE requirement, that is, that

the deoartures have been permitted.

C
But there -- Let's see what the record reflects

on that. First o all, at all the Nest Coast s'tes, that

are mentioned in the recoid, the list in the record, and

that includes San Ofree 1 and San Ofree 2 and Trojan, the

OBE is preciselv one-half the SSE.

Moreover, the record does not reflect which

plants, for which plants the OBE. has been established as

less than one half of the SSE, so we have no idea of what

the seismic risk is at those sites, number one.

But more importantly, we don't know how much

less than one-half it is.

For example, at some sites you may have an

SSE eaual to .25, .25, and the OBE may be .10 for those

sites.
I'm just speculating. I don't know, the record
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But that's certainly a dif erent example than

O c

I

I

I

I

)

ll !

the one we have here. Here we are looking at a reduction

of significant magnitude.

We'e looking at a reduction of .375 to .25,

so that the relevance of past Commission practice has not

been established for this site.

We asked for those values several times, from

both staff and applicant witnesses and we never got any

values in tne record.

I'd like to move on from the OBE since I'm

running out of time and there're a couple other things

I'd like to discuss. ~

CHAIEMQ4 SALZNAN: You have 10 minutes yet.

NR. FLEISCHAEER: I'd like to talk abou" <he

o C

i8
i

l9
t

AQ
I

)

I

I

Pacoima record.
I

I had some chance to research on it over lunch.

The response spectrum using the re-analysis to depic the

free-field accelerations was derived from the Pacoima

record.

Essentially, it is a best fit between the two

components, the Northwest and -- Excuse me, he North,

South, and the East-West component.

The shape of the response spectra is essentially
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the spectral shaped designated in Red Guide 160.

l

!

I
I

That's the manner in which Red Guide 160 has

been used in this case, the spectral shape. Not the ampli-

tudes, but the spectral shape were adopted.

Finally,

CHAiRMAN SALZMAN: i'm afraid i don't understand

~ g
I

I
I

II

e C
I3

what you mean by spectral shape. Red Guide 160 consists of
I

Ilines on a -- on a triaxial plot which represents the
I
I

response to various frea'uencies to various period oscillators;.

The ground motion spectrum, or the spectrum of

these same oscillators excited by the San Fernando Earthauake',
I
I

measured at a point -- Pacoima.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Pacoima.

CHAiRMAN,SALZI~: -- are drawn in in Newmark's

testimony and are enveloped bv this segment or se ies of
str aigh- line segment.

i8 !

I
~

p
I
I
1

cQ

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That ' right. Well, not are-

cisely enveloped and that's the second point.

CHAiRMAN SALZMAN: i realize.

MR. FLEiSCHAKER: You have a shape, i think it'
5 lines and that shape is essentially derived from -- by

Dr. Newmark for Red Guide 160 and he has taken essentially
that shape and then he has best fitted it to the two

response spectra rom Pacoima Dam.

f~iI.euI. '/~I.~ Rcee~ !W~ ~Cl~~. 5. eq 5IJITCI,91
Okklol~
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And if you examine it, that 5-line shape, that

he has best fitted it to the Pacoima response spectra, and

it envelopes most of it, but it doesn't envelope it at all
places, and I'l refer you to pages 85, 87, and 89 of the

transcript.

Excuse me, 85, 93 of the transcript, where I

discuss this with Dr. Newmark.

And, if you examine the response spectra whicn

C

tx
\

are figure 1-A and fiaure 1-B in Appendix C, the supplement
I

5 of the SER, you'l see that the Pacoima Dam response
I
tspectra with Tau ecual to zero, exceeds the design spectrum

used in this analysis at 5 HRT's, between 5 and 12 HRT's

and between 12 and 30 HRT's.

So, there are areas in which the Pacoima Dam

response spectra exceeds the design response spectra which

t9

depicts three-field acceleration.
I

DR. BUCK: Which figure are vou talking about?
1

NR. PLEISCHAZER: I ' talking about figures

1-A and l-B.

Now, it ' true that the time history for the

Paco'ma Dam response spectra has a peak acceleration of

C»

~ C
C

1.25G, but we'e not interested in that single peak.

The regulations recuire that we be interested

in the maximum vibratory acceleration throughout the

l~~~rmia. 'laeaan~
~ ~ Ck~ ~, L 4, $V~ l'll

~awe<~
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freauency range of interest, which for the structures and

components, and we'e interested in the components, real

interested in the components 'n this plant, is between

1 and 30 HRT'.

I

t
I
t

I

7 I

I

So, the issue that is before the Board is whether

throughout the freauency range of interest, the response

spectra for a 7.5 magnitude earthcuake is ecual to or

less than or greater than the Pacoima response spectra.

l A t
[

There's a comparison in the record and that

comparison is outlined very precisely in Dr. Lugo's sub-

mission to tne ACRS, which is Licensing Board' exhibit

2-C.

lc

And what he conclude -- And what he does, is

he compares response spectra derived by Dr. Trafuniak,

for 7.5 magnitude earthcuakes and he also compares the

l7
levels of accelerations depicted in table 2.

And, he concludes that the response spectra

for a 7.5 magnitude earthquake and the recommendations

«5
in 6/72 exceed by 30 percent on average the response

spectra used in the re-analysis throughout -the frecuency

ranges of interests.

So, Z think -- And he goes on to point out how

this response spectra really -- reallv depicts tne maximum

vibratorv accelerations that vou would expec in a 6.5

iran'«new«i '/mann~ Azure~ Im
«« ~Cl~~. L «. WfTt <67«~t~
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magnitude earthauake, and that's what we have here, we'e

designed this plant, or we'e tested this plant to a 6.5,

putting aside Tau reduction, just looking at the free-

field accelerations.

But the safe shutdown earthquake or this plant

is supposed to be 7.5 so the plant -- the reanalvsis is

not valid for that reason.

Y
k

LQ
I
II C

Now, we move on to the next ouestion which is

given the free-field acceleration, is there a valid physical

basis for reducing those free-field accelerations to

determine the accelerations in the base of the foundation

and the answer to that is, there isn'.
There are two phenomena that we will examine.

The first is soil structure interaction, and on that we

have Dr.'ewmark, Dr. Trafuniak, and Dr. Lugo all in

agreement. There will not be signi icant soil structure

interaction at the Diablo Canyon site.
The reason is because tnis is a rigid base set

k

on hard rock and you'e not gonna get much loss o" energy

at the interface there.

The second basis for the reduction is the Tau

ef ect.

Let kme address that "or a moment. I think Dr.

Johnson, you have hit on a significant point about the

fkk2t2kkkartk ik. '/t2kaa~k» R~nrkt. I~
CA~~. 2. er 6kkkrt k01

eaa kk»22tkk, 2 aaa
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Tau effect, which is we have one piece of imperical data,
I

and, which is the Hollywood Storage Building, and at 8561
I

and 8648, Dr. Newmark agrees that this is -- tnis is the

test of the Tau effect. This is the piece of data that we

have to go on.

But the fact is that

DR. JOHNSON: Did he say that that was the only

piece?

C

lo

t1
I

of data.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: No, that is the major piece

DR. JOHNSON: Not the only pice of data?

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: That's the major piece of

imperical data.

DR. JOHNSON: He didn't sav major did he?

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Pardon me?

DR. JOHNSON: This was the p'ece that he used

for an example.

~

p MR. FLEZSCHAKER: That' true.

DR. JOHNSON: Z don't remember him put ing

.an adjective on this.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Z don't remember that there
~ A is any other piece of data in the record.

DR. JOHNSON: Nell, Z 'm trying to pin you down

on what Dr. Newma k said, because Z tnink you were

INTvwlN&ki.'IIX'�..I4 R~~ le.
41 OCllTN Cl~ rt7CZ, 5. 4, $VCTt I%1

414lt I~ *
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misauoting there.

only piece of data.

I don't believe that he said this is the

several times throughout the record and--
NR. FLEISCHAKER: Well, we talked about it

I

DR. BUCK: Wha" was said will be in the record.

NR. FLEISCHAKER: And, I'l stand on tnis propo-

sition.

7

l0 t

o C
l3

It is the only measurement in the record where

we compare, where we can compare any single earthquake, the

accelerations at the base of the foundations with the

accelerations in the free field very near by.

The conditions at the Hollywood Storage Building

are not like the conditions at Diablo Canyon. The soil

~ g
is different. In fact, Dr. Lugo estimates that the rigidity

I

of the soil in the Hollywood Storage Building--

ra

CHAIRNAV SALZNAVi: I appreciate that it's a

large record and you certainly made a careful and detailed

araument.

NR. PLEISCHAKER: I'l site you to C-11 of Dr.

VLewmark' testimony because it' the most complete and use-
C

Iful records, were those obtained zrom two earthauakes in

the Hollywood Storage Building.

C

Let me go on to describe the di e ence, because

that's what is signizicant.
l~ic.~iVersa-..~ R~rea fw
w~ CaaM ~i. S, 4. WC?C '11

eaee<~ ~ 4
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CHAIRMAvV SALZi~&iV: Mr. Fleischaker, we 'e given

you more than the time allowed. Do you think you can draw

your final points now?

MR. FLEISCHAr(ER: Sure. I'd like to address two

things very quickly. The first one is damping and the
I

second one is the seed, and I can summarize my arguements

:,5 i
I

il

C
l3

on both of those very quickly.
I

I

Damping. The basic -- The Staff has permitted I

I

7 percent dampings for Diablo Canyon, for the DIablo Canyon

concrete structures.

The pr'oblem is that that value, while it appears

in the Red Guide, is not proven. There are two pieces of
1 I

data that are relied on principly. One of them is measure-

!I»
ments from a Japanese nuclear power plant. The damping

that was measured there was 20 percent, but it was a total

l8

l9
I

25

system damping.

It measured by the soil structure interaction

and the structural damping. All that we'e looking for

here is structural damping.

And, the assignment o 7 percent to the structure)
I

is speculative. I

The second piece o data from laboratory tests

of reinforced concrete she e walls, and tnose eflect
damping values as a functions of stress.

l~me~ire iiVea r~ Azrael~ (w
w~ a~ ~. s. ~. <vert:ov*
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As both Dr. Lugo and Dr. Trafuniak point out,

the assumption of 7 percent damping from those tests requires:,

excuse 'me, the conclusion that there is an average of

7 percent damping requires the assumption that damping

increases linerally as a function of stress.

And Dr. Lugo and Dr. Trafuniak testified to

reports that indicated that that was not the case.

i~1oreover, there were other reports done by

Dr . Trafuniak and Lugo which indicated damp'g less than

7 percents and those reports were rejected without valid
ll

C

13

reasons.

Seed.

Let me move to the last thing, which is Dr.

On the last day of the hearing. Dr. Seed -- Dr.

Seed described for us the conclusions of a report that

he had discussed earlier in the proceeding.

18
I
I

19

Now, this is a study that Dr. Seed did to compare,
I

If

the calculated responses of three models. All three models

have the characteristics of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear

Power Plant.

Two of the models -- ln two of the models, he

allowed for soil structure interaction. En one of the

models, he didn't permit soil structure interact'on.

The purpose of the studv was to determine
whether'~rCyeil.

VCrraaV:lI R~~ lm
4I XVTI4Cl~ Ply ~, L 4 SV& lOT*
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the presence of the rock and the soil underneath Diablo

Canyon had any significant influence on the response of

the structure.

This is his conclusion and i'l auote from the

report.

"The good agreement between computed responses

obtained by the three different methods illustrated in

-> C

.g
I

of soil structure interaction are very different -- are

very small for the case considered.

to neglect interaction effects altogether and simply sub-

the preceeding plots would seem to indicate that the effects '„

I

I

1

The d'ffe ence between motions in the free-
I

field and motions in the base of the foundations is small,
I'

and it is apparent -- And it would be apparently conservat've
i

ject the structure to the prescribed cont ol motion as if

~ m

the base were rigid."
I
I

He also went on to describe, to compare these i

results with another test that he d'd. And, in this test

he analyzed the response of the structure for incline

sheerwave -- sheerwave propagations which result 'n phase
I

differences across the base of the structure.

This is a Tau effect.

And, this is the conclusion rom his report,

which is in the record. The di ference between tne motion

I~C5 CWCl, ltFOC551i R~5t5It.
& 5t5I55c Ck~ $27ctt„5, 4, 5ll557 555

~as+~, 0, asa
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in the free .field and the motions in the base are expected

to be very small where the input is inclined to sheerwave.

Translated, the Tau effect is expected to be

very small.

Now, early in the proceeding, Dr. Seed cited

that for the proposition that soil structure interaction

was negligible at the site, and he was reminded of that

by Dr. Lugo, when Dr. Lugo took the stand.

The very last day of the proceeding, Dr. Seed

I

ii

gy C
lj

I

came in and gave us a revised reading of his study.

think that revised reading, however,„has

somewhat doubtful c'redibility.

First of all, his reading runs contrary to the

plain English of the report, it runs contrary to earlier

testimony that he gave.

Secondly, he says that these reports show 20

percent reduction, but he doesn't indicate the accuracy
I

of that estimte.

And th'rdly, he gives us a total estimate of

40 percent reductions for soil struc ure interaction on

that third day, an off the cuff estimate that hasn't been

o C.

subjected to any analysis, hasn't been subjected to peer
I

group review.

I think that if you examine Dr. Seed's testimony,

Irnee~ir.cwind 'l~r~ R~~ Im
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compare it to earlier testimony, and compare it to the
I

plain English of his report, you have to conclude that it
has doubtful validity.l

Let me just close by saying that l think it'

1

lI
I

I

clear in this case that what has happened is that by employ-

ing some assumptions that are not conservat'e and of
'I

doubtful validity, what's happened that the applicant and

the Staff has analyzed the way the Hoseri Fault, and in-

~

Q
I

stead of the protection that the law requires, all these

people are left with is the hope that an earthquake won'

ei C occur.

And I don't think that that 'justice ought
lQ I

lA
I

to be permitted to stand, and for that reason, I think

.that the Licensing's Board decision should be vacated.

17
I

l8
I

Thank you.

cHAIR~l sALzs~fAN: Thank you.

Nr. Brown, you have 5 minutes.

NR. BROWil: sabir. Chairman, I will be brief and

I will be to the point.

iM. Norton said that I stated an untruth when I
I

said that the record snowed that the size of that seismic

.C

focusing in the Pacoima Dam record was not elated to the
'I

peak acceleration.

I want to read, use my time just to read these

(~nrw~ra ag 'iaeaan~ Raerrw. lw~ ~u~ ~. S. e. SSJ~eaao<~ S,
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two pages of testimony, beg'nning at 5885.

The question is to Dr. Frazier.

Didn' Nr. Heiden, who did a model -- that'

part of this proceeding, -- conclude that focusing or

directivity worked in the opposite direction with respect

to the acceleration pole.

So, indeed not,'s the answer.

The acceleration record is certainly influenced

by the rupture moving toward the record. The tning that

you may be referring to is that Heaten as well as myself

I

oq C
!

l3

'CI»

and many other researchers on this subject have found

that from all 'available data, the peak acceleration of

1.2 at Pacoima Dam probably was not a direct resu't of

focusing, no.

h

the

IIt probably -- Hy record is unclear. It probably '

CQ

occurred from a slightly diffe ent phenomenon, which simply

means that you have a remarkable rupture going right at
II

that instrument and it did not cause accelerations that

were excessive.

Question. So, then the Pacoima Dam record for

acceleration doesn't reflect the s'gnificant component of
C»
C»

I
focusing.

Answer. No, I tnink it does. I think it'
very clear that it coes. For accele ation is the cuestion?

Irnaer Cr.Csun '/Cesar.~ RaOe~ tm~ ~ Cl&~~~ . 5. C. 5VC?C 'll
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Yes. Okay. Than witness Bolt breaks in and
N

says the following. If you'e puzzled about that, could I

5

ii

~ C

~ C

I

h

I

I

I

clarify it a little for you?

Yes, is the answer -- Is the question. I guess

I don'0 understand.

And then Bolt says the following. And Bolt

now, is referring directly to what Frazier said a moment

ago when he said that peak acceleration was not -- did not

encompass seismic focusing on the Pacoima record.

He said the following: "Dr. Frazier is talking
Iabout two parts of the record. The part that he is referr-

ing to is the pulse. „You said the acceleration. The

pulse or the fling is an earlier part, vou see, and it'
peak acceleration was only reached rom memory at .4G.

The high peak of accele ation, the 1.2G occurred
l

very much later in the record. It was a very much high

frequency and is not related to his evplanation in terms o"

focusing at all, but that is not to be coming from some

more complicated phenomenon as the pulse broke out at the

surface of the earth and produced other kinds of waves.

So, there's really no- -- He's talking about--
There are two different peaks in the record we'e talked

I

about here. I'm surprised. And tnen a brief colloquy.

And then Frazie states again the same point

I HTC7ttl4f'Ctvll, CTFOAtlw Q~TCtS
SVITX .'07cavu~
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that's been made, that seismic focusing was not involved in

the peak acceleration part of this record.

"Frazier: The type of focusing that resulted

from the deep rupture -- rupturing toward the record, towarc

the Pacoima Dam reporting station in the early 6 kilometers

of the breaking part of the rupture, probably did not

contribute significantly to the recording it'.2 or there-

about, peak acceleration;"

C

Now, Pw . Norton also referred to Blume's state-

at page 7956, right here atment. And, what Blume said

beginnin at line 8.g
II

So, it's more in the line of guessing like you

say in the case of the San Fernando Vally--
E It is a long paragraph here. En any event, E've

underlined the following.

la I

I

1'))
I
I

Ag

I
I

I

I

l

Zt says, very likely the velocity pulse in the
I

beg'ning of the record was cue to focusing. The initial
pulse in this earthquake, as shown by the mocel of heat

that is referred to by everybocv, shows the initial pulse

of the earthquake, and according to Bolt, the acceleration

of that pulse was somewhere on a magnitude of .4, heaced

di ectly at the Dam's instrument, anc whatever that was,

it was focused.

But the rupture then propagated in a different

(II?))IIirO i). VOW..~ R~~ '.~
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direction, away from the Dam, and it was at that point,

according to the heaten model, which is referred to
here,'hat

the time recording shows that that was the peak

acceleration of 1.2 and at that point the rupture was

C I propagating away from the instrument at the Pacoima Dam.

There was no instrument to record the focusing

effect of the 1.2. So, I didn't state an untruth, and

Dr. Bolt didn't state an untruth, and Dr. Frazier didn'

state an untruth, nor did Dr. Blume state an untruth.

DR. JOHNSON: Let me -- With all those truths

C
added up, let me see if I can understand what vou've just
said.

The record at Pacoima Dam, according to everybody',

during the early portion of the history, did indeed record
W

the effects of focusing, is that -- Is that your understand--

2.ng?

i8 i

I

MR. BROIL: Yes, and no.
I
IIt recorded focusing of the initial pulse, tnat

is the initial
DR. JOHNSON: The initial pulse of

MR. BROWN: -- magnitude and rupture towards

the Dam.

Dr. JOHNSON: Right. So, tha" there is the

effect of ocusing reported in that record, not related to
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t

the 1.25GI but focusing pe se gave rise to a portion of that1
I

I

record, is that right?
t

MR. BROWN: That's right. There was focusing

related to the perhaps .4, but not related to the peak

acceleration.

DR. JOHNSON: But it also says the velocity
t

pulse in the early portion of the record is a result of

the focusing, does it not?

I, c

l5

MR. BROW'.: That was at .4. I think the velocity ~

I
I

pulse means the ~ 4.

DR. JOHNSON: Do you have an opinion from your

study of the record as to what portions of the strong

mot'on, ground motion record is important 'from the stand-

point from the energv associated with the motion?

MR. BROWN: I'm -- very narrow issue, that is

whether the design recruirement which were developed from

the acceptance of the Pacoima Dam record is an accurate

point that Dr. VI. ewmark concluded, seismic focusing and

cQ ~,
peak acceleration,

DR. JOHNSON: Well,

MR. BROWN: And that's all I can really address,

l'm sorry.

C crue stion.

DR. JOHNSON: All right, let me ask one other
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DR."'JOHNSON: Are you aware of how Dr. Newmark used

the Pacoima Dam record?

MR. BRO~i: Only to say that the record that he

used did not" embrace focusing related to the peak accelera-

tion.

So, I really wish I could testify or discuss

I

!o
I

I

I
I

more with you, but I can'.
DR. JOHNSON: Let me -- Because I think what you

just said is not correct, and I will give you my understand-

ing of why I think it is not correct.

My understanding 's that Dr. Newmark used the

entire Pacoima Dam record to generate a response spectrum,

and that record .included interolia, lc25 G peak, and that s
!
II

the reason he peaked it, because somebody said this is the.

highest peak acceleration, ground motion record we have.

I8
I

I
i

l9

But, it's my understanding that he used that

entire record, the strong motion -- the record of strong

motion at Pacoima Dam to generate a response. function and

that bv using that entire record, if there's ocusing in
i

it, he utilized, his response spectrum incorporates whatever,'

focusing was in that--
MR. BROWN: That' not right.

i

This is really

It took me a long time, I assure you, to understand this,

so I do understand it now and I'm going to correct tne
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statement.

The peak acceleration, of 1.2 occurred at a

point on the record. The heaten model shows the time record

-- The accelegram shows that at a point on this fault when

the rupture was propagating away from the strong motion

i C

/
!

I
!

7

~

Q
1

)

13

lx

instruments at the Pacoima Dam, and since focusing can only
I

be picked up at instruments, are in the direction of

ruptured propagation.

And since the Pacoima Dam's instrument was not

in that direction, the 1.2 G did not include the effects

of seismic focusing related to that 1.2 peak acceleration,
I

to that rupture propagation.

it's all really very clear in here and I also

point out--
~ '"

!'R.

JOHNSON: lf that was due to focusing.

i'. BROWN: Pardon me?

DR. JOHNSON: If that particular thing was

focused in the opposite direction, that's why it didn'.
But it did include the focusing that occurred earlier.

i~1R. BROFlN: Yeah, the point was -- As you

»»
C»

pointed out--
DR. JOHNSON: Wait a minute. We'e talking

about the Pacoima Dam'record, not the record out in the

opposite direction. We'e talking about the Pacoima Dam
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I

I

C

record, and what Dr. Johnson is trving to tell you is that

he did include the 1.25. He did include whatever came in

earl'r that was due to focus ing. E t was all there, not

focusing in the opposite direction, but focusing towards

Pacoima Dam.

MR. BROWN: What matters here, according to what

the other parties said in their brief, they have said that
I

Ithe Pacoima Dam record embraces the effects of seismic

focusing and the only meaning that has for this record is

I

Ix

if the Pacoima Dam record embraces seismic focusing for
the peak acceleration because it was from that that Dr.

Newmark drew his conclusions.

So, we can say that what Dr. Newmark did, did

not. embrace seismic focusing related to the 1.2 G. Other

things could be said too, including perhaps what Dr. Johnson

said. I

But what cannot be said, is that the 1.2 G

embrace seismic focusing because the instrument wasn'

in the direction of rupture propagation.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think we can appreciate

your point, Mr. Brown.

»»
C» MR. BROPPiI: Thank you.

CHAZR1~IAN SALZMAN: Thank you.

Before we part, gentlemen, Pw. Fleischaker, your

(»~C l7CWCi '(~77I R~rzra leCa~ SVrrCrr. S. C. 717CZZ O7
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I
1

motion to reopen the record to consider additional evidence
4 S

came in only recently and I understand that counsel have

agreed among themselves -- Ne 'e out o f time. The other

I

3

I

I
I

I

tt3

side will have to respond.

Am I correct, Nr. Fleischaker?

HR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes, sir.
CHAIRtAN SALZMN: Nell, in that case, will Hr.

Tourtellotte be kind enough to memorialize the agreement

in a letter to the Board with copies to all people, all
the parties.

On the behal of the Appeal Board, I want to

,thank counsel for their argument this afternoon.

Ne found them helpful, we found them illuminating'
and we appreciate your patience in answering what may have

Ig
I
S

at times to be endless and repetitive cruestions we had

of all of you.

As I said at the beginning, th's is our oppor-

tunity to get amplified what you gave us. And, I think

in fa'mess that we'e took -- We will take all the argu-
S

hg

ments and all the answers into consideration in resolving

the issues be ore us, which all of us appreciate are both

complex and highly technical.

Perhaps needless to add, but for the benefit

for those people who were 'n the audience and may not

(1STCPtia FICaeal lU+%k&MR~~
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I

I

appreciate it, the sort of decision that we 'e cal led upon

I

I

l

C I

I

to make is not one that can be made on the bench or over

night.

Et will take careful study and we will give it
whatever study needs, to be sure that the answer we'e given„

the decision we reached is based on full record, all the

arguments and the best our ability can give to it.
More than that, I cannot promise you except to

i
11

l

l3

say that we will endeavor to do all
and rapid a time as possible.

Thank you again for your

stands submitted.

\

this in as reasonable
I
1

1

I

patience and the matter

!

IA
Thank vou and good afternoon.

(Nhereupon, the meeting was ajourned at
5:50 o'lock p.m.)
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